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PART 1, SECTION 15

INTRODUC+ION

4.

Th" followingrepois aAbrief explanati n f the objec-\

t

tiyes and activities of the ,Libexalf
Arts/Cooperative

Education program, as planned, juXtaposedWith the actual

activities carried out.. The material is organized in ten
' different topic areas, as follows:

I. \ Classe$
, . 6. Pla.c\eme

.

.2. Public Relations 7. 1,e111ty4 ildelations ;--

l'3. Faculty Job Developers 8. Administr ive Relations,
I. \

4. Student Characteristics 9. WorkshopS. Seminars Attented
5: Community Connections 10. cl.ther Dire for Activities

1 '
4.

\.. \Th'elre a briefse
. ,

description of each of the ai-ea's'above,.i
. '. (-----unde'r the section, "Actual Activities Underaken", f6r the, .

general reader. Appended sample memos, repOrts, corTespon,-

dence, newspaper clippings, and other material are for 'the

reader who wishes to understand the program in more depth.
V

Appended material is organized according to the topiC de-.

:14scribed/that is, all material in Appendix 1. ha's to do with

the descriptions in topic (1.), Classes.
All m4.terlal. in

, .

Appendix 2. has to do with the Publit Aelati'prts:aspecic, etc.

Thus this material is'in the nature of ..a'se1T-evaluation

following patterns that 1

will help us to assess theprogyam
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,

and make basic judgements about directions for the fol-

lowing year.

PLANNED OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

The lollowing 4ere theeobjectives as outlined in the\plan

for the program);
"r

A. A number of jobs devjeloped for students-,

B. Students placed in jobg", Totalling appToximately.751,

C. Increased skill and knOWledge by students 'about all

aspects of the° worLd.of,work;%:

N 4
D. A revised and functional course of study for those

;

.

'related class seminart;

E. A functional advisory committee meeting regularly tp

deal with the pragraT.
00.

r/
Planned aactilfities included the followingspWSsei:

9

1. Fall 1980

'Program development was to begin'by hiring.regular

4

,

.

Liberal Arts fa'eulty as job, developers to workin

discipline\. They were.to find opportunities

for students, recruit students into the program, 'and
$

help with the pracement process (see page 5 of program

applicak.ion)% .

(

5
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1.

Z.. Fall 6emes-t-*.r..4980:& Spring Semester 1981 .
VThe program was to begin by registering sIudents in

. .

,coop for the Fall Semester, teaching th.e related
±

clases1 Oadilng the students, and undertaking all-
other as4ects of Coop,

3., Spl4ng,Semester 1980

grpup of studedt6 were

group of Liberal Arts faculty job developers were to

to be recruited;, a new

be involved.with theprograin during the Spring Semes-
ter.

L

k

. s.
.III. ACTUAL ACTIVITIES & RESULTS OF ACTIVITIES DURING FIRSIX._YEA} OF OPERATION

,
. . X

'
r.

Thefollowing information, divided into twelve categories,
...:-.7

will explain the activities ion the program during the year,.
particularly as they relate to the objectives. La each

°. case information will-be given ast nature of the

pro-gram and the extenOw.o Which those obj,ectives weref 7

. }

a/COMP 'a S We'd *.
kkkir 461

'k

k)1 0

0

f. Classes .

4,

,

\

f, . 1 .k
Dr. Johnson met with the-related ,classes, including

....
.

.

1.several special group,, that were establis.shed for
.

.student convenience on the West Campus and' the East. .,,
,

.Campus". Tht.classes,,met for two hciui-s once a week and

undertook activiti6s in three major areas:

"?(-

6r
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a) Resume' writing, job interviews and -otter re
information about job-finding and-keeping;

b) Job and career planning;

c) Ijiuman relations on-the-job.

4

In all cases emphasig was towards the needs of the

Liberal Arts student and relating the Liberal Arts

program to the world of work. The.general theme was

learning to learn from one's own experiences, c rather
/

lAran learning from didactic pre's,entations2 Dr.

Johnson described this theme.in an article which was

pNished in the Journal' of Cooperative Educatlbn

entitled, "Cooperative Education From A Teacher'p

Perspective" (Appendix 1.1).
. .

A detailed curriculum was developed'earlier and is in

the process of revisiorOlow. It will eveittually be a

160-page booklet with detailed curriculum suggestions

and guides for teachers in Cooperative Education pro-

grams in genera', Cooperative Educat?on/Liberal'Arts

programs-specifically, and especially those working

with older stujepts. The booklet is C
curiently under-,

y going
.

4
further revision from In earlier draft. In its

,

curi.ent' form 't is attached as Appendix 1.2.

.70

-
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Student evaluation of the classes was notably of a1

high order, with the,following statementsa examples:
a) "I never learned so-much that was sp important,

so easily."

"This is the most (relevant and useful course I've
sever taken. This is what chool'should really beabout."

c) ,"I wish Ild taken this kind of thing earlier in
my educatiOnal program,"

4) "I'm glad that it
t.it's possible now ro me, as a1

Humanities major, to get some d.irect help in pre-paring for work."

D.

The suctessEA), in the classes and the nature of the

piograM in general, along with the student responses,

indicate that the major, objective of increased skilk

and -Knowledge on the part of students"coneerning the

world of work was well attained.

2. Public Relations ."

It was co9sidered extremely important to help the

entire college community, as well .as the general

Tucson Pima Cougt)c,community to le rn a Mich as pos-

sible about- the development of this 1ew program.

Inside the cqllege,/the college newspaper printed an

'article about Coop (Appendix 2.13 after an interview

with'the Director. The Bulletin (Appendix 2.2) on
,

-several occasions; provided. information about the.

6 f
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I

1Coop/Liberdl Afts. progrAm and its aVailabifity.-

Posters were used around the_college to ,provi,de

information to studento. The President made avery
' poSitiveanWbuncqmeht at a faculty m'eeting'. The

Director.met with the Liberal Arts, group to utilize

their connecti,onsWithwether faculty as ...a sounding

*board and as' a'systa
of'communicatieng.'Dr.. Johnson-

also spoke to a number offcl'asses on all campuses.
r , 1 if

..A variety of faculty and counselor memos (Appendix 2.3).

were sent. A Word -of -moth system was developed from-
,

faculty-to-faculty. And at the end of the program, an

extensive faculty luncheon workshop (Appendix 2.4)

meeting was provided, with faculty and counselors .

einvited to attend. A report of this workshop is appen-
ded.

As a result, the program became well .known thfbughout

the college.\ More ab..d more studentswtre referred and

jobs made available.

r

.

Outside the college!, efforts were also made to provide

'information. An article aPpeared.in "Linkages"

(Appendix 2.5). There.weTe several newspaper articles

gal

4
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in Tucson newvpapers;, connections .were; established.

with the University of Arizona_alip.cuLi4,---2-44-3,--441-31-0

their placement programiimateriads were sent to a

'variety of other colleges and institutions (ApDehdiX

2.7) on their request. A college publication for

public consumption. called the,Aztec, carried an exten-.

sive story-(Appendix 2.8) about Coop/Liberal Arts. A .

'number of businesses, working directly with the prog ram

'became familiar with it. Correspondence was developed
\

and undertaken with many businesses, agencies and

educational institutions (Appendix 2..9) throughout the

country, and Dr. Johnson was,,able to explain' the nature
.

of the program in some depth at a variety of workshops

.(Appendix 2.10) which he attended, in Boston, Las

Vegas, and others. ?.
Additional-sample public relation information (Appen-

dhMT.F1), newspaper 'clipvings, etc. are attached.

... .3. vli,a-eolty Job Development
7 .Y-;--

a
The heart 'f the program was to hav4 been the activity

.

by faculty job'developers to,find jobs for Liberal Arts

students, in the community, develop Connections with

business in industry, recruit students to f the

jobs, and make the connections.
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4

Since the funding arrives from the, Office of Education

-se late that we were unable start the prOgiam in

the Fall Semester as planned, we werc'not able to hire

A facultf- job developers until the between-semester time

near the Christmas holidays. 'At that time five indi--a

viduals were hired: wlo developed a variety of jobs in

their fields, recruited some students and weres-responsi-,
1'

ble for the 37 stAwLents being inducted into the program

for the Spring Semester.' The each undertook activities

in their own areas., as described in some"of the appen-:

ded material. They'utilized the telephone, and Peisona.1,..

visits to businesses and operated essentially accbr-ding

' to the appended role description (Appendx 3.f) which

Dr.-Johnson developed. Meetings were eld with the

.Director 0.nd the faculty job developers, to clarify

issues, to offer suggestions for j615. deve,lopment and' to

-share information.. Sample%minutes (Appendix 3.2) are

attached: Business,cards were,provided, mileage was
or
paid for, telephone arrangements made, and ()flier .logis-

tical- aspecti M.-ken care o'f through the Central office.

4. Student Characteristics er

. .The nature of-the students is 15artrally clear through .

the earlier information about thesex and ethnic back-
t

*ground of-the students. Much more important,
'

however,

or .*
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A

i the student's age.
.

The -average age of the. Coop/

Liberal Arts student was.31 - slightly higher than

the average-age of the.FLma C011ege strident gene.ral,
. . .

AThis age is crucial to the nature pfi the program. Theme

,fact that We are dealing with adults rather than

younsters, such s- typi.oal rn
,

highscho_ols and universi-

ties', tells a,lot,about the program and.pabbut the

directions that we need to take.. Recent informai611

Ps has supported this concept and offered even more

tive suggestions for prograrh development in, support of

the oldei Student.(1)

Student numbers involved in the program '- a total of:37i

- wereunfortunately low. This was prim-rlly becaus'e
- ,'

we were" unable to'.initiate the program in the Fall

Semeste r, as we had hoped, and thus only one semester_

iks

, .

was available. -We had hoped to haN7e 25 'students in
\ i

...fre program in -the Fall Semesters 50 in the-Spring, As

'it was there were .none- in the Fail, and 37 in the- Spring.'
.

1 ,-The intormation.about the program, although di s1, em,inated.4
o 1 .

thoroughly, took held only sloidly and we were d saps-

'pointed t-Diet we were not able to- get more students in

'the Spring Semester. The program is expanding, however,

("Cross, K.Patri ia, Adults as Learners, Jdssey-Bass, Sad Fran-
/

cisco, 1981.

r

12
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and at this writing there are 72 registered for the

Spring 1981/82 Semes4er.

a

One special population of student,inot included in

the 37, are,those students at the Arizona Co'rrectional

Training Facility., whei.e Dr. Johnson taught a class

for those who were primarily interested in the Liberal

Arts. Perhaps another dozen there were able to take

advantage of the program, both in the classroom

portion and through suppdYt in their prison job, and

in finding a regular job when they were released from

prison.

Anotheri. group of students for whom the program seemed

to have spe'cial relevance were women', older than the

usual student, who wished to return to the work force

in a Liberal Arts field, after many years,of raising

a family,. or'after a'death or divorce.

4,.
/

5. lkelations With .Busine es & Industry in the Community

'Through the work Qf the acuity job'developers and the

central office pe s.onnel,- extensive rela,tiOnships
;we-re underta d cye
4 dl

pied with a nUmb.e; of busi-

nesses in the comAunity, Sfnple reports of the job

developers (Appendi5.1) are included, as well.as

lis.tings of typical jobs and the kinds of contacts

that were made and continued.

3°
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°I4/ One of the best examples is our relationship wit the

International Business Machines Corporation (Ap ndix
kb' 5-.2) in Tucson, which provided a nulQer of ve

useful and interesting jobs for our Liberal Arts/Coop

students (Appendix 5.3).

In addition, an extensive program known as 'CIVICS, was

developed through the 'City of Tucson, in which students
( -

were placed in a variety of positions with support

through city staff and where extensive learning took

place.

6. placement

Job placement was undertaken, partially' through the
4

faculty job developers and partially though the

central office. As information about openings becaMe

'available, students who,Aad expressed interest werflo

informed, as well as faculty members in the disci-.

plines involved, and the connections made.

Relationships were developed with the newly formed
4

Office ofPlacement at Pima Community College so that

when students were interested in a particular role,

theey we're referred by the Coop Office to the PlaceMent

.Service, as well as the Placement Service referring

'specific jobs to those of us in Coop, for reference to

14
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s,tuaents. An excellent rel-dtionship developed and'is

continuing as the 'Placement Offie expands: It is a /0

hopd that eventually the logisticd1 arrangements for

placement within the 'COop/Liberal Arts program' can be

taken care of entirely thr.ough the Office of Placement
at the college..

,v

. A number of meetings were held with the Placement

people.toclarify procedures and establish appropriate

relationships...
4

7. . Faculty Relaeio.nships

A,variety of meetings
were'undertaken with f'aculty

through' the Liberal Arts group with, w44,ich Dr. Johnson

.worked and of which he is a member. That group in fdCts

became the,poliey advisory group for-the Liberal Arts

,Coop program and ideas and plans were communicated to

them.

A ,number of memos were sent to the Liberal Arts 'faculty,

woz
t' Samples are included in Appendix 2.5. Arso, the,

4.6

pt faculty had an opportunity to work in the program, as',,

facUlty job developers, thus strengthenin'g theiT under
: standing of the role of; the' Coop progr"am and helping

.1.

them be comforktabde in providing support. The faculty

15:
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were thus able to use their personal knoWledge of

jobs in their field in*developing jobs, and became -

strongly supportive of \the program.

The concept of the faculty jo4 developer part-eime

role was an outstanding part ofthe program.

The final luncheon in May (Appendix 2.4) was also an

important aspect of relationships with the faculty.I
/ .

Over forty faculty who had not had direet involvement

with the pirogram before, as well as a number of

student counselors, could attend, hear the discussions

ante enthusiasm about,the program, hear administra,

tors speak highly its activities and potential,

and thus "join the band-wagon".

8. Administrative Relationships

College administration supported the program power-

fully - not only with dollars 0n the institutional

aspect of the program, but also emotionally and through

/their support with other faculty. Dr. Manilla sTake

highly 'of the program in some depth at a college -wide^

facylty meeting and urged. all .to be involved. Dr.

Fuller, Vice President for Instruction,q was a guest

speaker at the luncheon and juxtaposed.the excellences

16
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'of 'the program with the bas-ic needs of he colle,ge to

become as' deeply involved as p5ssible in thie tucson/*a.

;

Pima County business and industrial communitY.

9. Workshops Attended by the Director

In order tobeoth learn more about Cooperative Education/

Liberail Aits and to disseminate information on a

national basis, Dr. Johirson attended several.natfonal °

'workshGps and other programs. One was the WACWEE Meet-

itg'in Las Vegas, Nevada; one was the Liberal Arts/

Coop workshop sponsored by Northeastern University in

'Boston; and a third, also established by Northeastern,,'

about program evaruation. Reports of those workshops

(Appendii 2.110), both their positive and negative

feature , are attached, including details of ,the activi-
e ,

41
ties that Dr. John undertook at those workshops and

the work he was able to-accomplish. )

10 Other Director Activities

Dr. Johnson in addition to the activities described

above, supervised the prOgram secretary and student

aide as well es the faculty job developers. He taught

the class Qom aspect of the program, was basically

respon.sTble for the placement coordination efforts,

made some visits to studeets on the job, and other

regular program activities.,

17
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As previously mentioned, h.e wrote and had publjshe
P

in the "JOurnal of Coomrative Educati,on" the.

attached article (Appendix 1.1.) about the role o ,the

teacher in the Coop program, which drew Lesponse. rbm.
a number of people around the country: 'Also:as

,
result of that article and other nation-w-ide publ p

relations information, Dr. nson responded to ak

number of requests for inforination about the program
from a variety of Cooperative Education directors,

He also wrote, and i# in the process of revising the

attached handbook for use in the related classes. The

_revisions will emphasize specific Liberal Arts student

needs(Appendix 1.2).

'...x.

. ..

Individual counselling and other'one-to-one.work witbAS

. students is . a very important and time consuming aspec

of the Coop teacher's role, more so than in the usual

college classes. Students averaged over three indi-,
r

-
.t..

vidual-conferences each, withDr. Johnson in the Spring..

semester.

4

, e
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.:Mnt
,141'..A.10 Journal of Cooperativeijiii4ma!,;.1.0. ;,''' 1A4( '4,.. Education, entitled':' "Coopera3,ive Education FromTeacher's Perspective"

1

6.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION FROM A TEACHER'S PERNSPECT1VE

t

COOPERATIVE. ED TION
FROM A TEACHER'S PER ECTIVE

PHILIP E. JOHNSON
Pima Community College

Tucson, Ari4oila
--,..10;100.0140,,,,

As a Cooperative Education teacher/coOrdinator at the Community
College level, I have recently taken stock to try to determine why I find
the teaching so exciting and meaningful 4; me. In all of my, educational
experierices, I have never had quite the "turn on" oc the personal
satisfaction from teaching that I haN7ein4Co-op, and it.seelits worthwhile
to determine the reasons. 1 .

After considerable analysis, I have concluded that The techniques
that I am able to use, ang which fop) the background of the entire
educational process; match rather' cdinpletely my.- educational
philosophy. I can develop a curriculum and modify it according to the
concerns of the learner. I can be responsive to.studenjs' needs rather than
demand the completior?of Certain requirements. I can help people get in-
to the cycle of learning from their ownexperiences. In short, I can be a
teacher; one' who helps others learn, rather than simply an "expert."

Expertise is rather easy to.colhe, by. We all have the experience of a
teacher who is an expert chemist; managerpor welder but has very limited
teaching skills. But a tacher one who can help others learn israre.
Today's dynamic world situation demands more and better reaching.

The philbsophy of 'which I speak, the geneial frapiewqk within
which my Cooperative Etucatioilexpei-ienCes fit, might well be called the
idea of process educatoh4experiential learning/facilitative teaching.

Here'.s what I meanOby those ideas!and why they're.so important to
me.

Process Education

The traditional mission of post 'secondary schooling, has been the
transmission of the,ac,cumulated wisdom of the past, passing the cultural
heritage from one generation to the next. Completely content-oriented,
the assumption has been that the essential, truths are already determined,
and need only be learneby our youth. In view of the knowledge explo:

2 0
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JOURNAL OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
. ir

sion generMions, however, this mission is no longer valid, if it.

ever was:ahe defined purposes of education ne.ed<dramatic reform, ajid
one of the most obvious aspects of this reform can be,seen in the concept
of process education inherent in cooperative education.

Difficult to, describe, process education can be summarized by say-.Itt

ing that it helps the 'student to become a learner rather than merely
1_ . learned.t Cp-op helps ,tlie students frame appropriate questions and

. develop mechanisms and tools for seeking answers rather than simply.
. supplying the answers. Process education e_mPhasizes, the trip rather than .-

the-destination, deals more with the "how" and 'why" rather.than the,
"what," the skills as much as the knowledge.

i --4. .Experiential Learning I
.

Withih the gel eral concept of Process -Education, the most all-
. propriate learning inode appears to .be what has, been called experiential

learning.
By experiential learning I do not mean the simple and unconsidered

accumulation of experience, nor do I mean providing college credit for, :
redecorating The kitchen or changing a flat tire. Rather, experiential

--earning means the internalized learnirig associaltd iwith life experiences, .

on-the-job experiences arid classroom experiences. Implied is the idea,
that we must be in a cycle of learning from oursexperience. Perhaps my
most importarit function as a co-op teacher./coordinator is to help, the
students get into that CS/Cie of adjusting behaviors according. to .what is
tieing learned through their experiences.

A diagram of that cycle might appear as follows;

86
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. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION FROM A TEACI-IER PERSISECTIVE

'Figure 1
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As an elementary school principal some years ago, I had a problemwith a veteran teacher. When I suggested a new technique, program,-ormaterials, she would quickly point out to me, "Young mattIhave 40lears experience teaching the first grade." I said to myself (not out loud,since she was a very intimidating lady) that she did not have 40 years ex-.perience, but rathef oneyeap of experience 40 timcs. She never paid It-tention to-the results of her experiences, never modified her.behavior asbased on feedback, and accepted withOut question what she had learnedin Normal School. Her approach to leaching and to life is a sad indict-Ment of her own education and tyPical e!f the usual kind of contenttransmission from experts who Ire not teachers.
The intcixicating aspect of being a co-op teachlr/coordinator is thatwe can genuinely help students engage_in process eduCation and promote

experiential approaches. We can help students improve their abilities, bein touch with their own experiences, to analyze and assess those ex-'periences, to learn frontthem, and in Tact to;generate their own theories.We are able to help students to be learners rather than merely leatted.We, do much more than simply transmit, content information fromourselves or the book to the student.
°

'Facilitative Teiching

Since co-op is grounded in the concepts of process education and ex-periential learning; it becomes possible to teach in what might be called afacilitative fashion. Facilitative teaching is that kind of teaching whhpromotes experiential learning; it emphasizes the teacher gt one whostructures the educational process and helps to orchestrate the learningresources around the student, rather than teteacher who is merely anexpert'in content. No longer is the transmission of content the only mis-, sion of education.
The co-op teacher can help students extract meaning from their ownday-to-day work experiences, provide relevant experiences in' theclassroom, and help students to turn thoseexpefiences into internalizedlearning. This is the essence of, facilitative teaching.

- Utilizing this cycle of Process Education /Experiential Learn-
ing/Facilita:tiv'e Teaching is particularly appropriate at the CommupityCollege level, since our students are often older than the usual universitystudent and have a broad base of life experience on which to draw.In a very practical sense, the virtue ,of this educational approachallow% me, as a co-op teacher, to use a variety of teaching techniques
which I believe are useful for students.

88
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION FROM A TEACHER'S PERSPECTIVE

I usually start a series of classes, for example, with a
Needs/Resources exercis&in which I extract as much information as I can
abo% the students' needs, anticipated leartii4, and expectations and

'.clesign 'the classes accordingly. -

Procesreducation also implies that the objectives of the educational.
.program are based vgry strongly On the perceived needs 'of the students
rathei than a priori deterMinations by the college or the' tcather. Insteadof a "canned" curriculum, I am able to generate educiational content tomatch the needs of my students as closely as possible. The issue of super-vision at work, for example, can be dealt with through a series of sfmula-
tions and activities which help studenti focus on their own supervisory
skills; developing those skills to a higher level, Nther than simply ac-.
cumulating lists of supervisory skills. j -

Procedures can be used to help students diagnose current work -situations, set appropriate 'goals, and develop personal comprehensivic;,.action plans for accomplishing those goals.
Classes can be devoted to helping students gain skill in theprocess

decision making and problem solving, drawing the content and issue.
from the student's own working life.

So, from the perspective of theteacher, the Cooperative Edutation
Program is satisfying and exciting. It allows me to operate from a sensible
and, to me, important educational philosophy and gives me the great
feeling that I am being of real use to students., helping them to get into
their own cycle of learning from experiences. 4e9

N. 4
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

A TEACHER'S MANUAL

I. INTRODUCTION

VP.

What is Cooperative Education?

Cooperativ.e Education is an educational program available

to students in High Schools, Community Colleges, and

Universities which brings together the academic world and

the world of work.' Based on theories of process education

and experiential learning, Co-op offers unique Opportunities

for both faculty and students.

The very essence of the word cooperation implies, in this

)

case, cooperation among the student:.the academic institution

nd the employer.

1
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The Cooperative Education program is usually composed of

.many coordinated segments; job development ali'd employe* rela-
- placement, coordination visits on the job, individual

counsetling and student support, recordkeeping, and the related

classes-. In some Co-op situations, notably in setbndayy

school's, the related classes concern the student content

courses;,the office educatiort student has related c4asses in

typing,'office procedures and office-machines.
.

The welding student takes related classes in arc and acetylene
weldirig. The related classes in Cooperative Education at the

.community college and university level, however, are normally

not in the student's content field, since the student takes

these as separate courses, but rather are concerned with

processes involved in working '- job and career, planning,

leatning Trom the job experidnces, finding and keeping a job,

and humanielations on-the-job.

10

This manual is intended to provide material f cooperative

'seducation'-teachers for use in these process-oriented related

classes '; not the student's content studies such -as welding or ,

office procedures, and not the other 'aspects of the'coopera-,

tive education' teacher's role, such.as job development, place-
.

ment or record-keeping. A companion
vol_ume_JazweNe-r-r---b-y1,---;---------

Sparks and Stanley is de-tiote largely to-the student oriented
)

aspects of Coop native Education and contains a wealth of
, ..

information,_including.student materials and suggested- forms
.

.

and procedures for record-keeping. .
,

29
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Process Evaluation, Experiential Learning, and
Facilitative Teaching

Since the major approach of Cooperative Education is in the.

. realm of processes more than content, or skills more than

knowledges an explanation Of process evaluation, the related

idea of,experiential learning and the implied facilitative

teaching methods is in order.

The traditional.mission of education from the e ginning ofb

time has been the tansmission,of the cultuial heritage of
4

the past; passing accumulated knowledge and wisdom frqm one

generation to the next. Completelytontent oriented, the

theme has been the importance of the transmission of that

which was already known. In view of the knowledge ex/ilosion

in recent generations, this: mission',' is no longer completely

valid. It needs dramatic reform, and one of the most obvious

potential of reform'can be seens.in the application of Coopera-

tive Education.

The obv of content transmission might be called process

education. Difficult to describe, it can.be summarized by

saying that it,involves'helping the student to become a

learner rather than merely learned. This is.the essence of

Co=op: CO-op helps the student to frame the appropriate

questions, and to develop themechanisms and tools of seeking'

answers, rather than simPlysupplying'the answers to him/her.

Process Education deals with the trip rather than exclusively .

the destination, deals withc.the "how" .and less with*the,"what".

r
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The concept of process education can be divided into several

elements, incluaTmg:

Thinking

Feeling

.Relating

Valuing

S

The process issues, as distinct from content, are appropriately

in the realm of cooperative education, The development of

cooperative education in process 'form might continue a defini-

tion of these process concepts in terms of educational issues,

as Allows:

...EDUCATIONAL

PROCESSES

ISSUES IN COMIERATIVE

"EDUCATION

...

.

Curriculum
.---...

Teaching
Methods

Teacher
Training

.

,

Administration
And Program
Management

.

Thinking
.

Feeling
,

,

Relations

yaluing
.

c .

l

Thus' Cooperative Education issues in sAcandary_and post

secondaryoschools can be juxtaposed with educational processes,

to help us ask the most usefulqueseions and therefore deter-

mine the most appropri4te prOcedures and techniques:

CI 31 r-



The most appropriate implication Of process education in co-op

programs appears to be the deliberate use of experiential

leaihing.

PROCESS EDUCATION

.

IM LIES

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

. By experiential learning, we do not mean the simple and

unconsidered accumulation of experiehces nor do we mean

providing credit for redecorting-th itchen or changing

a flat tire. Rather, experiential learning means the.

internalized learning associated with life experiences;

personal experie ces, on-the-job experiences, and classroom

experiences. Implied' is the idea that we must be in-a cycle

of learning from our experiences.. Perhaps the most important.

function of the Co-Sop teacher in the related classes is to

help each student get into'that cycle of adjusting his behav-

,lors according to what he is learning *from his experienced.

3
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A diagram of that cycle mighi appear as fcill9ws:

. , '..

Introlected Values orr--\
Content Information, 1

.

\

Behavior` Based on Introjected,.

IdforMation

.More new values

oninformation

New behavior'based
on personally 4

appropriated values

43

6

Experier6 as a result gf
feedback concer;ihs,the behavior

-

New values or
information based
on personal experiences

O

M an elementary pri pal some years ago, I head a probleM

with a veteran teac When I suggested a new or experi-.

,mental technique, she. would quickly. point out to me, "young

man, I have 40 years experience teaching the first grade".

d

4

I. said to myself (not out loud since she was a very intimidat-
t4

ing ladyYthat she did not have 40 ears experience but rather

one' year of experience 40 ,times o er. She never paid 'attention

to the resUlts of heTTxperiences, never modified her behavrtr
/

r-
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as based on feedback, andatcepted without question that

which she had learned at normal sch'Ubl. Her approach to

teaching and to life is a sd_fndictment orher own education,

and yet typical of many people.

If we are to genuinely engage proces ducation and promote

process oriented apptoaches such as Cooperative Education, we

must increasingly help students to be in touch With their own
4

experiences, to analyze and assess those experiences, to

0

learn from them, and in'fact to generate their own theories.

We need to help students to be learners rather than merely

learned. We need to do much more than simply transmit content .
information to'the younger generation.

Since Cooperative Education is founded in theories of process

education and :experiential learn4g,, it becomes important to
the teacher to develop skills. which might properly be called

facilitative teaching.

PROCESS'EDUCATION

J
IMPLIES

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

IMPLIES

FACILITATIVE TEACHING

4
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Facilitative teaching is that kind of teaching which promotes

experiential learning. It emphasizes the teacher4as one who

structures the educational process rather than the teacher as

an expert. We need to develop facilitative teaching techniques,
moving away from the concept of,being expert only; the-Teacher'

as Chemist, the, Teacher as Draftsman; he Teacher as*Cinguist,

who' at best passes tiltwisdom .to th tUdents.
. ,

.

.No longer is the transmistion o'f cOritent acceptable as the
.49

,only mis`sion of education, particularly in Cooperative

Education:. If we are to deakl with the processee and help

students understand the meaning of their own experience, then
We need to know how to facilitate them. -We need to know how'

to help students extract meaning from 'their awn dayko-day

experiences, how to provide experiences in the classroom that)

are relevant, and how to help students process all of those
-...

experiences into learning,

There are many implications, therefore-, for the process .

education/experiential learning/facilitative teachilig cycle.

One of the major virtues af Cooperative Education is that it

involves the use.of proces eduffttion experiential learning-
..110. A-and facilitatiye teaching in the development of educational

procedures and4rograms for our students. This -cycle is

particularly appropriate in Cooperative'Education, because our

clientele is often older than the usual high school or)

1 Auniversity student, in maturity-if not years, with a more

broad base of life expei-ience on which to draw.- Malcolm

r
3.5
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Knowles, one of Amerida's foremost 'adult_educators, describes..

. , ..

the importance of basing ouriteChniques.on the concept of

andragogy helping adults to learn rather than. pedagogy -
t / -

, 4

teachinglchildien. The concept .of andragogjr matches well the

proces ed.dcati n..- exPerie\ptial learning facilitative teach-

ing'
/

...

'-';,spectrum.- '4,

) 4 . 7b
_.

a
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.How to Use This Manual

10

This manual is designed for use by high school and college
.

Cooperative Educatte-Meilers, 'full-time or part- time',

who see themselves as needing to develop facilitative

teaching techniques, appropriate to experiential learn-

ing all'within the framework of process education.

The materials .ihich follow include a series of modules' br

brief plan for.curricular.approaches which can be used

in Coope4atiV%Education related classes, The materials

hive nothing to do with the -expertise-of the students in

air conditioning, architecture, distributive education, or

other content'fields, but rather with the process issues

which have beeh identifie as- useful to Cooperative

EducatiOn students.

I

The issues are grouret into several themes and within each,

theme a number of modules are presented. Each module

might be a lesson unto itself, a series of lessons, of

perhaps only a portion of a lesson.

r

The materials can be used by the CooperatiVe Education

teacher ih a varip;yof ways. The suggesti/ns might be

llowed per se as curriculum materiafs,vthey might be used

further define and expand issues -of interest-to-tbe

students,sor they might' be cOnsidered as beginning materials

for further development withthe.teacherig own appfoachesi.
4:
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They are adaptable in terms o'f format, length and other

issues, to suit the needs of the studets and should be
-

modified according to die specifid objectives of the

students.

.
..

The most creative teacher is one who
,

adopts and develops the
1

curriculum, out of a large and varied repertoire, to meet

the needs and accomplish the objectives'of each group of
1.0

students individually.c.SinCe the felt needs 6f each group

differs,%it is necessary to assess those needs.and adapt, the

materialspior each `group. It is not Possible to'comPletelys

define the modiUles a priori.

Therefore,' after' he series of nodules considering the

process issues of Planning, Decision Making, The World

of -Work, Human Relations on the Job, and Supervision, a

section 'is influded concerning Lesson Planning and Curri-
'f

culm Development f61- the Co-op Teacher. Please remember

also thatgla-wealth of student-oriAnted materials is

available in the co4anion volume to this boAlet by

Sparks & Stanley.

38



II. THEMES1AND SUGGESTED UNITS

A. INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL 4

The following three units are sliggested as introductory

for a new group of do-op students. They are intendgd to

'help students understid the nature 'of Cooperative

Education, rea ze that\ltie model of process education

experiential learning and4acilitative teaching will be

used and whet it means, understand the requirements of'

the cdurse, introduce the idea of relating to each other,

and also .help them to plan, and organize their own time,

Thi is especially important for-co-op students, since

many will be working for the first time, and,balaRcing the

demands,of work, school- and hdfie can be extremely

difficutt..

A t

Perhaps the most important of the introductory units is

the Needs/Resources exercise. This unit will esatablish

the norm of developing the curitcula out of the needs of

the students,\ amd also establish the idea that the

.students constitute, a miejor 'resource to each other.

O
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INTRODUCTION AND,ACQUAIWiAkE

13

r:
.:-

/. Rationale
i

e
a.
Mach of the activity of.any learning p/(6.Cedure is under--_

taken in con5ert_with other students as well as with the.

.
k

teacher. A rationale for the role of the students is thus

implied in which students help other students learn. If

-this is the case, then it is impOrtant that students are

introduced to one another, including underitandingeach

other's objectives, This unit helps build acquaintance,

(wild a sense of team and is very useful and an early class

to help students feel "all in the same boat" and beginning

to function,with each other.
0

Further, it is important that students know the general

requirements of the core, grading policies, expectations

that the instructor has of them, as well as what they'can 1 '

,

4 .

`'reasonably expect of the instructor, and other'iOgistiaal ..

issues.

Another important part of an intr.ductory co-op class

should be an Understandinv,py all students of .the general
A

educational philosophy of the teacher. That philosophy

might be the Process Experiential Facilitative one described,

or some other, b4 'at.any rate should be clear atethe.oufet:../....b

fl 40
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The objectives 'of the unit are aglfollows:
T-

1) Each student will be familiar and comfortable with

other students.

2) Each student will know the philosophy of the

instructor and the general expectations and require-

ments of the course. 4*,

3) The students will have a sense'of team operation

and understanding-that they will be working together

in a class, a* well asunderstanding the norm of

,student involvement.

,Teaching. Learning Activities

The instructor' will. leadthe students in an Adjective game.

. Sitting in a circle, each student will describe himself

with AD adjective preceding'his first name, the adjective

to be descriptive'of his own situation such as Excitable Ed,

Beautifdl Barbara, Devilish David, etc., and-begin with the

same letter Of.,61s name,. T he person to the teacher's left

,starts. Thee following person to the left continues, stating

the first person's adjective and name, and then his own.
. ,

1 The following per.son starts again withithe beginner, the''
. Alw4.....

.
.

next pprsou to the left, and then his own, Proceeding in

, , this iashiOn, individuals go around the circle, each time
. .

_

auding 'their own name to the list. At the conclusion, the
.

,

.
,

.

a. if diib-adlh
.

b \the exercise,t-
tecer esa brief about exercs, noting.

*
that it-is often move difficult to remember th'e name one

*NW

0
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heard most recently, perhaps because of anxiety as one's own

turn approaches, or perhaps because of less repetition.

The discussion can then lead into more generic ideas'abdu

how we learn, and thus about experiential learning and how

we can get into our experiential cyCle:

The instructor next tells something off the co-op program,

the nature of the curriculum, gra ihg policy, course require-
_

ments, and other issues. Emphasi should'also be made.that
.

o

the curriculum will be built on t e needs of the students.

Ine

M
Oar

a
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,

NEEDS/RESOURCES EXERCISE

Rationale

One of the most important aspects of process oriented educa-

tion and the associatedexperientiarlearning and facilita-

tive teaching is the use of curriculum based upon the needs

Of the students, and consistent-with the' resources' which

these talented adults bring to the class.
9

One of the most appropriate and useful exercises to accom-

plish this goal is entitled 'A Needs/Resource Exercise.. It.

is based on the idea that the students have individual ""

obj'ectives, and although many of them are heldein'common

with each other., it is important to recognize them as being

different, one from the other, and to build-a curriculum

on the. specific defined needs of the students rather than the

teacher's guesses about their needs. A completely pre-planned

curriculum is therefores'inapprorpiate.

Further, talented aOults bring a wealth of resources to the

classroom. If only these resources can ,be shared and built

upon, the'teacher need provide very little additional exper-

tise but merely structure the.procedures by Which students .

,,-.i - 'can ihire'information yith.each other. ,
$ , . :.,, , z ,, .

i -
i . 0. , .,... .

, ..M, a
The N/R Exercise is ,also an introductorvpaRa=varM-up activity

which should be used' early in each semester.

.i
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Objectives

1) Each student will have the sense that the curri-

culm is being designed as much as possible to suit
,his' own individual needs.

2) Each student wili'have a clearer understanding f
( .

the learning needs as defined not only by himself

but by the other members of his class.

3)' Each student. will,;have.an understanding of the

'resources that each of the other students brings

to the class, and;how those resources an be

developed and utilized:

Teaching .Learning Activities

After a brief introduction and rationale, as stated above,

the instructor will pass out to each student two sheets of
.3 by 4 foot blank newsprint',' and a felt pen'. He will ask

,

liii

the student to start one sheet with the, heading,.Things r .
.....

Need and list on this sheet the learning objectives that

the student has.in mind; 'the things he'd like to know more

about, be able to do better; skills, attitudes,,values, or
,

information. What is. it really that I would like to .know .\

from

this :class?, What would help me in my personal life

and my, work? The'student,AS to go ,6rf by hirAself in the

room somewhere and write down as many. ideas as he can

about his own learning needs. A
,

,On t e second" sheet, each student is to use the- heading,

,;Things I Offer and list h is. kills.; knowledge, information,

r
44
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A . .

background experiences; whatever might be of use to Other-

students which his willing to share. After allowing

enough time for each student to develop an exhaustive list,

they are asked to put the sheets of newspver on their front

and back, overtheir.shouiders, with mas,king tape, sandwich-
,

man style.

When everyone has their sheets, on, they wander ayound the

'room reading each other's inforMatiOn, both needs and

resources, and discussing them ii some detail.

Students are encouraged to ask questions of each other to

get more information and more detail, to think of things

that theyfoxgot, and to devel6p a .sense of "team".

When everyone has read the information from, other's sheets,

they are to take them-off and put the sheets'on the wall

around the room, with their name on them, for further

referenee.

The teacher will then lead a keneral discussion about the

nature of the group, the needs that were identified and the

resources that were discovered. Out of this, the-group can

be helped to define general guidelines for the curriculum

for the semester.

.'
Typical ipsues often include inter-personal issues in the

world of work,ias well as ideas like communication a'nd

'

45
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.
relationships. The teacher should make it clear that the

..

curriculum is flexible and open 'and will be based upon

these defined needs and will utilize these resources as

much, as possible,

1
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Rationale

TIME MANAGEMENT

20

The way we use our time is a crucial process issue any one

of the major.determinants in success on the job. Whether

a student is a manager or worker, appropriate use of time

can contribute in a maj way to fulfillment and accomplish-

ment on the job.

S.

.

Workshops on Time.Man gement and materials on suggested

improvement's in Time Managiment are generally available and
, . .

,:can be used as a supplement to this outline of a unit.

The geiral theme of this unit is to help students usetheir.

time on the job and in their personal lives to better ' .

,advantage.

Objectives

1) Students will havea'beiter understanding oihow
wom

their time is 'used on the job; what activities are

requiring what amount of.time. ,

24 Students.will have mproved Skill in rahning

for the use of their time.

1 -c
. .

3) Studepts will have a specific plan for improved.
.J 0

use of time on the job. .

Teaching-Learning Activities

t.After a brieT introduction about the importance of time

management and thejuse of the general ideas from hand-outs,

the instructor will give an assignment for each student to
, .,

keep_a J8urnal or Log pi how.his time is. spent during the u'
,..

.,r

, f
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week. The Journal can utilize a,calendar-type sheet in

which students afire asked to' write q:Iciwn at intervals during

the day perhaps every half hour, what activities they are

undertaking.

The specific format of the record - keeping sheet can be

determined in.Class. The journal is not a planning docu-

ment, but rather record-keeping system to form the basis

for- further planning%

During. the 'next class: students are asked to analyze ithe;.°

results of their journal by,sharing it with each other

and getting an understanding ,of the use:of their own time.

Each student is thergfore asked to be a time management

,consultaini to another student.
0

,
t ea ,

The instructor will4then give presentation based on the

attached material entitled Time Management Principles-.

The pyin4iplet will tlen discussed in, detal.and shared

among the students, relating ithem to-their own experiences.
,

.

The \students will be asked then
, to construct a plan for -

.N, .

their next week's work based on a calendar system and using

. the principles of Time Management which are presepted by.*
,rte

.

theinstructor.
/

.10

I,;

4
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During the,subspquent class:,- students will share the

information'about their planned week-, keep a journal of the

planned week, look at the differences between the unplanned

and'the planned'week, and' make further, plans for-improved.

use of Time Management Techniques.

5.
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TIME MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
.

N

Time Analysis. A, daily log pf acts ties for at least one

week, takew-in 30-minute .increguents, is essential as a basis

for effective time analysis. t shouid be repeatedf at least

seiiannuallyto avoid reverting to poor time management prac-

tices.

2. Anticipation.' 4Anticipatory action generilly more'

effective than remedial action. Since a stitch in'time,rsaves

nine, expect the ,unexpected and plan for it.

3. Planning. 'Every hour, spent in effective pi saves

three to foul. in execution, and gets better results, Both

long-range and daily planning, preferably formulatede=fore
.

or after busin ss hours., are essential to effective utlliza-
,

. ,,

6
' tion of.perso al `tinge. ,, --,

,

a
, a . . ,-,

, ,4. 'tl'e4bility. Flexibility in scheduling personal -time may
Pi

5 ' 7

,-

benecessarYytocaoirceS beyond one's control.. - .- ,,t, '_. t'

5. 0lbjectivean4,Ptior;ity Set ,i,ng6 More effective results
,,,,- ,,,k -:

.

. .

are achieved through purposs?fdlifpuilsuit of planned objectives

than by chance. If time is not: rlocated td'taeks 'in Ordered
.,00

sequence of priority, managers; ;will tend to spend time in

,..amounts invertely relate4 to ghe amportance of their tasks.
,,1,

6. Deadlines'. Imposing deadlines'and exirCrikng.self-disipline

in adhering to them aids managers in overcoming indecision,
- ,

vacillation, and procrastination:

. 7. Alternatives. In.inr given situatitn, failure to geneiate.

viable .alternative solutions lirilitS`bi'likelihood of select-

ting.the'most effective cotrse c, action.
;

:1

Mi
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8. Consolidation. Similar tasks should be grouped within
,

0
/divitions of the work day 'to minimize interruptions and

......,

to economize in the utilization of,resources and expenditure

of effort.

9. Concentration of Effort. A critical few actions (`around
,

20.percent) generally_produce the great bulk of results

(around SO percent),. Effective managers concentrate their

efforti on the critical few events,

. Effectiveness.' Efficiency may be defined as doing any job

right, effectiveness-as doing the right job right. Effort,

however.effdaent, will be; ineffective if pefformed on the

wrong tasks, at the wrong"timd, or viathInintended negatil'e

consequences.
. .

l Delegation. Authority for decision making should be delegated

.to the lowest level consistent with good judgment and'avail....
`

able facts. Managers tend to-ptomote upward ddlegatiow

unwittingly-by encbugaging dependence of subordinates upont r" 7
them for answers. This results in their doi the work of

thesesubordinates.

12. Minimizing Routine and Avoiding Detail \ Routine tasks of
/

. . ,
.,

..i
,low, value to overall objectives should be minimized,

consolidated, delegated, dr eliminated to the extent-
**

-. possible. Managers' should selectively itnore all but

essent ial informationthis has been phrased "the need
, .

,

.

trot tq:know".
, ...

t

c

13,-Limited Reponse. Respi;nse to problems and deMands upon time

shbuid be,limited to the real needs o'f the situatidn, Some

problems leftealone go. away, (This is also called the.Prinei-'. C
pie. of Calculated Neglect.)
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14. Exception Management.. Onfy significant deviations of
.

0.actual performance from planned performance should be

reported, to the responsible executive.

15. Visibility. -Keeping visible those thing's you intend
,

doing increases the certainty of achiev'ng your
1

-objectives. You can't do what you can'tI remethber.

I. Brevity. Economy of words conserves while prompting

clarity and understanding.

17. Tyranny of the Urgent. Managers liv
t

1,1 constant tension

between the urgent and the importan ThoS who constantly

respond to' the endless pressures off the moment may neglect

at he long-term conseertences of more important tasks left

undone.'

Alf18. Crisis Management. Managers often tend to treat every

problem as if it were a crisis. This overresponse syndrome

causes anxiety, impaired jdgment, hasty deciiions and

wasted time and effort,

19. Interruption Control. Wirangement of and controls over

activities'hould be, designed to minimize the number,

impact; and durationlilf interruptions .,

20. Feedback. Periodic feedback on relative' performance
.against goals is essential to insure progress according,

-to plan. Progress reports should identify problems in, . 1 .

. .t me to take corrective action.
-

A
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B. 'PLAAING

.A Major proces'S issue, which, cam be of use to students in th6

Cooperative Education program is the general theme of Planning.

By .this we, mean looking into the future and making specific

plans including goal setting and action definition. The

following units establish a rationale for planning, and under-

take they- general itheme of life, planning as wellfts the specif-

ics
. A

of job'and career planning. In addition-anexercise is

included which helps students to look at issues of plahning

oni the job as a,management fundtion.

- Personal,/,job, and career planning is one of the major neglec-

ted areas oclur academic and personal life. A clear example

of a process orientation, planning is poorly done by all of

us. Ye,do not, therefore, have guiding principles which might

be of help to-us in making more appropriate decisions. .T?i.me

and'igain, we find that studentsday-to-day life decisions are

undertaken on-a intuitive' 'ad hqc basis, 'rather than as part of

a,reasonable plan. Planning wed not preclude spontaneity,

r
1,
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but it is important to remember that it is difficult to".get'

where we want to get, if we don't have defined als-and some

sort of a plan to follow.

4,

Further, plannii can really be accomplished.,, There are steps
.

and procedures by which a teacher can help students to plan;

to define goals and' elp assure th-4-t.-..okne's day-to-day activi-

ties are consistent with one's hoped-for outcomes.

Planning is important in a'variety of' 'settings; not only in

one's work, but also*in one's personal life. Related to the

co ncept of decision making, plann is also an important

;management function in agencies, busiffesses, and corporations.
.

,

The. following moduAs, all within the' general.1ubric of
. .

. ....-, ,, .

planning, can be utilized to;:the extent iocessary as .the
, Y.

teacher-assesses the student's needs in Cooperative ducation.,.
/

The first suggested unit is based on the work of the psychit-
e

trist, Dr. William Glasser; and..establishet a rationale. -.The

Lrationalelfor planning is the i0a that "I can .be in control

/IP

of -ply own destiny, I can make decisions which in-fact influence

.my life.. I am not merely at .the whim of chance.",m, Based on
,

. .

Glassev's idea of internal-external control, this unit helps
.

students to experientially understand the usefulness.ofpllan-

tying, and to develop the sense that they can determ
kilwrtheir,.

. t ,
Qwn future. ,

.

Ii,
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The'second'module. is a generalized life planning exercisr in
D

which students are asked to review the past, assess the present

and determine the future direction of their life.

0
A unit therimifollows on'Uob and Career -Planning ifi which the

students reNw their ,,current situation in regard to both

'their'specific job and. their loft range career. They then

make. plans, defined as
a carefully as possible, but always with

the understanding that theymightbe changed or disrupted.

The general theme is that planning can help oneetermine

final outcomes. The product of th unit:on Job and Career
.Planning ,is a draft:, written of a personal' plantfof use by..

each student, as wel/
,
as.siills in planning for future use.

The .finalnit'in the series on planning which follows,

emphan.zes, the function on planning on the' job. The Hollp

Square:exerciseestablished a rote play in which a planning

group determines a plait, and communicates the plan to a

worket.*group.

8r

a

O
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INTERRAC-EXTERNAL

Rationale'

29,

In this exercise, the students, within the fiamework Of

Glasser's ideas about locus-of control, are helped experi-

entially to assess'the essential source of their personal

control. Do they see themselves as generally,controlled

_ by forces outside of themse;vei', like God; luck, the posi-

tion of the stars at.their,birth, their wife,_or parents,
4, .4.

teachers or others; or do they see themselves as actually

controlled by themselves?

People in this latter category, who have more of a sense of .-

determination of their own lives, believe that what happens

to them tomorrow is a funCtion of what they'do today. This

is therefore essentially an exercise; in responsibility,

utilizing an instrument which gives each student a 'score on

the spectrum of Internal to External. Discussion of the

meaning of, the scoresileads to the question "How can I help

myself become more in charge'af my own destiny."

Objectives

1) . Each student will have a greater awareness of the

Idea of Locus of Control and what it means in his
1

r

own life.

2) Each student, will have a sense of where he falls on

the spectrUiri of Internal-Eiternal in comparison

with other students..

56
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3) Each student will have some beginning ideas for

developing.procedures to become more in control of
0

his own future.

Teaching-Learning Activities .;

.After a brief introductiOn on the background of the

GlasSer idea, the instructor will distribute the attached

questionnaire, asking each student to take the quiz. It

should .be done rapidly, without pondering, with the general
111.

idea that the first answer ip usually the best.

It also needs to be reinterpreted into one's min Situation

since the insturment was-originally designed for use with

high school studehts. In some cases.the wording is not

exactly appropriate:.

After the students'finiih taking the instiument, the
. .

v. ,.
. 8

.,instructor helpsthem to score it according to.the instruc
,d

tions:given.On the answer sheet. An ,individual Score might

be anywhere from 0 to.40. A score near the. 0 end indiFates

. a powerlgi sense, of Control of 'one's own destiny. "What

I do today determines what happens, to me tomorrow, totally

and completely."' A.,sco\re near the'top end indicates a sense

ofleing.controlled by outside forces. "No.patter what I

do, my life seems to be controlled by other people. " The

general ratio `ale iAestablished that the more one s able

to believe that he Is in charge of ,his own destiny, the

-more in fact such becomes the case, \Therefore planning,
4

.57
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goal setting, and intending to accomplish what you wish .

A

becomes more reasonable. The model group. of scores for

college students whohave taken this instrument istibetween

9 and 13. Thus, it can beoexplai4ed that if a student's

score is less than 9 he is seeing himself'as more totally
. ,

in control of his own.destiny than most college students.

If he scores more'than 13, he .sees himself as in less control

of his own destiny than do most college students.

.,

After the results are thoroughly discussed in terms of

each students' own individual life, each student)is asked
;,

A to sitby himself and write somideas, plans, or activities,
f?,

for accomplishing a move in the direction of a greater sense
"4.

of being in control, "How cap I make my score Power ?"

After a few minutes of writing, the students are asked to

compare their ide's for their plans in groups of three, and

discuss how they can help themselves to sense more control

of their life. (

A final total group discussion, led by the inst tor, is

'designed- to elicit ideas from each 's.tudent about these

activities/imd(io'shAre them with each other.
.

O
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INSTRUCTIONS:

,OPINION SURVEY

32

Below are a number of questions about various topics: They have been Collectedfrom different groups of peopl' and represent a variety of bpinions. Thereare, no right or wrong answers t this queitionqpire, we are, only interested iyyour opinions on these question --Please circle "yes" or "no" for each questionbelow.

17

4
.....1. Do you believe that Most problems will solve themselves if"you /,- i

.just don't iobl with them?
(,-. YES NO

-
.

. '
,

2. Do you believe that you can stop yeurself from catching a .

.

cold?
.

YES NO ,...,
5

3. Are some people just born lucky?
.

' YES NO
4, 4. Most of the time do you feel that getting good grades meanta great deal to'you?

..

YES. :NO
5. Are you offer; blamed for things that just aren't your fault? YES ':NO

, 10'...
.6. Do7you,believe that If somebody studies hard enough he or

. ,she can pass any subject?' '
YES NO

..,7. Do you feel that most of the time it doesn't pay to try hard
because things6never turn out right anyway?

YES NO
8. Do you. feel that if things start "out we 9,.. in the morning

that it's going to be a good day no matter'whae you do? YES NO
, .

9. Do you feel that most' of the tithe patents-listen to what.
their children have to say?.

YES NO
10. Do you believe that wishing can make good things happen? YES NO
11. When you set punished does it'usually-seem it's for no

_____

good reason at all?,. ..t.
i YES NO,---k1 .

12. Most of the time do you find it hard to,change a friend's
(mind) opinion?

. X. NO
13. Do you think that cheering more than luck helps a team

to win? %
'N

YES NO
tii

,14. Did you feel that it was nearly impoisible to change your
parent's mind about anything?'

YES NO .

15. Do you believe that parents should allow ,hhil4ren to make ;most of their own decisipns?
. YES NO

59
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.16. Do you feel that when you do Something drong there's
very little you can do to make,it righOL 4 'YES NO

17. Do yo,u believe that most people are just born good at sports? YES NO

18. Are Most of the. other people yourage stronger than you are? YES NO

!'
19. 'Do you feel that one of the best Taays to handle most

problems is jusellinot to think about them?
, YES NO-

.

20.
),

Do you feet that you have a lot of choice in deciding who,

-....

your frigtds are? ,,-

.

, ) .

YES NO
.

If you find a four leaf clover,, do you believe that it .'

might -bring you good luck?
' YES NO

. /

22. Did you often feel that whether or not you did your
homeworthad much to do with what kind of grades you got? TES NO

0
23. Do you feel athat when a persOnjour,age is ngry,at you,

there's little you can do to stop him or hat?

24. Have you ever had a goodluck charm'?-

`,25. Do you believe that whether or' tot peoplelike you
. ,

,depends on 'how you act?

26. Did your plOarents usually help you if you asked them,tol

. 27. Have you felt the c n people were ahgry with }you it was
usually for no, reason at all?

28. Most of the time do you'feel that you cap cha e what
might happen tomorrow by what you do today? .

29. 'Do you believe that when bad things'ar% going to happen
they just are going to'appen no matter what you 'try
to dfto stop theM?

1 -. )1'

4P, 0 1
., , ,1

- .
30. Do yqu think _that_people can get their own way if they

4 just keep trying?
. -

31. Most of the time do ydu fdpkit useless to try to get
your own way at. home?

12: Do you feel that when good things'happen they happen
'

because of hard work?

33, Do you feel that when somebody your age wants to be your
1nemy there's 'little you can do to change matters?,

r' 60'

YES, NO

- yrs NO

,YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

'YES NO

YES ,NO

YES NO

YES NO

,YES NO

YES NO
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34. Do you feel that it's easy to get friends to do what you .

want them to do ?'
YES NO* -

V b

35. Do you usually feel th'at you have little to say/abouk what
you get to eat at home?

,

YES NO ,

36. Do you feet that when sompne doesn' ke you there's
little you can do.about.it?

' YES NO .

....

37. Did you usually feel that it was almost useless to try in
school because most other "children were just plain smarter
than you aiP.

38. 'Are you the kind of person who believes that planning
ahead makes things turn out better?

,.: YES NOf
4

i `t,

39-. Most of the time, do you feel that you have little to say. o
...,-about what yourfamily decides to do? YES \ NO, .

4.,. .40. Do you think it's better to be smart than to be lucky? YES NO
....-

.5C.

Scoring Instructions: After students circle the answer-of their choice read', ,

'to them the word underlined for each question, asking them to underline that
, 0

word also, regardless of which word they circled. When'' inished-count the

words which are both underlined and circled. This ,is the student's score.
.

. , .Scores near zero mean a powerful sense of- being in charge of one's` own destiny;,

more internak4 Scores near thehigh,end indicate more of a,sense4of 'being

controlled by outside forces; mere external. The modal scores for college

students who have taken this.instrument is 9-13.
4'
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Rationale

PLANNING FOR LIVING

One of the most important and most neglected activities that

all of us can undertake"bpth in our personal and.working life

is deliberate planning. If webeliee that our future can be

that our own activities determinedetermin'ed° by. What we d

the quality of our life, then it behooves us to plan those

a.Ctivitres carefully.

This exercise helpsbstudents to assess their previous experi-

ences, get an'undeistanking of their current sipation with -

regard to bc),V1 perpona1 and jab situations, and in a general

-,senseymake plans for the future.

- a

Based on.the Planning For Living Exercise-developed by
y.

Dr. Herbert Shepard; it can be undertaken in one class period
. ,

.

or a good many. The attached exercise ancludes. several
. , $

elements'which,an be -used at the .opt on of,the'instructorr -.!'
. :

acdording to-the instiarctors'understancting of,the needs of

the Cooperative Education'stuofents.

Obje,ctives

1) Each student who takes part will develop a_sense

that'there is a rationale procedure for planning

which can be f011owed and used effectively regard-

les of the issue.

c 62
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2) Students will have a more concrete understanding :

of the meaning of the elements of their past life,.

their pre-sent situation,,and what the future might
ti

be for them-.

Teaching- Learning Activities

Aftei- a brief introduction about the rationale and the

importance of planning, the instructor will present the

following planning model:

1) Current Situation

2): Goals or Objectives

3) Planned Activities

This three stage model, useful in personal as well as Other

aspects Of planning, will form the basis of our planning

units._ It is centered on the idea ,that the starting.point

A 2 )of:planning is a careful assessment of the current Situation.

The,clinical word might be diagnosis. Who am I, What am I,

What do I know, What don't f know; What are art,my skills,

attitide, and values? What'past experience have contributed

4

to where I am now?

The second step is goal setting, or determining.an ideal

future. Given, the best of all possible- ,worlds',. wheie.do I

want to be in the future? Six mont,hs, a year, ,,six year

down the road, what dopI,want to happen to me, what personal

or career oriented position do I wish to be at? 'Do I wish

to be a department head, a manager do,I wish to be finished,

with vdegree; what do I really want in my personal situation?

63
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The third stage is action planning:` Given where l'am, and

'given my goals, whao, am / going to ,haye, to do to accomplish
0

...C.

my objectives? % .
..* t.

The starting point of the exercise, after the presentation
oof this model, is the Life Line on the second stage page

of the, exercise: StudentS are,asked'to draw a surielistic

e__ line representing.theira4ives from:their birth, to the present,
.

to their death', The preserit'is marked -with an X. Each" of

the significant parts of their lives, both past'and-future,

are marked on tfie line with a'notef.sbilt sort which can
..

..- .0 ..
be used in explainirtg'oneself'to.anothertierson

.

5After the student
u

has
0
had.adequate'lime to dr-aw,his 'Life Line,

heiis asked to share it with anothet student, carefully
. .

explaining his past, the present, and,as much as he can-of

his future The other listens carefully and then explains

his own Li t Line. 'After the, teams have compared the 'two
a ,

Y
life -lines, a general d.iscuss,ion is led br the teacher

concerning where we are,''action planning, and what steps

are necessary in order to accomplish our goals.

The next activity is' on the second_
. .

involves asking each student to write ten answers to the

questions, Who am I? What roles do I play? What hats do'

I wear? What parts dO I have in my life? Am I a worker?

parent? child? husband or wife? friend? What are the most

important' roles inilmy life which affect my day-to-day

activities?

64
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After each person determines the ten which are most apprd-

kiate he is then asked to put them ,in priority order., (Start

with the most important, or the'one which, if it,were not

part of one's fife, would cause the most difficulty.

Students ag in share with each other the esults,of their.6

.

e/Adeliberat on, and ask each other the question, "Are the
.

.

,_,actirities which I'm undertaking in my life,'as represe /ted

by my roles, consistent with the most important things in

my value system? Am I undertaking the things that are

helping me to accomplish. what i want to'accomplish?"
1

-Th third and possible final glarIj)f the Life Planning

might be done in class or might 'bedone,as an informal kind

of homework. Each student is asked to write a brief obituary,

"JohrkDoe died' today at the age of 87. He is, best known and

remembered for..:."' Thus, by writing his own obituary,

(poisting himself into the future,) the student is asked,to

loCk at the future as if it were the past and thus help to

deterMine the kinds of activities that he would undertake in

order-to have the future that he wants.

'A'final total vmup_discussion
41-

will help` the students concep-

tualize.their lives, as defined in this exercise, and their

day-to-day activitiet, and to determine -s specific action

Steps in planning for their job ands career. More specifics

in the job and career planning process will be described in

the following modules.

65
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Introduction

America is not a ti-adi4enalist or fatalist society, yet most of us as-individuals often a t as though we think the Rare is something thathappens to us, rat, r than as something tae _create eyerrday....___T.he-emphasis
0 of psychaiTerbirfi wchildhood experience determines later adult behavior,coupled with the act that most of us accumulate obligations as ws.go throughlife, leads maNy eople to explain their current activities in terms of .wherethey have bean rather than interms.of where they are going. Because it is_ over, the past is unmanageable. Because it has not happened,the future ismanageable.. We Can, do something about it.

i
1

.

. .

Some Significant obsefrvations about life planning are: ,...,5
,

.1. Those of us helping professions sometimes get so busy helpingother peopl ping them to change, helping them to understand\what's happe g a them, helping them to become more effective andul t at we forget about ourselves, When this occurs, theA 1 fate "just happens" to us. We have little influence on it.

39
f

, 2. One,should attempt to take into account all the major aspects ofthe future. Planning only for one job or career frequently may. - lead to serious consequences or loss of one's family.r
3. Greater risk seems tp belinvolved in sharing the future with otheri*.

In many, senses the pastland the'present are over. 's0There may be little--

we can do about them. One can do something with the.future.

4. Explanations of behavior 'in terms of the Rost can deal only with theprobable pest. This may not be the way it. actually was as it' is
always subjeCtive. It is the way we see it or remember it. This hasbeen called the "Why of t4e Past." The "Why of the Future" ork
questions aloout the future can help us become an important influence
on our .own future.

01V

5. Thinking and working on our own future connot be dohe alone. Ope .Aeleds help in planning. This can'come from other members of .a group-- who- -fin listen to usipeflect
back what they hear, and help us gain,perspective.

, *

Thy following exercises are designed to help you think about. where you are,where you walit to go, l-and what resourcesTou haye for getting there.

c7'3'

1.0;Pted- form Herbert Shepard's work with TRW Systems, Inc., Redondo Beach,'all forma.
L I'

4
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1 Lire Using ,the,lower half of this sheet of paper, draw a line
to rep sent your life line, and put a check mark on it to show where
You are on it right now. The line canc,be straight, slanted, ourved,
convoluted, jagged,' etc.; it can be "psychological" or "Chronological."
It's a subjective thing represents something about how z.242-think
about your life. Alter you've drawn it, share what it means toyou
withdherein yoyr..group.

'a



A Life line

.

41

-,
. .2. Who am I? This exercise is teexplore the check mark on your life line.Write ten diffirent answers to thesgestiorc'"Who.am I?" in the spaceprovided below. You may choose, trrinswer in tenTi47-6-1e --roles and 0,responstbilitaes you have in life, in terms of groups you belong-tck_ andbeliefs you bold, in terms of certain qualities or traits you have gat a-person, in terms of behavior patterns, needs or :feelings that arecharacteristic of you,, etc. Try to list those t gs which are reallyimportant to your sense of yourself. Things that if'you lost them,would make a radical difference to your identity the rTiearis ;'of lifefor you.., t 'i

a

*1
r A ,

.
Silent, individual reflection is necessary' while 'doing the above.' Beforeshari4g with others 0..n the 'group, fallow the given on thetnext Page, (page4) 1

/

3.

1

'I
w

,

68
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Life Line 1 .

.
- .

3. Identity Review. Consider each item in yourilistof "Who-
ry

m-I's"
/

111

separately. Try to-imagine, try to feel, how it would 1)4-

11
hat item, .

were no, longer true to you. (For example, if "Husband" of fe" is one
-.. of the items, what would the loss of your spouse mean to you?!..Hhw would

you feel? What would you-do? What would your life be+like?) After .

reviewing each item in this waNIL/TanlAirder the, items in the' list by
putting a number in the box to the right of each item. Put "1" beside.
the item which is most essential 'o your sense of yourself, whose loss
would require the greatest strug e to adjust to. .Put "10" beside the
item which is least essential t your sense of yourself Try to rank-
order all items in this way, w' hout any items tyilfg for first place,
second place, third place, etc. If some items in your list are aspects
of you that you dislike and would like to rid of, they don't

-

necessarily fall in the lower end,of the rank-order. The question fbr
rank-ordering is how big would the adjustment struggle be if you lost .

that item. Some aspects of yourself that you dislike might be very hard
to give up.

4. Sharing. °Share the experience you've had.privately with th Who-am-I
......

and Identity Review .exercises with the rest of your group. No one should
be forced to share their list, and no one can be forced to share all the
thoughts and feelings that occurred, but be as open:as you'can. If you're
willing to share your list, take the initiative and share it with the .

others, invite their comments and ,questions,-invite-comparison with theirs

5. The way you would like to be known and remembered; Through the above
exercises, yqu've explbred tpe check marklon your life line. This
list is the thingstthat you wish it would be possible and realistic to have

about You some time in the future. Don't Girite the things that could
be said realistically tomorrow, unless that representall you want to die

the future. Give yourself time, hope and even allow yourself some
fantasy-NEXIagfffdl-thinking7in composing a statement about tYour life.
As in the Who-am-I excerise, this excerise requires reflection, lence,.
being alone with you'rself. Don't share with othereuntil you've itten
all you can.

Use'the rest of this shiet and the back of itto write your statement,

t

6

P
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'Life Line

6. Fantasy Day. Having explored the check mark and the bfuture end of thelife line, now sample the ,space in'between., To do this, construct afantasy. day sometime in the future. The day can be a "special day" thatyou would really love to experience. Or it can bete kind of "typicalday" that, you really wish would characterize your life. -Or you can areatea week instead 9f day, etc. The important thing is to create anexperience you really want some time in the future.
cYou na,y. find it helpful to make' notes about your fantasy Hay. If so,use 'the space ideiow for that purpose: Or',you may find -.1:t works better4 tg just close your eyes and let your imagination roam.

When yioulkeanished, share your fantasy with th rest of the group.

\A.

1

7. Liao
-3,-.7rigntQ11/.Inahis-ex.exci-seyou7geneinat-eas-manr-ansFersa-s 4,you can to a list of..,seven

questiansoabout your values and there.SOY31.ces..you have for realizing, those s The' seven questions are .List*ed- cn
, the fo11,ouring pages..

A good prOcedure rot constructing your life irwentorf is as follows.
F-i.rst, take a few minutes alone to write down as many anwers to the.seven. questions as come to mind quickly and without thinidng too deeply.In fact, the more sponeaneous you can let yourself be, the better. Second,compare the answers generated' by you and the other members of t group.,This may suggest additional answers, to be added to your own lis . Thirduse the other group members as consultants to take, a more sear g lookat your life inventory, ilb help. you discover still more answers
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Life line

A. Whedo I feel fully alive? What things, events,. activities, etc. make
me feel that life is really worth living, that it's great to be me and

. to b4 alive? .

B. What do I do well? What have I to contribute to the life of others; of
what skills do I have mastery; what do I do well for my own, growth andwell- being?

Y.

C. Given my current situation and given my aspirations, what do I need tolearn tq do?
.

..

.

.

D. What wishes should Ibe turning into plans? Am dreams I've discarded as"unrealistic" that I should start dreaming ,again?

,k°

44

r
S. What Li'lider-deVel4ed

or moVstfsed-R6puttes do I have? (Resources mimaterial things or talentwr'fritnds, etc)

e

71
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F. What should I start doing flow?

G. :What should I stop doing .now?
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JOD AND CAREER PLANNING.

'Rationale

Another important process way in which Cooperati)7e Educa-

tion instructors can be of help to their students is to

structure fhe procedure by which job and career planning
01

can be undertaken 'We often ciO not plan as thoroughly or

.
_...

completely as we'might. Thus, our'lives sometimesedrift
6.wiln they might .have better direction. Irs is particularly

1

k . true in job and career applications, but lso true in our

,personal lives.'

Thp unit can be used either in a single:class or in a
t

number of classes depending upon the depth which the instruc-.

for feels is useful to the issue. A general outaine will

be given here using only one class session for both job

. A career planning.

,
This..bhit can alse be repeated each semester in Cooperative

.9

Education, asking students in each'case to *accomplish more
4

dept's dnd mote detail as they go fiirther into their planning

efforts.

ft

Objectives
.

t, - ..,

,

,
,

1) Each.student' will have produce,d a written series

of objectives or specified desired outcomes in
.0

terms o.f both his current job and his long range.

career, and a definition of apnroptiate action
.

steps.

.73
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2) Each student will. understand a procedure by which

job and career planning can be undertaken in
°

the

future:

Teaching-Leatiiing Wctiyit4es
4 , 1
After a brief introduction and a.review of the three stage

module presented earlier, he instructor will ask each

student to start with a.defipition of his present knowledge,

skills, attitudes, values, etc.; with respect to their jots.

TVs might i elude specific tasks that are accomplished on

the ipti ski I required, the background of attitudes and
. .

values which the_student brings to the joband,other

qualities which Can be dined. The total picture of the

'L)
students' current job and career situation should be

elicited.

Students are, asked to wrj.te notes,, in outline form, and then

'-shaietthe.infdtration with-each,other in groups of three.

Each,student will thenexplain' himself, "Here's what I am

with respect to my fob and career right now."

After its is accomplished and followed with some general

discussion; each student is asked to look into.the future

and determine, to the extent possible, some job and career

oriented-objectives. (Although job and.career planning are

put together here for the sake of the.explanation it might:

well be that they should begSeparated into two or moxe

different clals sessons). Objectiyes can' be determined by

_
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brainstroming; by looking into the future; a few days, six

months, a year or two, or longer. The length of time which

one projects into the future might be different for each

student. It should be -emphasized that'ob.jectives are not

activities or what one will do, but rather positions or

places at which one would 3i'ke to arrive.

Objectives can be defined as desired outcomes. They are

future oriented, feasible, personal, and individual

After the objectives are determined and shared with other

students, the student is aske:-to write a series of action

steps appropriate to.mOving where' he is now (step 1) to

where he wants to be (step2). They might include college

courses, completing a degree, finding a part-time job, -

learning a specific skill, ormany others. These action

?tePs can be involved into a comprehen!ive action plan.

Thus a plan for job and eareer growth has been developed.

Copies should be kept by both the teacher and the student,
.44

for future reference and modification. Its revie0 periodi-.
)

tally throiigh the semester.forms an interesting, useful
0

exercise,/with the general question, What haVe I accomplishid?

What have I not accomplished? .What has interfered? What .o

. has. helped? What are my next steps6

,
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HoLLOW° SQUARE .EXERCISE
.

Rationale ,

.

The distinction betltcn'the'role of the worker and ,the.

49'

manager is a difficult one 6r many people teunderstmn:V.,,
.

especially those who are beginning their careers; ThiS

t-° exercise helps students.to understand and appreciate one

A

'aspect of those distinctions, the role of planning and the

4.

communication of plans to another group for.implementation.

Objectives

1) -Student °will understand theproce'sses and dynamics

Involved in planning the acAmplishment of a task

t at will' be caTi.ied out by others. .

2 ''Students will beCome aware of.the'crucial functions
. .of colmunicat4on when giving or receiving instruct

,.

tions for carrying out a task.

Tea c

The teacher Selects four people for the planVing_tam and
(

sends them out of the room .to be isolated. s'

. .

The teacher ,selects four people'for the operating team and

sends them'tiprOther 'toom. this room should be comfortable,
s

?

since thisteam will Jlayca wailing period.

A

is
.

A .. ",,

The teachlr,dignate's those 'members leftXdpitd-..fifteen) as
.

. -/ .7
.:th-q observi

.

nF team. 'He' each indtvei.dual,acopy of the
...

Observing Team Briefing Sheet and allows them time to read 1 .
: . .

t-'
... .

.+ I

,"

,7 6
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-Each member of the observing team chO es'one member of each

of the otherAteampto observe.

The teacher explains to the observing team that they will
INV

gather around the table. where the planning and operating

teadillbe working, and.that their job will be to observe,
4

\take notes, and be( ready isclisi the results of the.experi-

_ ment after the operating t-am has finished.

4

The teacher then brings i the planning team, gathers them

around the table, and distriu puzzle pieces envelopes,, ..,i

Planning :ream Briefing Sheets, and'Hollow Square Patterns and

Keys to each 411dividual on the team.

Following this distribution of materials, the teacher explains

to the planning team that all tfie necessary instructions are
#A.

on,the Briefing Sheet but that hewill be there to answer quesl

tions. The teacher answers all questions, if iaised, with th

phrase, "All you need to know is on the Briefing Sheet."
*4-

The 'teacher then cautions the observing team(to. remain silent

and not to offer clues.

.
.

.

,,
The experiment Proceeds of'its own accord, including summanirtg-

, of theoperating team.witimut further instructions from the

teacher. .1f a competition situation has been established, the,

facilitator has the responsibility of timing the experimental

groupi from the moment, step seven has been completed uri)il the



Si

experimental groups have completed the assembly of the hollow

squares.

Following the completion of the experiment, the teacher organ-
.

izes a discussion around then.points illustrated by the.experi-L

mpnt. He calls on the observers for comments, raises questions

0
himself, and gradually includes the planning and operation

teams:a's they gain insight Div) their functioning.

111

An example of a discussion point lies in an evaluation of the

Planning TeaM Briefing Sheet. The rules established ardlby

exclusion, i.e., all other actions by the planning team are

acceptable, such as drawing a detailed design-on the HolloW

Square Pattern, drawing a template.on the table, or on another

Sheet of paper, numbering the pieces of the/puzzle, etc

His the planning team restircted efficiency bysetting up

artificial constraints not prescribed .by the'forMal riles?

Have they called in the operating team early in the planning
o.

phase, an option which they arefree to choose?.

If there has been a competition between r among experimental

groups; the elements involvedwhich led the winning te'am's

.:41" efficiency may, be discussed.

The instructor may wish to summarize with all the important

points raised during the discussion period.

.78
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HOLLOW SQUARE OPERATING TEAM BRIEFING SHEET

1. You will have the responsibility for tarrying out a task
for four 'people-according to instructions given by your

planning team.

.Your planning team may call you in for instructions at

any time. If they do not summon you', you,are to report

to -them anyway!

Your task is scheduled to begin exactly twenty-five

minutes from noww. After that,no further instructions

will be pervitted.
,

2. You are to finish the,assigned task as rapidly as possible.
3. Diuring the period when you are waiting for a call from

your planning team, it is suggested that you discuss'and
make notes on the following questions:

a) What feelings and concerts do you experience

while waiting for instructions for the unknown

.task?' am

b) How can the four of you organize as a team?

4. .The notes eeeorded on the abOve will be helpful during.the,

t

discussion following 'Pe completion ofthe task.

ft '
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HOLLOW SQUARE PLANNING TEAM BRIEFING SHEET
\

Each of you will be given a packet containing four cardboard

pieces which, whep properly assembl'ed with the other pieces

held by members of your 'team, -will make a hollow square design,

Yodl Ta'k

.
.During a perio&-of twentOjord-minutes you are to do -the

/ Jr*
1) Plan how tie si4teen pieces distributed among you

- . .

should be as embled to make the design.

2) Instruct you OPERATING TEAM on how to implement

your plan ( May begin instructing your OPERATING

TEAM at any t me during the planning period but
;

no later than five minutes before they are to begin

the assembling process).

1 .

General Rules.

4.

1) You must keep all pieces you have iii front of you

at all times. s

--....c.
../

. .

2) You may not touchor trade pieces with other members

of your team during the planning or instructing phase.

3) You may not .show the KEY at any time.

4) You may not assemble the entire square
6

.(this is,to 'be left to yotA operating to

5) Youare not to mark on any cyf
s
the piece

6) Klembers of your operating team must also observe the

t any time

above rule-&.

7) When time is called for your team to begin assembling

the pieces you may give no further instructions, but

you are to observe the operation.
go.

4 f I
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HOLLOW SQUARE _OBSERVING TEAM BRIEFING SHEET

You will be observing a situation in which a planning team

decides how to solve a problem and.gives instructions to an

operating team for implementatibn. The problem consists pf

assembling sixteen pieces of cardboard 'nto theform of a

hollow square. Thegplanning team is supp led with the general

layout of the pieces. This team is not to assem4rle the parts

but isto instruct the operating team on how tb assemble the

parts in a minimum amount of time. You will be silent

observers throughout the process.

SUGGESTIONS:
'40)

1. Each member of the observing team should watch the

general pattern of communication but give special

(ftttention to one member of the planning teat (during
,

the assembling period).

2.. _During the planning period watch for .the~ following

behaviors:

a. Is there balanced,participaion among plan-

nint team members?1; t
°

b. What kinds tf behavior block or facilitate

O

the process ?.

c. How does the planning team divide its time

betwben.pianning and instructing? (how early

does it invite the operating teatto come in?)

Si



A

o A

3. During the instructing per od watch the following.`

4' behavfors:

?
a

55

a'. Which member of ,the planning team gives the
-

'Instructions? How
4

b.% Whatnr-ategy was

4'

as this decided?

plciyedin,orientirig the

'or:4raiinf team to t etask?
--

. :
a

* c# What assumptions ma e by the ,planning,, team

4 .i.,

Y4 Holic6effegive'were the instructions? ,

a
t%

..

team .Drithe operating team aoppear to feel free tp.

ask quelions of the plan4prs-
, ...

.

and -ndt communicated to the erating team?

4

4. During the period, watch for he fpollburchg

'behaviors:-' 1 -'; ,..
. ,

% 1
.a; What evidende

,

do the..9pera ing,team;mehlberS

',

,..
-

.

ions-illuStrate that instru yere clearly
mi, ,

.

, .f
understood or misundersteo'd?

* .
-. ..

,

b. What non-verbal,reactions Add planning team

ti members exhibit as they watched tfieir R1Ans
. -

being implemented 'or `di,storted?:
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C.' DECISION MAKING \
The skill required to make rational and effective decisloiii.

is one of the hallmarks of an educated person and functional

worker..

This skill is as essential 'to people .in a free society as the

ability to read and write, and is a classic proc-ess-oriented

function. This series of. units addresses the process of making

'better decisions, partic4arly in the world of work, by drawing

_upon methods and techniques that have been develope

disciplines.

in .several

4

The units are abbreviated; and can be used-either as is, ih

even a'mbre'ablireviated form, or in an expanded faShion, even,

including 1.jle possibdlir of the development of complete course
. 9

- DeCision.Meking In The World of Wbrk.-
'

.V.'
5 l

The introductory Unit efines the Concept of; ,decision-making,
. ,

....esents several ifiod.els or procedures for decision5making, and,
.

for
...

. .

asignsAweedigs in a-bcok entitled-iita.king-DI.cisions. I
'

. 1 .7

. . .i.!:
,

,

, 1
. ,

.

,.

,, The second unit presents a sRecific Vel and asks fhe Stuaents
.

.
. .. 0

.
0

,
V .... ,

to use a case study -wit} the. modei,"leadina to
. .

.. '..

1

, . ..e. P ( ,
:cfedksion. -StUdeht$ thpnapph the. same 'model or pai:xeril'to a

'1 A it '. A
5

'5

situion of their own... .

1
1 ' S.

h1
4 arThogextunitincludes the 'conapfs

decisionqmaking,.leadership,,
9

I

r

the:uxIli-eatiacoftresou'r,ocs',..andirfunctang in the'dbc4404
.. . , ,
Nakieg process. -

,

\ a %.

4,.- ''. 4 .0 ' , f

*

1 .

l *1'-

0' S

4',..
.

s i
4.

ii'Maki _Decisions A MuLtidisc'1151.inary,Int.roduction, ' .

!)/ . o , Y . is ic .4 , M,-Pere N. Hill, et el:, AddiSon-Weslen 197&'
,

, , t't .5
.

, .

, .),
. *./t, \

411
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; The final unit is based on case studies in Decision Making text';

in .whin the 6todels which have been:learned are applied by the:\
Students in. a. series of case studies,

.

.

4

o

.

t ,-1

a

S.
t

si;
,

ry.
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JINTRODUCTION AND MODELS OF DEC.,ISITAKING

Rationale
. . ,

.

The. important skill of decision-Making will be iddresSed in ,

0'

60'

this module in'which the students are askdd to read as a
.

- ,
preliminary asignment; chapters one, and twd, from the tic;

of
- 4 'Making Decisions,A Multi Disciplinary Introduction,. Addison. . )

. .;

, ,

:,
t

.
Wesley Publishing Company, Percy H. Hill eat ad%,1978.

. 4 .Based o.n'the reading of the first two chapters, the instructor

will lead a'discuslion on decision-making as a process distirictpp
-froM.the content, and will present_moael4s that are awopriat;4

as defined in ..the text.

11 Additionally, the instructor will present the Force Field Analysi.1.
. .

.0'

.mo.del as used' by 1;u'rt,Lewyn and which will be used in the final

units.

The Forcekield Analysis Model is at follows:

V
`CURRENT
SITUATION GOALS

, .

.DRIVING FOR -°

'ACTION STEP:

RtSTRAINING FORCES

ACTION. STEPS

II

.1 '
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-Ths5..madel thus utilizes the Three. stag planning process in -a/
structured fashion t6 derineattiOh stgps.

.

61

Objectives

1. Each student will understand several models of decision-
.

making, and the idea of decision-making as-a procesS skill.

2..Each student will be familiar with the Force Field Analysis

approach to identification of,islue's; goal setting aild de-
.

01

fining ogiaction.steps.

3. Eec.h student. will be faliliar with the infA-mation in tbe-

first three chapters of the text Decision Making.

Teaching-Lear/ing Activities

The instructor will present a series of4 about thetdecision-
r--making. as a process, based on the first two chapters *be text.

Emphasis .will be on Decision Making in the, world of work as well

as the personal world And
r
both grbup and individual decision-

4

.

making. The 'instructor could use'examples,according to the
0.

following
°

5 ,

, PERSONAL `WORK-ORIENTD:

. ,

4

TYPES OF'UCISIONS

.

,14fa
. v

DECISIONS D
" 'MADE 4

,
BY I

, e I i

s
6
R

.

.

.
.

,

.

I

.

. .

, .

.

.

.

J. 4

.

.

.

'

.

':
?..

4. ' 1

)... ,..

.

88 t ,
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1

The instructor will thdn lead a discussion 211 the implictions

of the models in ethical situations, in politics, in siness

.and indu§try.,Students will then join in apscussioq with
. .

examples cl.decis-ion making processes from their own,ekperience

both personally and career oriented.
0

Reference Millie made to pr6.riously completed, units on' the400

' planning process, particularly personal pla, ng for one's job

-

14

r

r.

So.

,

"
11

a

s

.1
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Rationale

A
INDIVIDUAL DECISION-MAKING

,

63

vi important aspect pf decisio,n- making is concerned with the

individual. Personal decisions about .career plans, .about

lifestyle, relationships, whether or not' to change jobs, etc.,
,--

areof crucial importance and 'often made intuitively rather°

,than based on a sound process. This unit is designed to

emphasiie that such .a process does .exist and can be effectiVely

utizlied iii making apprbpriate 'decisions. The best'decisions

mistakesmistakes as much as 'possible, still maintaining spontaneity,
°,a

A

,but at the same time providing for quality results.

,

4 -

Objectives- . s
. ! ,

).

1. Each student will tho.toughly,understand the Fol-ce Field
\

'

4

Analysis model of decision making as it applies to his
)ew situation.

2. Each student will have skill applying the Force Field

Anaiis'-fs,-..in Particulkr cases.

Teaching Lekrning Activities
.

.After a briei'introduction.about decision making and a review

.Qf the:Force'Eiela Analysis model, the teacher pill refer the
4"

students to chapter three in the text, Decision_-Making, which
if

4
had been assigned, and ask them to apply gheideas in chapter

three, and the Force Field AnalTsis model to the case'study

on Page 20S of the text, "Should Fred Take 'The Job Or Not?".

..The :situaticA 14211 be thorvughly'dis"9ussed; and then'run - through% t
the'model of ,the FOrce Field Aqilysis by:tetoial group.

90.
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Teaching-Learning Activities

Each saident will then be asked, tq develop .his own cake study,

."lisifig.a real life situationof his own; lodecision he 1.4.in

the proceSs2of making. If possible, the decision will'be career

or job oriented, but if not'it can also be personally oriented

or more general in nature. Each student will,pe asked to define,
r-in writing, the situation and:Ihen share it with other indivi-_

duals, getting as much clarity-as'possible to provide for the

first step of the force field analysis.'

Students will each then be asked to .set up the force field analysis;

.defining the current situation, defining the goals, and deteritining

-. the spec,ific.action steps.,
7 I

They w 3j11 then put the -action steps in priority .order according

to b th impprt4nce and-feliibility.
This is accompLi.shed 'by,

putting 'either an A, B,'or C in front of each p posed action_ step.

I! "A" represents an easily managed or highly feasible step; "B" means
.

.'difficult but possible, anT "C" means not very feasible., Then the

steps can be designated as 1, 2, 3 according to impOi-tance. 'One

means Very importan in accomplishing the objective. Two ? means
Iof medium importance,!and three means not very impdrtant.. The

A-1 forces, and perhaPs the A-2 and B-1 forces., can then be
--

emphasize,d and organized into,acomprehensive action plan.

C
,

:Throughout this procedur th p-student.4ill be working as indivi-

Ts, then-Sharing thelr information with others in small-groups,

-then returni=ng to individuctl work.

.
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At the end of the class,'each student will Have a thoroughly' *,

considered set of infOrmlation leading to an appropriate.decision
tk .using the force field analysis,

o
K

.
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'GROUP DECISION MAKING-MOON TRIP

66

Rationa le ,

*Some of the most important and far reaching decisions in the

worTd of work, particularly those of an organizationdl nature,

0

`are made by teams, 'department staff and personnel, and eloups

. of managers. The grogps are usually from two or three to a
. , , , . ..... .

dozen dr so in sii-e. This unitwiY1 simulatec'a small 'group
4_ A .

.
decision making situatio , considering issues involved in. i,

.° .
. .

decision-making, such as the :tin zation of ap,propriate

resources, balance, of participation, dership, taking full

.consideration of all data, developing alternative, plans and

other process:oriented issues.

.8- . , . .4-.....,

Objectives I

1. Each student will understandgizoup.decision making

process and will have the xperience in taking part
.

in a group decision.

4
2. Edch'student will understand the rdlotionship

between his Own behaviors-in a simulation and

those,behaviors as they. affect the, outconkof_.
T

decisions in the real world.
°

\,

'3. Each student will have developed 4 Plan fo;

improm#ng his own skill in .group decision making\.
0

*

Cr



Teaching-Learning Activities

67

After a brief introduction about group deCisiOn mechanists

including- voting, authority and consensus, the instructor

will distribute he attached sheets concerped with dpcision -

making on a trip to the mo n. -Individuals will be *asked to

'1-make det.isions about the priority order of equipmelpt as

described.
. .

When they have completed the tasr the)rWif.Lput their papers

away, and the cla,ss will, 'be assembled into twoor three gr,oups;

a. each representing a space crew. The space crew Will then,
,. -,

AP,
without constituted leaders_hip, _undertake the. samedeeision:

exerci, coming to a group decision-making. cougensus .

%.

At the end of the grou'p exercise; which should require about

thirty (30)_minutes, the instructor'will; help the students

score their answers according to.thea,ttached key., He will

then'set,up a matrix of results as f011ows:
° *

Average.o f-
Indiv.ddal
Scotes

`Best Individual:
Score

Group Score,

Difference
'Individual Average
And Group Score

GROUP 1 \% CROUP 2

, 1

,,-

1 -
v

.

. .
,

.

ft 94
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Thegroup will discuss the decision- mak'ing exercise based on the

quality of the decision as it resulted from.the styles of

decision-making procedures used. An emphasi's will be made to

help each individvl understand, his contribution Of the group

with respect to his available informatioil: Was I too aggres-\

sive, knowing very little about .t.he moon, or too shy and'know-
.

ing ajkot about the moon? How does a group learn to take

advantage of the resources available to it?.. What is the most

appropriate kind of leadership? How canI develop my group

decision-making skills further? I

The instructor will then lead a group discussion, moving

simuldtion. experience results \nto the real'world., helping

each student o assess his own decision-making atilities and

techniques as he functions in small groups on thejob. Each

student will be asked to. make some individual plans abput

improved skills that would hell/ his decision-making process.

O

Further discussion can be based on chapter five in the text,

which mighI:be assigned, and,its implications for Qach stud'ent's

work and personal lifer.

.40

I

0.
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DECISIOg
b

FORM
.

...-..

. by Jay Hall 14.

...

A
' C4.

INSTRUCTIONS:{ You are in a space crew originally scheduled to
e

rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted surface' ,

of the moon. Due to mechanical difficulties, however,
your ship was forced to land at a spot some 200 miles
from the iendezvouspoint. During re-entry'and landing,
much of the equipment aboard vas damaged and, since ..

survival depends on reaching the mother ship, the
> most critical items'available must be chosen for,the

200 mile trip. Below are listed the 15 items left
intact and undamaged after the5.1anding. Your task-
is to rank order them in terms of their importarice in j'
alldiwing your crew to reach the rendezvous point. Place

. ,;

the number 1 By the most important item, thenumber 2
by the second most impqrtant, and so on through number 15'
the least impoian't. .

1

Box of matches

Food concentrate

50-feet of-nyl9n rope

Parachute silk

Portable hea:ting unit

Two .45 calibre pistols

dne case dehydrated Pet milk k

G.

.

Two 100 lb. tanks 4. oxygen

Stellar map (of-the moon's .const,llation)
a.

. ,.
, -

Life raft
-$

4',
.,

. I .Magietic Compass . 0

J*

411

0

5 gallons of water .

.

Signal flares
. .

-

First Aid Kit coltaining i.njection
a-wheedles ..*i .

Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter:
.

,
.

e1 .,
-,

i* ':
. , ..

7

96
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'INSTRUCTIONS: You are a membei of a space crew originally scheduled
ea- au-s--w-ith a met-h-e-rskip on che litfited surface of .thb moon,Due to meohanill difticultie6,, however, your ship.was forced to landat a spotsome 00 miles from the rendezvous point. During re-entryAnd landing, much of the equipment aboard was damaged and, sincesurvival depends on reaching the mother ship, the most critical items

. .

...

\;°,)

-

available must be chosen for the
15 items left intact and undamaged
order them in terms of their importance
to reach the rendezvous point.

° item, the number 2. by the second
1-5',' the least impErtant.

, \

\
0, tittle or no use on the moon

Supply daily food required

Useful in tying injured
together, help in climbing

Shelter against sun's ray

Useful' only if party landed
'en dark side

Self-propulsion lees
could made from t

200
after

Place
most

\..
15

mile trip. Below are listed the
landing. Your task is to -rank
for your cvew in allowing them

the number 1 by the most important
important, and "so an through number

\
. ,.

Box of matches
.

, /

Food concentrate
, .

50 feet of nylon'rope

Parachute silk

Portable heating unit(

Two .45 calibre. pistol,s
.z

4

6

3

13

11

°.

.
-

,/

,Food,ood, mixed with water for 12 One case dehydrated Pet Milkdrinking
(

,
... .

.
1. 4''mg. Fills respiration regale- 1 Two 100 lb. tapks of oxygenmeat

. ,t/. . .

One of principal deans of
finding directions

..

. . -

CO
2

bottles for seLf-propul-°
. °,

.
'

sion across chasms;'etc. R Life raft
, ,

Probably no magnetized Oble's;
thus, useless 14 Magnetic compass

.

Replenishes loss by sweating
etc.

, . 2 5 gallons of water

Distress call when line o!
.

sight possible 10 Signal flare

3 Stella! map (of noon's constellation)

g

fl-2

Oral pills or injection
-medicine available 7 First aid kit containing injection

needles

'Distress signal transmittef,
possible.communiction with S Solar-powered FM receiver-transmittermother ship

4.°
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:CASE STUDIES. IN DLEISION MAKING

Rationale

.

71

Another series of units can be used according to the ease
,1

studies foundltin the back of the text, Making Decisions.
1, ,

Illey start on page 203 with an explanation of how to study

a case, then proceed to a series,of deci'sion making situa-

tions to which models can be applied.

$'
i

Objective

1) Each,student will develop increasing skill in the

application of structured models for.decision:

making to specific decision making situations.

,,.

Teaching Learning Activities

The instructor will review the models, inclUdina they,

e a

Force Field Analyis, the three stage model, and;the models"

found in'the text. The instructor will then ask students.

to apply the appropriate model step, by step, to cases

described in the text.

Small groups will be used which will deliberate and use

the model, and report to the total class. Their report

includes the' description of a case, the, model that they

used and its applicability,'the steps that they used in

applying the model, and the anticipated results of their

decisions.

98
ti-
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t,

The total class wild en discuss 'the app-Ucability of the

model., the quality of the work done by the group, and the
A

anticipated results. After a series of case studies are

undertaken it might be possiblfe for the classto,genetate'
its own case out of the expeiiences of the studenv and

continue with the application model .to each case.

k

.*;

r



D. ISSUES IN THE WORLD'OF WORK

I(

.

An important series of issues. wit whi-ch we can deal in
.

Cooperative Education are the genert)I themes of the.world of,
1

,...,>,,

work. 'Many students have only limited access to information.

73

about jobs other than their own, and can profit by sharing

information about jobs, jobs availability, job satisfactions,
,

and job problemS.

'I

This series of units, is in. the nature of -a "catc4-a11 " ,

providing extensive experiential inforoatioe for 'the Students.

about general issues in the world of 'work. One virtue pf the

Co-op program and its experiential nature-is that younger and

older students can be mixed, and in a variety of experiences

shared with each other.

,One 'of the units within this section 'include a-Oneral disCussion

'-and brainstorming'session the satisfactions and prObiems on

the job. Another will help udents to assessltheir values and.
,

.

undertake valueclariticatio rocedures within the world of work.
0

Another Will
A
look at job openin s from the perspective of the

'personnel department rather than only. from_ the applicant. Other

'issues i
l

. 4 cssues nclude Job Inteiviews, St ess on the *Job, and the general

importance of Health' in the Wd ld 'of Work. ,..,

'AN

.

10 0 ,--
A
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The resourceful teacher will easily add to this list Of
,

issues according to the defined needs of the students, The

mitts here are also readily modified in terms of length or /

number. The _first unit, particularly, is amendable to repeated

applicatfions throughout the serkster.

1,

-44

$

s.
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'SHARING OF in INFORMATION

Ra.tionle

Reading the very interesting book Working, b'y Studs Turkel,
.

craates-the amazing, impression-that theioverWhelMing majority

of Kmerican working people are grossly unhappy-in their work.

The book is a serifs of interviews, with People talking about

the lack of satisfaction and the difficulties often associated

with a job, whether lawyers, plumbers, doctors, , prostitutes,
-

clerks, Managers or welders, .4 4

The, general 'theme of job satisfaction and sharing information

about each others job is a maja one ifi,Co-op and is undertaken '\
. .

in thi's module. Many students, have, very little knowledgR_bf
o

. the 'kind of work that' people do other than themselves, and find
, I

the sharing interesting and useful. Also, theligeneraj. theme

?f "where doei my satisfaction come from on the job; where do

Fy'problems come From, how can I make my job'as enriching and
.

'fulfilling a part of myl}fe as possible?" is undertaken.
_

The' unit can h.e 'repeated Often, and' can be used to help the
I

Student find increased fulfillmen1 at work.

I

Objectives

a

4 1)' Each student will have more information about the entire
6

4

world of work and the nature of other jobs than their own.

E4ch student.will.be more aware o the issues involved

-in creating job satisfactipns and job problems and havem*4

some beginning ideas -.about how they can htlp.their awn,

tjbh be more fulfftlilig"
. - .

102 ,
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Teaching-Learning Activities
. ,

.The instructor will give a brief in troductipn about the idea ofI

satisfaction and lack of satisfaction.in the world of work, and

elicit discussion-based oll'the student's own.expeiences., The

instructor can refer to the Turkel book, and use sec ,ions ofA

4 .
. #the book as handouts for small. group discussion togenerate at1

.
.

,

.
.

leasta beginning awareness about a sense of satisfaction on the

The instructor will next lead a brainstorming exercise in which

students' can generate a list of criteria by which they can define

their own job. The question is "I.:Fiat topics would you w.art

hear about if someone were (telling you about their jbll?" Typical,

topics might include, my specific role, my' relationship with

other people, my salary and working conditiOns, how my job

relates to my Jong range career plans; how satisfying the job is,

where the problems on my job come from,...etc.

After a comprehensive listof cri.rexia is generated, the class
,

should be divided into groups of tthree,,with people-in as diverse

roles as possible and iitio do not know each )other. Tlley then take,

turns in'sharing information about their jobs; Using brainstormed

criteria .as a checklist, Each person wiljl(explain his role, his

relationships with' people,, his job-satisfactions 'and fulfillmentsr
'hit jobproblems. Emphasis can also be made on helping people

xo be accomplished listeners as each persOri explains his role.

lb
0
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(Each gfoup, as, the three presentaticins are completed, can

plan for a" summary presentation to a total group, particularly

emphasizing job satisfactions and problems.

A total group discussion can, then summarize some of the-issues

*volved in job satisfaction and help people think about methods

for helping their own job becorde a more fulfilling and'satisfying

part of their total rife.
ti

ij

104
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'VALUES*At WORK
\

.

Rationale
.

.

t
A'filijor issue in satisfaction on the job.is the consistency

.
_ .

of oneis-deeply held personal, values, grounded_ in cultural,

',religious and personal experiences, with the required day-to-

: day behaviors on the job. .To the extent that those behaviors

are conistent with one's values,.there is the possibility

for fulfillment and contentment on the job; to the extent.,

however,. there is a\l-ack relationship of values and one's

work. behaviors or personal behaviors, or- to the .extent' that

they'are different, there might be conflicts generated and

ihrhappiness result.

This exercise is' an attempt to raise awareness, of students'

about their personal values in relation to the behaviors

expected 'of them in the ',world of work, and to help them to

understand the importance of that congruence.

Objectives,

1) Students will be more a*are of theirown values,

where those
.

va*.bles come from, 'how they are changed,

and how they compare with others'values.

2) Students will have an undeistandihg of the relation

.ship of their valUes andithe associated behaviors

in the world of woik, aid will be able tomake

changeS,as needed in Order to.improve their own

job sittisfacion. 4

1U5
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Teaching-Learning Activities

(171e instructor will give a brief introduction about the

importance of the, congruence of personal, values and personal,

behaviors in the world of work as well as: in one's peysonal

life, Emphasis should'be make on the fact that different

pecIple have different values, which is:totaly acceptable,

but difficulties can begin' when people's behavior is inconsis-

tent wit)i,their own values.
A

The 'instruc.tor, with the help of the class, will generate and

present a' model of experiential value growth similar to the

following:

Introjected Values or
Content Inforinationl

Behavior Bated onjIntrojected
InfoFmation

More new valus
or information

New behavior based
on personally'

,appropriated values

. Experience as a result of
feedback concerning the behavior

4.

-106

New values or
information based, -

on perSonal e peri nces



In general, the: idea is that introjected values which come from
outside one's/self, ones mother, one's-ch.urch7,

one's teachers,
or,the moral standards ofa culturelt,form our initial sets of

.

l4alues and thus, our initial behaviors.
BehaViors, however,

canresult in experiences which might Conflict yith those
values as well as support them. -The tiers-On, therefore, gets ---00

into his own cycle of behaving,
experiencing; and readjusting... 4

ids values. Tfieexperiential learner is the person who is
-'growing and has entered tnt cycle. Some people, however,
'retain unexamined introjected values and, are Constantly

besieged by problems as a result.

The instructor then conducts a valuing exercise, using, the,
list of values attached. He asks each student to rank order-

,

the eighteen values according to his view of their importance
in hislife; one being the most important, two the-next most
imporant, down through eighteen, the leastimportant'. Then,
accordingto the instructions, each student' decides on the six
which are the.bosv important,to him.

-.1 'After each student completes the list, the instructor can
.tabulate the'totals on the chalkboard in order to giVe every-
-one asenSe of ,the agreement or disagreement on the valuds.as
they are described.

Then. each 'student is asked to consider, baked on his, knowledgb-
. .4

of h,is jOb- and theinformation that he generated in the previous

v.

0
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unit about sharing informatiOn .about the woricrof work, ft

at.description Of how the behaviors reqUired On his job'comple,-

merit ot.interTere with the values he:listed as his mast ik

important. This can be done by-listing each of the six
e

,

.important\Values., in one column, informationlabout.the job ;
bell'avidts in an adjoining column, and considering how he
columRs relate.

.;
41.

StUdents then should share' the information about'\the congru

.eRce or.lack of it in their values and their job behaviors

with each other in small groups.

A total group discussion should follow, ,concerned with,the

value - experience behavior cycle; 2eneratingone's values,;
,.

and PrOviding for jbb experiences. that are consistnt with
one's own valueS.'

. . 108
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.VALUES NOTES
r

Below ,is a .list of eighteen va ues arranged in alphabetical order.
First, ,stud the whole list carefully. Then pick out the 6 values
which are most'important to you. Then discuss these values as a group
and decide upon 6 that the group agrees upon aft being the most important
Talues. Place these'six in order of importance from 1 to 6. Your own,

,list might be different froM the group's list.,

A COMFORTABLE LIFE

AN EXCITING LIFE

A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT

A WORLD AT PEACE
.

A WORLD 'OF BEAUTY

EQUALITY

FAMILY SECURITY

FREEDOM ik

HAPPINESS

INNER HARMONY

MATURE LOVE

NATIONAL SECURITY

PLEASURE

RELIGIOUS FAITH.

SOCIAL:RECOGNITION.

'SELF-RESPECT

TRUE FRIENDSHIP

WISDOM
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.THE JOB INTERVIEW

Rationale

An important aspect of finding a satisfactory job is the
E.

j ob. interview. Often, people who are completely creden-

t ialed and well qualified fail to get a, job, or get the job

they,wish, because their skill in,undertaking the job .inter-

view is limited. Conversely, people with confidence in

taking the job interview who can present themselves well,

have a major advantage in finding a job almost regardless

.of their credentials. In short, the job interview is
.

crucial. This unit helps to develop increased skill in

taking the job interview., It is useful not only for
t1/4 O

people who are seeking a job in the immediate futUre, but

gfor people who are more experieacedWind still, because of

job-mobility, might be undertaking a change at some point

in their life.

Objective
. 4

Each student will be able to demonstrate improved skill in

taking a job interview and be.more comfortable with the
41/

intel:view proceduie.

1.
Teaching Learnifg Activities

The instrucIpr will make a brief presentation'about the

nature of the interview and what one can normally expect
4

in an Interview situation. He will draw on the experiences

of the students in asking for descriptions of a variety of

110
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of situations so.that the general awareness of an interview

is 'clear.

The group will next brainstorm the criteria by whichan

interview might be assessed., If you are looking over the

shoulde'r of a job interviewer; what characteristics would

make it suc'ce'ssful) what criteria would you use in determin-'
. .-

ing whether or not to hire a job applicant? These might
0 Y

include all aspects of verbal and non-verbal'communication,

0ress'and,groOming, promptness, the ability to ask question,

balance of communication and many;, many otr4rs.

The group is net

role-played. One

one the.personnel person, conducting the interview, anda.

divided into threes, aind an interview is

student takes the role of the applicant)

third is,the observer.

The interview proceedsylwith the observer not joining irk,

but taking notesand using the brainstormed criteria or

' checklist. After 10 or 15 minutes, the instructor stops
0,

the role plays, which are being conducted simultaneously,

and asks the observer,to comment on the process of the

mer,inteview to the ifibr two people.

'aa

# '14'The group then rotates the role's, so that each person plays
.., .

.

ji: . different part.

n1
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After conducting another interview, feedback, arid further

discussion; the roles are rotated for the third time, giving-
?

everyone an opportunity to undertake each of the three roles.

A final total group discussion would assess at the whole

process of the interview, what some of the itfalls are,

how,to prepare oneself most. appropriately and how to accomT

push the'interview as effectively as possible;

A number of handouts are2ilable and can also be-used

which i7nclude,suggestions for how to take a job interview.

This workshop can be repeated throughout the semester,

with the idea of helping everyone to improve their skills in,

taking an interview.
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t STRESS AND COMMUNICATION

. ,

-
,

.,Rationale,
.

;

.In the current vernacular, stress on the job,' defined as
1

Ophysical and emotional problems caused by job difficulties,n

has become an'extrebely impOrtant issue. Many people 'appear

to be subjects of'Vburn- out ", Of either emotional or physical

problems as a result of job pressures and the inability to

cope 'fully with them,

3.

A
This workshop or series of workshops focuses on the concept

of job stress, particularly as related to inter-personal.

communixatiori on-the-job, The generaftheme is that stress

will be reduced if oomfunication and relationship skills are'

used more appropiiately.

Objectives

1) Each student will be more familiar with'stiess as

felt by himself and othe-r and have a' sense of

"being in the. same boat" ut with a potential for

growth and the decrease of stress:-'

2) Each student will 'have-increased kno4ledge in the

areas of interpersonal communications on the job,

especially listening, as it relates to stress.-'

'Teaching-Learning Activities

The teacher would Wduct a Cross-Interviewing exercise14 in

which st6dents are asked to'introduce themselves and interview .

other persons in the cassroom, for a period of-two-to-three

113'
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minutes each, concerning the issue of stress. What is s,tre's,
.

wlere does it come from, how do you deakiTyith it, how does it

relate to communication and relationshifis? P

After most of the people have interviewed mosiof'theothers
1

in the room, the teacher will "process Out" the reSults;;that

is, ask people what. they talked about aftd what interesting

things they heard about stress..

,The teacher will then give a presentation abour"the nature

of communication!, some issues in commun,ication, and a model

of communication attached entitled, "Johari's Windowv. In
1

, .1

. this model, participants are helped to-Understand the relation-
,

ship of communication problems to communication skills and a
. .

-4decrease of job stress. .

..i.-

. ,

ki
The teacher would then conduct a. brainstorminl session in

, .

,

which participants are asked to identify inter-personal
N

.

conftunication issues onhe job, based.on the Johari Window
.

model. Trios would then be established in which role-play
. ,

.,-
. .

would be undertaken, to practice fhe communication skills

identified in the br'ainstotming' The roles vuld be oiae who

gives information, one who listens and draws out that informa-
.

'tion, an an obierver. After brief periods of time, perhaps,

five to ten minutes fdr each cycle, the roles would rotate

so that each person.would have'ari opprotunity to take all

roles in the trio, orj.n the interviewing module.
\\
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The teacher would then summarize the learnings helping the:

participants ro ppderstand what happened, what the implications

of improyed communications on-the-job are, and how they relate

to job stress.

A final total group discussion would be led on'the general
.

theme of how to reduce onrthe-job stress withlimproved inter-
.)

personal communication.

.

115
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THE JOHARI WINDOW

A Graphic Model'of Awa reness in Interpersonal Relations

Joseph Luft

e, Like the happy c entipede, many people get along fine vOrking with
others, Jiithout thin)Ang which foot to put_forwaLd. But when there are
,difficulties, when the usual methods do not worr- when we want to learn.
mere-- there is no alternative but to examine our own behavior in reat.ion
to_others. The troubie is that, among other things, it is so.hard to
find- ways of thinking. about such matters, phrtj.cularly for people who
have no extensive, backgrounds in the social sciences.

When Harry Ingham and I first presented 'nig Johari Window to illustrate
relationships in terms of awareness (at W.T.L., in 1955), we were surprised-
to find so many people, academicians and non-professionals alike, using, .

and tinkering with the model. It seems to rend itelf,as a heurtstic
device, to speculating about human relations. It is simple.tovdsualiae
the four quadrants which represent the Johari Window.

Quadrant I, the area of free
activity refers to behavior and
motiviation known to self and
known to others.

,

Quadrant II, the blind area,
where tthers can see things in
ourselves of which we are unaware.

Quadrant III, the avoided or
hidden area, represents things
we know but'do not reveal to othes
(e.g., a hidden agenda, or matters
about which we have sensitive
feelings).

Quadrant IV, area of unknown
activity. Neither the Individual
norothers are aware of certain

Ybehaviors of motives. etwe
can assume their existence because
eventually some of these unknown
behaviors and motives were influencing
relationShigs, all along,

5 o.

Known

To Others

Not known

to 0th

t.,

Known to
selk

Clot known

to self

I)

Area of -

free

-activity

- II

Blind

area

.

III

Avoided
;

or hidden

area

11

'Area of ,

.

unknown

activity ...

In a new group, Quadrant I isvery small; there is not much free and
spontaneous interaction. '' As the group grows and matures, Quadrant I

expands in size] and this usually means we are freer to be TOre'like
ourSelves, and to perceive others as they really are. Quadrant III
shrinks in areas as Quadrant I grows larger. We find it less necessary
to hideor deny things we know or feel. In an atmosphere of growing
mutual trust there is less need for hiding pertinent thought or feelings.
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THE JOHARI WINDOW
no

It takes longer for Quadrant If to re4ute in size, because
usually there are "good" reasons-of.a sych016gical nature,
to blindourselves.to the things we feel or do. Quadrant IV.
perhaps changes somewhat during a learning laboratory, kut°
we can aSSume that such changes occur even/ more slowly than
shifts VI: Quadrant II. At any rate, Quadrant IV is undoubt-
edly'far laTgef and more influential in an individual's
'relationships.than the hypothetical 'sketch illusttatgs.

PRINCIPLES OF CHANGE

1:- A change- in any one quadrant will, affect all other
. quadrants.

. -

2. It.takes energy to hide, deny, or be blind to.,
behavior which -is involved, in i-Eteration.

3., Threat tends to decrease awareness; mutual t st
tends to increase awareness!.

.4. Forced awareness'(exposure} is undesirable an4
usually ineffective.

S. Interpersonal learning means a change has taken
place so that Quadrant I is l'Irvex,, and one or,
more of the -other quadrants has grown smaller,

1 .

6.°' Working with -others ds.facilitated by a layge
enough area of. free activity. It.means 'more of
the resources and skills in the membership can
be applied to the task at hand.

7. The smaller the first quadrant, the pooTertile
communication.

.

8. There isuniversal curitsit"obobt unknownareas;
but this is held in check by Ilustom,Opcialv.
.training, and by diverse fears.

9. Sensitivity means-epprecia ing.the Alert as cts
of behavior, in Quadrants 'II, III, IV,sand lespect-
ing.thendesire.of others'to'keep them so.

0

10. Learning about group processes, as the'y are beinz
experienced, helps to increase awareness (lager -
Quadrant 0-for the group as a whole; as welhkas
for indi'Vidual members=.

./F 1 P
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iall'PPENINGS EXERCISE.

A
Rationale 6,,

Most people-are familiar with the personnel'
4procedure

ofI.
.

..r
writing a resume, `applying for a cob, taking an interview,

-
andeither finding or being denied theposition. . Prom the

A

perspective of the applicant, thb process) has ,,many virtues.
.

._

\.,
e . -.
iand many.limitations. ft s not often', however, that the.

applicant can consider the procedure of 10.rinUrOm t,.he

'perspective of the personnel periort*

t

.

This exercise, based on 'the idea `of job'tpenings, relates

one's values to the hirilitg procedure,,helpsclariiy job

oriented values and at,the.same time'lielps-students to under-

'stand
1-

... . ,
. . .'stand the' problem of hiring personnel 'fromthe perspective .

) .
.
.

.
of 019 personnel deRa'rtment.

Objectives . .t-*

1) Students will have a gret6r-
.

un4 derstanding'Of their

-own values as they relate to the worldof wo(rk° and

how those values would impir e oh,41-ring people with

_ *different criteria and qualifcations,

2) Student's will have an understanding of some of the
:

operations and
0 decisiohs necessaryein a personnel

department.

sSt

Teaching-Learning.Activities

' o

After an introduction about .the genotar function 'of the

t'personnel department,.the instructor will 4ifribute the

1

I t
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1,

Attached sheet listing job op nings.- Students are to role

play being a personnel director and are asked to put all of
4:

the nine applicintsin rank order of their hiring; number one,

,the.person that they would hire, the number two the second

most likely-person, number three, 'the third, down to the

ninth, the person that they would be least likely to hire.'

" .N,
After the rank ordering, students are divided into small

.

..., .

groups -to discuss their ordering, givethe reasons and either . ,..

,.
. '

.

.defend or alter their position. Ai the discussions continue,
*.. 43

students will be instructed to identify as much as. possible

the values'from which they were operating in making the

decisions, and relate the idea of those values to the previous

workshop done on values clarificiation in_the world,of work.,

aAn alternative activity, given enough time, is to ha'Aie thec,

'4 smali group come to a consensus about the. rank order, This
.

. i.

might be done most appropriately after the moon, trip ekekrcise

in the'section about decision making, in.which consensus.

. ,

.'decision making proCedures aree, explored snore fully.
,

o
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JOB OPENINGS

INSTRUCTIONS: You are in a position 'of placing people -who need jobs. You
-have nine'applica'tions, for one job opening. All of these people want'
and need the job. You must dePide who should get the job by rank ordering
the following list of candidates.

1. .Anrei"-convict trying to go straight. He has bpen out 'of prison for
. p

over a year and has stayed outof trouble. 146 haS" halt several jobs
during thiSN.time, but was fired each time when his bosses found out
Fe-spent time in pripon. He is becoming frustrated, discouraged, and
angry.

2. A 24z.Kar-oldCrietnam veteran who was awarded several medals for bravery.
He has a low-paying part-time job mow, but is highly qualified for
this: job.

3. A woman whose husband recently died~. She has four young children,
ages one to six, whom she)now mustsupport. She will be getting
$200 a month from insurance, but this is no; enough to live on.

4. A 60:yearCild man who needs this as a second job. His wife,has been
,In the hosPial for several months. To continue her treatments,
which'are expected to-continue for seven more months, he deeds Stis

S. A former dope,addict who has kept away from drugs for eleven-months.
Heis a very serious young man who is determined to do well. He has
had trouble finding jobs because of his former addiction, and hisa
psychologist, and priest say there is a stronepoSsibility
return to drugs if he is not Aployed soon..

\' 6. &highly intelligent Negro who lives in a slum. He needs., the job to
Continue his college education and td help support hisbrothers
and sisters. ,He wants to become a doctor and help the pobr in

- neighboihood.

7. A young woman who left her parent's home tq t;eto make. ii oriher
rown. She has a strong,interest in this type oE,work, and is the
' best quhlified of all the applicants.

-44

(

11

.
sit recent immigrant to this country who is the father of four. His
knowledge of English is poor, and this Will probably slow him down
on the job at first. But he is a clever and confident person who
Nlearns quickly. .,,,

a , A. A
es

. .

A physically handicipped person wHo is looki-ng for a chance to prove
himself. He possesses a great deal of doterminationlAnd courage.
His'handicap will hurt his performance on the job somewhat. .

011.,

12()
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. HEAL H IN TIDE WORKING WORLD0
11.

'Rationale
J

(

_ General health, vigor and vitality are crucialal virtues In

the world.,cf.vork. Both emoti1nal Xhd- physical health are

important ,to fulfillmeA and to,satisfaction',on-the-jog and'
4

.
,

\ .

t accomplish one's. work oriented objectives. This workshop;
w,1 - i

ich is centered on a questions, helps each student
-look at his own lifestyle in terms of,his-phySical and emotional-,

health, compare his situation with othet? in a similar area,

and perhaps make some decisiQrls about. steps to undertake to

improve his overall health..

Objectives .

1) Each student win have an increased aw/IIeness and a greater

understanding of his own physical and emotional hea).th

habits and how they are affecting hip life.
.

2) Each student will have a beginning plan 'for improvement

for his personal health irilation to his work.'
Teaching-Learning Activitils

.
. ,

After g iving an introduction about the importance of'health on
the job, and a discussion among the students about healtyl,-

.

.. .oriented issues which'inpinge on thework s-ituation, the instructor
..

will dispensethe attached queue onnaire.entitled,'"How Healthy
lk Life Do/You Lead

.

.Students will be instructs to read the introductory material,

and'to.answer the questionnaire -as indicated through question.4
#106.
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When all students have completed the questionnaire, they

will 'be. given instruct-ions for-sCorIng the'llesults, asked.

to write the total -factors for the various sub-scores, then

lread the material on nterpreting the scores. They will

then tnnsfer the, information tag. the circular chart included;
.

.real the'` analysis information.
:

2

4, 0

'the instructor 1Ji31 then ask the students tomeet in small

griups to discuss (rid' interpret the - 'results of 'their

questionnaire.
°-.40

a

Each-smplept 14ill,then be asked indiVidGally to write a

series ofactivities which he,might undertake to improve
J.

his health situation as implied by-the .results of the test.

.They might include issues like using the seat belt in the
A

car, trying to find more friends, cutting down on drinking,

kgetting more,exercise, etc.

t

1 122
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How HealthyA Life Do You Leah?

Adapted with perMission from Understanding Human Behavior; N. Wright (Ed)ColuTbia House: New York, 1974.*

Introduction:

This questionnaire "How Healthy A Life Do You Lead?" explores one of themost important-perhaps the most important- aspects of a person's life: hisadjustment to his environment, to his work, to the people helives withanq tohi,s own inherited physical and mental capabilities.,-The troubleis that when people speak of good health they usually assume it to be just,physical fitness-the sunburned, muscular figure is the focal point of muchof our society's self-expression, both in the fictional world of TV, moviesand magazi6es, and the commercial4world of advertising.

A11,
,it true. good health, as known by the ancients well as modern scie'tists, is the sum of a variety of features of which physical vitality is but

Thi-s questionnaire is designed to build-up a profile of how-he lthy
you really are, as expressed in terms of eight key factors. These factors-and their relationship to-each other will be explained when you come toanalyze your scores at the end. It is- important to remember that the testsare in no way a substitute fora

physOical cheERup_by a doctor, and a highscore on the tests,,should not lead you to be incautious about your physiecal__health_or neglect medical advice or treatment. They will, however, givevou.
a really interesting and informative picture of the balance of these factorsin ybur case-a Aiseful guide to how healthy a life you lead. Asusual, youmust 'answer the questions-honestly to get any real-value from the tests,refrain from. peeking at the scoresheet before finishing, and, if possible,do the questionnaire on your own without discussing the results with anyoneafterward

*Designed for adults who are currently employed full time.

'46
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Questionnaire:

1: Do you take sugar in your coffee or tea?

2. Do you take more than two spoonsfuls?

. 3\ Do you regularly take aspirin and,non-
prescription painkillers more than once a week?
(Women exclude painkillers for period pains.)

4. Do you play, on a regular basis (more than twice
a month)f any active competitive sport such as
tennis, squash, football (but not including
golf)?

5. If yes, dO you'play more than once a wee.10-

6. If you are a cigarette smoker do you have a morning
cough? (Nonsmokers score "No")

7. Do you use, even occasionally, any illegal drug
such as marijuana?

"' 8. Do you tend to bolt your food?

9. Do you walk or jog a minimum of a mile every
day? (Include golf, but not walking around
the house or office).

10. Do you drink (including tea and coffee) at
least 3 pints of fluid a day?

11. When suffering from relatively minor illnesses
and infections, do you go to the doctor for
antibiotics or other. medication as a matter
of course rather than try to "ride it out" on
your own?

12. Do your eating habits frequently give you
painful indigestion?

13: If Yeu own a bicycle or horse do you use it
whenever you can?. (If you have no bicycle
or horse, answer "No")

14. Dp you find yourself frequently nibbling snacks

or chocolates between meals?

15. Are you constantly finding that you have to
squeeze yourself into clothes?

16. Do you have to use pills of any Kind to help
you sleep?

124
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Questionnaire: (Contd.)
0

17. Does your diet include regular helpings of salads
.and fresh vegetables?

18. Do you make-a point of regularly visiting'your
doct6'r and dentist for checkups-say once a year?,

19. Do ydu tend to skip meals because "you are busy"
and>uhtitute fillind snacks?

20. Has anyone ever said to you that you drifik to much?

21'. Da you- feel- thatyoucould,.with just-a-11-ttle.

practice, take up areally strenuous sport such
as mountaineering; Tong distance running or'
competitive swimming? (Answer "Yes" ifyou
already do so.) 04 .

22. When eating out at restaurants or with friends
do you frequently end up feeling rather overfull?

23: Do you tend to have a definite weakness for
.. sweet, sticky. foods?

24. Do yOUIsmoke?4
.

.
.

- 2 5. Do you regularly smoke more tharra pack'a day
pr its equivalent in pipeAobacco?

26. Do you dq regAlar daily exercises (including
exercise machines at home)?

,-
27. If you 'stand in front of a mirror without clothes

on, do you notice definite areas of excess fat?

28. Do-you find it a real strainsto carry bags or
.heat'' parcels upstairs?

.

29.' Do you drink alcohol regularly?

36. Do you ever drink.enoughalcohol to give you
unpleasant-side effects of any kind?

.*

31. Do you.tend to keep very late hours, even when
you .feel phySically tiredarid9fatigued?

/ 32. Do youthave any false teeth, other than crowns
. 5x. cosmetic repqacements?

33. Do yob have fresh fruit or fruit juice (riot.

canned)-at least once a day?

1
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Questionnaire: (Contd.) Yes . No f

34. Do you regularly use tranquilizers or anti- .

depressant drugs prescrAbed by your doctor?

35. Do people tend to comment spontaneously on "how
well you look"?

36. Do you swim regularly (say at least twice a week
in the summer months, or at other times when
you have the opportunity)?

37. Do you avoid,:wherever possible, fatty foods
such--asFrenettfries-?

1

38 . If you are a smoker, do you feel uneasy if you
do not have cigarettes alwaysito Band or if you

. find yobrselfin a place where ypu cannot smoke?
(Nonsmokers score "No" for this question.)

39. If you take regular exercise, have you lien doing
so for at least the last two years?

40. Do you allow clothing styles or fashions to inter-'.
fere with your physical comfort significantly=for

t example, uncomfortable shoes or clothing unsuitable
for the weather? ,

i-

.41., Do you regularly eat more than two cooked meals
in the day?

42. Do you plan your own or your family's meals so
as to make sure that you or they have a balanced
diet?

43. Is your weight within 10 pounds of that recom-
mended fon your build? (If you do not know,'
answer "No".)

44. Do you weigh more than 20 pounds over the
recommended average?

45. Do you find you find yourself taking a car for
short journeys when you could just as easily
have walked?

46. Do you receive prescription medicines on a
regular basis from your doctor?

47. Do you spread butter liberally on toast or
pastries?

,S .126.
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Questionnaire:, (Contd.)

48. Would you honestly describe yourself as a
physically lazy person?

49. -Do you brush your teeth properly and
vigAuslyeat least twice a day?

50. Do youwalk or jog over two miles regularly 411P

each day? (Include golf, but not walking'
around the.house or office.)

51. Do you regularly take alcohol (even a glass
of beer at lunchtime?

52. Do you tend to eat out more than you eatat,
home?

53. Do you find yourself short of breath after
climbing a flight of stairs?

54.° Has anyone ever said to You that you smoke
too much? (Nonsmokers score "No".)

155. When potato crisps, salted nuts and cocktlil
savories are around, do you find them
impossible'to resist?

56.. Would you say that on the whole your life-
. style leads you to abuse or ill-treat your

body?.

57. Are you taking any part-time study or self-
improvement course?

58. Would you describe your childhood as having*
been a happy one?

-59. 4bo you find it difficult to introduce yourself
to people and converse with them?

60. Are you a good letter writer?

00. you find your work-really enjoyable?

62.- -Do-You watch television onaverage for less
_

than two hours a day (say 15 hours a week)?

63. Do you tend to jump from one hobby or pastime
to another withoutever getting deeply into one?

64. Do you hatve any unusual fears or phobias?

127
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Questionnaire: (Contd.)

65. Would.you honestly say that your work'gives
you the challenge and' opportunity which
you deserve?

66. Would you say that you lead an active social
-life?

67. Have you got any domestic hobbies of a'
prac ical kind-for example, woodwork,
dres making, decorating or handicraft
of 'any kind?

.68. Do you have any domestic hobbies Of a

creative but not necessarily practical
kind-for example, painting, stamp or
coin-collecting, modeling, embroidery?

69. Do youofeel happy and confident most days?

70. Do you have trouble sleeping?

71. Are you married? If not, do you have a lover
or fiance?

72. If so, would you describe your relationship,
with this person as a happy one?

73. po you make appoint of taking at least one'
holiday per year when you are two weeks
away from your work and usual
surroundings?

.

74. 'Do you always seem to be in financial
difficulties?

75. Do financial, problems worry you unduly?

,76. Do you tend to push yourself harder than

most other .people in your working
environment?

77. Do you make friends easily?

78. Do.you tend to find yourself .bored and
restless when not working?' a

t%

79. Hive you ever had a nervou breakdown or
been treated for severe de ression?

v
440

'80.' Would you prefer an evening watching tele-
vision.or reading to'an evening out with

ifrends

128
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questionnaire: (Contd.)
'Yes No

81. Would you desorNe yourself as basically
quite a happy peAon? °'

82. (Men only' answer this question.) Db. you
enjoy tinkering with yotir car'br motors
of any kind?

83. Do you regularly read books (other than,
magazines and newspapers);

,

84.° rf so, would you say that you really
enjoy reading?

.

\)85. Do you wish that your sex life was *fuller
and happier?

.

86. Do-you sometimes feel that everything is
getting to be too much for you?

87. ,Would you say that most people think of
you as a sociable person?

88. Do you feel that other people have
seriously handicapped you as far as your
job or profession is concerned?

-89. (Women only answer this question.) Do you
'enjoy cooking, and the serving of food.

90. Do.you enjoy going out to dinner with-
friends?

/091. Do you regret having missed out on any
education'al opportunities?

92. If you were offered a.more interesting job
than your present at three-quarters '

of your existing ould you take it?

93. Do you get unnecessari anxious and
worried about things?

,

94. .0n balance, are you content to do things
on your:-own and be -on your' own if hecessar. .

4 95. .Htve'you more than one close friend whoisd .

company you really enjoy?

. 96.. Do ydu enjoy actively listening to muslic?

97. Have you made steady progress'and advance-
ment invar job-for example, wi-th
prohiotion or business Successes?4

g ,129
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Questionnaire: (Contd.)

48., Do youfind it diffitult,to switch off
and relax at the end of t e day?

e)99. Do you have any regular tdoor hobbies
or pastithes,'such as playing sport's or
watching them ?

100. Do yoy enjoy parties?

101. Would you describe yourself'as sexually
attractive?

102. Do you get irritable
or,shOrt-tempered

for no good reason rather more than
you would like?

4
1.03. Do you watch television regularly for 1/

more than four hours a day, or say 25 '

hours a week?

4,104. Does untidiness and carelessness at
, wprk or home trouble you unduly?

Y05. Deyou reallYehjoy sometime just
"loafing - around doing nothing"?

006. Have Yod always got friends or relatidns
who will be glad to have you 4is-it
them on a vacation?

tO
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FACTOR TOTALS.

105

/-41 PLOTTING AND INTERPRETING SCORES

.
.

Take your Inditi,idual scores for the eight factors and plot them on the Life
Chart, filling in the ';pie wedge" up to the number'your reached. See example
on next page.

,

.0 .

. Clearly there are a vast number of possible combinations - some segments will
be higher than others "(some considerably so) and in other cases the segments
may appear roughly equal: No two people are lIkely to end .,up with identical
rofiles. For- this reason it 'is impossible to give a dlearcut interpretation

for every possible profile, brit: the followlpg tips will be _helpful in allowing
you to make your own personal interpretation.

1. The-chart itself is broken ua4nto three, distinct rings 1,'0-5, 6-10 and-
11-14. On the whole, scores lying between b. and:10 are=average for -

that factor, scores lying betwpen, 0 and 5 are below average and scores
between 11' and 14 <are above average. You should Congratulate yoursylf,,
therefore, for any occasion§ when your profile enters the outer se.gfient.

,

A,'2'. While outer segment scores may be gratifying and spectacular in them-
se:Ives, in general their effett is weakened if they are accompained by
an equivalent number of 'sates in the inner segment, suggesting an
erratic profile, good in sane factors and poor in others. On the whole
the "best" type of profile is one in which the segments, are all roughly

Total s

equa], suggesting a more balSnced general picture. The lily exception
to this of course is if all one's scores fall within the .inner ring, which,
assuming the 'questions haye been answered honestly, and correctly, vipul d
be a very disappointing and unsatisfactory piCture.

.

4.
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NALYSIS

A healthy life involves more than sheer physicall strength and vitality. Itrelies on striking an 'adequate balance among a number of facets of life.
For the pue'pose of this quesOonnaire we have broken these down into eight keyfactors. 'When you have completed scoring and bearing in mind your personal .rating,. read the analysis below.

Food

Fc;774Nood health one needs nutritious food and a balanced diet, alltaken in moderation.' Overeating is generally more harmful than undereating
(except in extreme cases) and the type of food'you eat is also important.
Fourteen questions were devoted to "food factors" and.your score will ,

therefore lie somewhere between 0 and 142 The higher your score the better
your eating habits.

-

Drugs ".
Drugs are substances en into the body which are essentially alien to it;they ma be taken for-a.number of reasons which vary from the psychological
_changes they induce to their physical effects, including. of course the treat-ment of disease or illness. But a dependence on drugs in any form is not
usually, conducive to good health. A high mdrug factor" denotes a rel.ative
freedom from their harinful effects.

Exercise

The body is a highly flexible,machine which for maximum hea)th should be kep6$
.finely tuned. 'there is no better way.of assuring this fine tuning than bylots of exercise in a variety of forms. The higher your score in this factorr

the more healthy exercise you probaNy take, and this Will be reflected in
the ,Life Chart.

Care

The body's machinei-y not only needs to be exercised and stokedmith the
appropriate fuel, bilt it also needs,to be protected from unnecessary ill
treatment. Just as ceaseless revving, of a motor car's engine, lack of
attention to its electrical system and bodyWork will cause it to code to
grief before its time, so the same applies to- your own biological system.
The "care factor" gives an indication of how well you are treating your body.

4
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Work

To continue the parallel with mechanical devices; which are tailormade to do
'work and cease to function smoothly if they are underused, so the body, and
in particular the nervous system and the brain benefits from a satisfactory
output of intellectual effort generally reflected in a-positive and happyattitude to work. A high,"work factor!' score suggests that you are probably .

well integrated into your worklife.and this will be reflected in your overall
health.

Leisure

"All work, and no play makes Jack a dull boy" is an old saying which has a
deep ring of truth in it. And play is not just physical exercise. The
healthy active mind_feeds on tOversions and.activity which extend beyond the
working day and--61e more active and instinctive the activity, in the long

( run the greater the contribution to psychological well-being and health in
the broadest sense. A high rating on the "leisure factor" means that you are
probably emplpying your brain to the full at all times and reaping the rewardsin terms 'of psychological- satisfaction as a result.

Social

Man is a social animal who is unable to live a full and normal life without
somghpeasure of positive interaction with other members'of his Species. This
interaction need not-necessariJyte in the form of love relationships, thoughthese bbViou ly represent a significant part of the picture. And while it-is
true that som people are essentially (and contentedly) more solitary than
others, the hi her you score on this social rating the more likely it is that
you are making a satisfactory adjustment to the world around you and the people
in it, aO,in with benefits to your overall health... \

Mental

All physical factor aside, in the long run it is the mind that rules the body,
and it is in our mental life that true contentment lies.,.If mental forces are

-out of balance and conflicts of one ki,nd or another ddminate our behavf"r,
then it is impossible for us to be terly health3Y and happy. "M factor"
.questions are Nared'to discovering your own state of mental contentment
and stability. A-high score on this factor indicates a very satisfactory
adjustment.
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E. HUMAN RELATIONS IN THE WORLD OFWORK

Experienced go.operative Education teachers are -well aware

that the.major determinant in success, of heir students onJ

4 the job fit generally,,not
expertise 'in the technical aspects

of the job itself;'bt.tt rather the student-workers' abilityY
to get along with other-people. Most working people are

-competent enough in their technical skills, but when they find

. s

extra fulfillment or when they run into difficulties in the
job, these areNalmost always related to interpersonal relation-
ships: Getting along with thelsupervisor, -communicating

functionally with the customers, working,' effectively with

colleagues; all are both motedifficult as- well as more

. important than technical skill in avoiding frustrations and

finding' fulfillment on the job.

Normally, high shool and college training programs deal with

technic41 slclls,m)kh More than interpersonal skills. But
. )

increasingly we are finding that people can learn to communi-'

cate and learn to relate better.

-\
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The following seriesme,f units are therefore based on the

dea of interpersonal relationhips and interpersonal communica-. T

ticins as they obtain in the wor;ld of work. They are intended

to help,th'e student to develop intreased skills in working

with others, and are generic to the entire world of work.

They are intended to be useful whether one .is a physician,

welder, a manager or a clerk.

.1."
ft

a

S
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INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS.EkERCISE

Rationale

Improvement in one's inter-personal relations is contigent

upon knowledge of oneself and one's own relational behavior

patterns. This unit "utilizes the model developed by

.William Schutz, "FIRO-B' ,1
which helps people to assess

their behavioral patterns in terms of other'people.

One of several models, FIRO-B is particularly useful in

the world of work, since it includes elements of control,

typical of the supervisory relationship. It also considers

affect, or the use of feelings, as well as the idea of

inclusion with others.

A reasonably reliable,instrument,:FIRO-B is nonetheless
A

sbft and needs to be explained in terms of the valuei of

the participants, not as an absolute.

Objectives

1) Students will have an increased-sense of their

own relationshippatterns, both with people in

their personal'life and in their work life.

1

FIRO-B stands for Fundamental Irlterpersonal Orientation
Behavior. The.copyri'ghted instrument, along with scoring
instructions and interpretive information, is- available'
from: Consulting Psychologists Press, 577 College;'Ave.,
Palo A to, California. 94306.
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2) Students will have an understanding of some of

the directions they might take in changing.their

relationship patterns with respect to other people

to Make them increasingly productive.

4
The instructor will introduce the concept of models of

inter-personal relationship by giving.examples from

Freudian psychology and Transactional Analysis. He will.

emphasize the importance of use o®f models in helping under-

stand one's own iqterpersOnal behavior and the general idea

that flexibility in behavior can be increased and int4r-

.46.
,personal behaviors learned. '

After a brief introduction of the work of'Wilijam Schutz;
-.1

the noted social-psychologist, the instructor will distribute

. the instrument, entitled, "FIRO-B" with the instructions

that everyone follow directions and complete the instrument,

answering all fifty -four questions. It should be emphasized

that the test is fairly imprecise. It should be answered
-

reasonably quickly without extensive pondering. Trying to

take each question as if it were the first time you saw it,

rather than trying to remember how you answered a similar

question previously.
.. ,.

,...

! ,

.,
individuals have tomplet'd the l'Osttument, it is

scored according to instructions ippgie'materials. The

answers are then tallied for each of the six eleMentsof

the instrument and recorded on the face of the.test.

139,
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The instructor emphasizes, in interpreting the results,

that the instrument isaiseful as a measure in.social-

psychology, that is, in unders'tanding the relationships

among people. It is n6tespecially useful when assessed .

.in terms, of only.one person but rather with that person's
-.

connections with, others. Examples can be given in the

implementation and application of the instrument in relation

to people in a work setting:

Students in small group's then share their scores, their

estimates of the scores.of the people whocwork with them

and discuss the applicationsand implications-of the result

of FIRO-B on the job, a.grwell as in their personal life.

,

A total group discussion will then consider. .additional
. .

aspects of inter - personal relations on the job and the i

it ustrations that FIRO;B an make of. these relationships.
, 1

If time permits, a planning exercise,,similax'to several
.

a

others described in this material, can be developed.tO help

students utilize tile .FIRO-i data as a ba e for improvements

-c't)in relationship skills: The results. are nsere, the
a

. ,. .

current situationl the student determines goath for'h. elf.

.

,
1 -

- .
in each of.theosix'areas, ay in concert with others, .,

.1 , r

builds a personal action plan ti& accomplish the goals,

140.



NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION ON TH'E JOB

r

Rationale

15

It has been estimated that over i0% of the meaning of a message

is carried in nonverbal form rather than by the content of the

words. Tone of (nice, expressions,' even such issues as dress,

.greoping, gestures and body positions all have an enormous
0

impact in communication.

This unit is an attempt to understand non-vernal communication

as it relates to the on-the-job communication skills, andrto

be aware of one's impact in non-verbal ways,

Objectives ,

1) Students will have an increased awareness of the

importance of non-verbal commu,nicatiOn

2) Students will have increased skill in understanding and
.

communicating other than with the use of words.

Teacher-Learning Activities

The instructor will introduce th%concept of nonverbal communica,

Lion and its importance witlin-the whole concept f communication.

' The students will be asked- for examples of nonverbal and symbolic.

mechanisms of communication, aspects oE their own experience

which illustrate nonverbal communication, and in general,,discuss.

*'the implications of communication other than with words. The
..

instructor will desc.ribe the resut of research studies in which

scrambled meSsages still convey the meaning when the recipient

'te,,,of ,the. message can he ,the tone of voice and se-e the person's

gestures, but cannot un4eliand the liords.

c
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After the introduction, the instructor will lead the nonverbal
OD

puzzle exercise. The patterns for.'the puzzle are attached.

The instructor will distribute one envelope to each of fiv

people around a table with a maximum of three or four roups, `

of five. The table might also have one or two ob rvers.

Instructions are given that each person is to 'ave a completed

six-inch square puzzle in fropt of him. S dents are to complete

the puzzle according to the following les:

'1) io talking or other overt mmuniCation.
/4(

2) It isnot permit to take 'a piece from another person,

although it is permissible to give pieces,
y G

" A

-Students then' proceed to, cOmplfe the puzzles, with the observers
,

looking for the mechanisms of communications that are used when
vt

words are not'allowed,

As thepuzzles are complete0.by each group, the group is Instructed

to become aserver, of groups which are not yet finished_,

ws

At the conclusion of the puzzles, each group, led. by the observer,
0

. will discuss the processes used in completing the.putzles and the

implications for on-lthe -joh D.Onverb'al"Communication.
s

A final group' discussion will',rdise- The issues of nonverbal

communication and their importance in the world of work.

ww.
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING A SET OF SQUARES

ive eiffelopes containing pieces of cardboard

4

q

Ili

which have been cut into different patterns and which, when propdhl

arranged, will form five squares of equal size. Onefet should be

provided for each group of five persons.

To prepare a set; cut out five cardboard squares of equal size,

approximately six-by-six inches as illustrated on the following.
page.° Placethe squares in a row and mark them 'as indicated,

4

penciling the letters A, B, C, etc., lightly so that they can

later be erased.

The lines should be so drawn that, when cut out, allpieCesmarked
4A' will be'f exactly the same siie, all pieces narked 'C' of the

same size, etc. By using multiples of three inChesevel=a1

combinations will be possible that.will enable participareti. to

form one or two squares, but only one combination is pos§ib e that

will
0 .-

form,five.squares six-by-six inches. '

k
Ei-ase the penciled letter from each pine and write instead -the.

A

appropriate envelope number. ,This will make it easy to return

the pieces to the proper envelope for'subsequent usewhen a rodp

has completed the' task, lr
. ,

Number the envelopes and place6the pieces it each one 'as 'fol'lows:
6. :I

'EnVelope" Pie'ces'

1 .1,, H,

2 A, A, A, C

3 A,

4 D,

G, B, F, C

4

fe
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...SQUARE PATTE.RNS

3't

0

d

3"

11)

3,, 3,, 3"

E

t

p

311 3'

311 3,"

A

3"

G

3u ,3

0

Squares are iIlustfated
,at one: }calf scale.
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TEAMWORK ANDDITERPERSONAL RELATIONS -ON THE JOB

o 7--Many of the important decisions and general activities under-.0Q
4

taken on .the job 'are not done by individuals,-but rathex.bY

small groups, teams, department 'groups, task forces and othef

small work committees. Uow those groups function is an impor-,

tant aspect of on-the-job behavior, The processes by which

these teams work together can usually be improved upon.

/ This unit helps the student to under d the nature of teani-,

work on-the-job, and,'' th ugh simulation, sto-assess.fis indivi-'

dual performance in relation to other people. Further,'Indivi:

vuals are helped thing about mechanisms for improving that

performance,as 'it relates to workingwith others.

Objectives

1). Students will, have a greater understanding of their

'own role in working in a small group.-
*

2) Students will understand the .issues of. personal

communication, leadership, balance of-activity and

others as they relate to accomplishment of tasks in --""'"

small groups..,

3) The Students will have developed some ideas about

howtheir own interpersonal behaviors can be improved

. thus, improving their functioning as a team member,

145
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Teaching-Learning Activities
IN

. t

The instructor All introduce the conc t of teamwork and how
4 .m

.if affects ou7 operations on'a day-to-,day basis on the job:
.

.

. /
.

Examples will be elicited from the students and-a general
f ,

discussian held about the impdAce of furittioriing with others

oh the job in a team fashion,

The students will be divided into groups-of eight to ten.

Each of the groups represents a team responsible for builling
I4a tower.

. 4

The instructor
4 will have previously assembled in a cardboard

box, identiar materials for each of the groups. Theym4ht
,

include several issues of newspapers, file folders,"cellophane ,

;-
. . .

tape,'marking pens, 3 X 5 card's, scissors, craycins, kleanex,
b q'. m c . 1

i v i

) $
'

.ewelopes,
,

paperJcups, paper clips, masking tape 'and any 'other
'

..offia4e Ilateti,als thaA,could,b0 used to build a tower:
-\

,-. <.,,, 0 . er` e ,. i ylz
1-1 ,-,.e4$ r, .-

1.

The groups will-W5.5ftructe_thilI their task is, in 'a
.., I

competitivelfashion,to.Wi. a tower'yhich ii:-
e.

. if ,,° .

-,a) as high as 'possible.;
. .

:,,
.1)) as sturdy as possIble' ,"

o) as aesthetically pleafflrig:As.possible.
, ,, 1 t 0

They will have 30 "minutes to accoftlisrhe ,task and cancuse
.

any oS..thematerials in ttke box,-8ut.Lcpnnot attach.the :tower,.
,

to any part of the room other than'tfeblloor. A 'separate

team of judges will ,be used'to.atsess f.hevresults and the
,(

,winning grobp will' be awarded the %yand

0

14 6 tr
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The groups then begin to build a tower with the instructor
'--......

..

Is 4and some other designated people as Oservo-s ..,
. The observers

. are to look four issues like leadership balance of participa-

tion, division of labor, general contribution of tbgroup,

appropriate use of.resources, and other process-oriented team-

work concerns.

After the appointed - time, the work is stopped and the judges

ssess the results according to the three criteria. The

winner is announced. Then the observers, lead discussions withinN

each group concerning'.;Ae processes involved in building the,
fi,4113

tower, ilicluding. the issues above, and othqrs that have

surfaced.

Each group moves from the concept of the issues concerned in

building the tower to those same issues as they apply, to day-,

to-day operatibns inlone'S own job.' What was each individual's

role-in building the tower and how does it relate to his role
. ,
.-on a dai:to-day basis?

. -

A final, total group discussion summarizes the poilits' and

helps each individual to develop ideas about implications and

applications of his own behavior in small group functioning

at work.

A.

N-
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F. SUPERVISION

Another way irihich the Coopepative Education faculty

member can be of major assistance to the student is in

helping the student understand and work appropriately

within the supervisory relationship. All workers fiAld

themselves conwcted with the supervisory relationship

somehow. Everyone is superised in one way or another,

and a good many workers including student workers, are

also supervisors of other people. The relationship

causes grief and upset and is as well a major source for

fulfillment if properly developed.
4

It is further a classic example.of an important human

relationship and an example of a process skill on thejA.
Further, it has interesting applications for all retation-

.
ships. One who understand, supervision is more confident

in dealing with his parents or his children as well as

other s on an equal basis.;
.

The following, units deal with the skill of supervising,

and the skill of beilibsupervised on-the-job with an empha:

sis on leadership.' The units are largely experiential in

nature, helping the student to understand his own ipl:e i;11

.connection with supervision and.to develop skills to improve

it.

,
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0 INTRODUCTION AND THE X-Y MODEL

Rationale,
3

123

The supervisory relationship can, be considered,-and

studied very effectively through a number of models. In

each case,
.,

it is useful to understand the model and then
:

..

'juxtapose one's personal skills and .personal decisions
..e ..

about supervision with the model, to look f9r patterns"

I

.

`Y and then methods of improvement.

1111P..

This unit will introduce the concept of supervisiqn as a

' human relationship, and w 1 present a. classic model.
4

based on work! Students wild take a brief

questionnaire, make an estimate of. their own supervisory

patterns based on the MacGregor model and disculs the

implications in their work role whether they are supervi-

sors or supervised.

_ Objectives
'to

1) Students will understand the use of model's in

supervision, will understand a. bit of the-history

of the supervisory relationship, and will be

able to utilizethe MacGregor, model of

supervision.

2)- Students wil=l have" information for use in,a_71ater

unit concerned with,developing a personal plan

for their own improved supervisory skills. L.

149
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The units include the traditional simulation of a trip to the
I

moan, which assesses the concept of
leadesh N some iritroduc

li
Q

.work on the supervisory role, includingetfisideration of Tvk-

Person models and the MacGi-egol- todel of,supeTvisory relationships
Qne unit considers the leadership within a team building and team

operations coSstruct, and culminates with the use of an instrument
based on Hershey Blanchard's work in- which a three'dimensional

approach to supervision's undertaken, the appropriate

ness of the situation.

I

4
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Teaching-Learning Activities
.

125

The instructor*10:1 introduce the unit with kbriefleXplanatidn
a.-about the historic stages of supervision in management

. emphasi-
zing the original- moves efficiency,r-the phage in the

.

development'of suPervisi.en in which human relations came to
thee, frdNe and\the more current aspects of the use df behavioral----

stiences in developing s,upAvisory techniques.
1 4,8

' He will'then ask the students. to answer the ten item qUestionnaire
which is atthed.

4

-Akfter'students complete the qu tio;ihaire, the instructor will
give a defaiN44explanation

of the MacGregor XY approach with-
,

. ,ft
an ehlanation-of the 'meaning of both the X & Y set of assumptions.
The attached lyndout explains the issues on the basis of this

emoluktion, the student will mark, on the spectrum-on the attached
sheet, the po;ition which he feels properly describes,'his set-of
values .with respect to X & T.

The student will then .score the to item questionnaire as instructec,
and add that score tq, the spectrum line, noting the difference.

The instructor will- ,then lead a discussion
on the meaning ,of X & Y

on the job, and the.distinction between the results of the

.questions and the estimate that each.tudent made of his own,.
4

supervisory patterns:,
., 40

151,
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Small graUps will then discus's the applications.and implications

of the MacGregor work 'on the job And will'come to as clear a

view. as possible of their own position, also, remembering, that

information for use in a future unit.1

O

Yr

\

A:0

.

1
MacGregor, Douglat. The Human Side of Ent,erprise.s.

,40ew York, McGraw-Hill, 1961.

152 0
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SUPERVISORY ATTITUDES: THE X-Y SCALE

The AeOry under;ying this scale is explained,_briefly in the

Theory X-Theory Y handout which follows. The intent is to use

the X-Y Scale to introduce the MacGregor'Theory.by having the 's
.

iesporident'think about his'owp style first.
Y

Five steps can-be:incorporated-into-the-u-se ef, the X-1 Scale:

1. Have students complete Part I o f the scale.

. 2. Give a brief lecturette on, the Theory X-Theory Y

formulation.
ti

3. Have students complete Part II.

4. ScOre Part I and illustrate how students locate

themselves,on
0the scale using that score.

5. Lead a discussion of the results, comparing discre-.

pancies between self-perceptiaA-and more specific

data at: Pirt I.
,

..°
Scoring instructions: Items 4 and 10are worded so that the

0

scoring isi reversed from-that of the"oth'er eight items. For

. items 1-3 and S -9 the scoring is done like this:
ss.

Do Tend to Do Tend to Avoid Avoid
.

1 3 . 4

. .

/Ph"e appropriate- number Is written beside .the check mark,- and

4

these,are summed. (For items 4 and 10 the scale is 4,3,2, and 1);

-Thil,scoreiReks located on the scale in Part ii and is a crude index

of the extent to which the respondent's assumptions match those of

the- two theories.

A
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McGregor 1 s

Theory X-Theory-Y
Model

The first acquafhtance with "X" and "Y" for many of us was as unknowns in
Algebra I. During the decade of the sixties "X" and "Y" took on some,ddi-
tional meanings for readers in the behavioral sciences and contempory man-

.

agement 'thinking.

In 1960, Douglas McGregor published his The Human Side of Enterprise.
This was to be a major force-in Ae appliektion of behavioral science to
management's attempts to:improve productivity in organizations. McGregor
was try/ng to stimulate people to, examine the reasons underlying the way
they tried to influence human artivi ty4_yarticularly at work. He saw
management tanking and activity as based on two very different sets of
assumptions about people. These sets of assumptibns, called X and'Y,_
come to be applied to management styles, e.g., an individual is a theory
X manager or a theory Y manager.

McGregor looked at the various,approaches to, managing people in org'an-
izations--not" only industrial organizations but'other as well -- services,.
schools, and public agencies and concluded that the styles or approaches
to mdnagement.used by people in positions of authority could be examined
and understood in light of,tlpse manager's assumptions abdut people, He
suggested that a manger's effectiveness or ineffectiveness lay in the Very
subtle, frequently unconscious effects of xhese assumptions on his attempts/

to manage or influence.others.
As he looked at the behaviors, structures; systems, and policies set up

' in some prganizationS, he found them contrary to information coming out
of research at that time: information about human behavior and the. behavior
of people' at work. It appeared that management was, based an ways of looking
at people that did not agree. with what behavfOral scientists knew and were
learning about people'as they went about their work in some, or perhaps most
organizations.

ve

Theory X

Th$ .traditional view of man, widely held, was labled "X" and seemed to be
Eased on the following ket of assumptions:

1. The average human being has an inherent dislike for work and will a-,
void it when he` can.

2._ Because of this human characteristic of dislike for work, most people
must be coerced, controlled, directed8 or threatened with punishment
.to get them to I)nt foith adequate effort:ioward_the achievement of or-
ganizatlfenai 'Objectives.

3. The average human being.prefers to be directed, wishes eo?mwoid re-
sponsigility, has relatively little ambition, and wants security above
all.

Of course, these assumptions aren't set out or stated, but if we examine
how organizations are structured and policies, procedures, and work rules es-
tablished, we can see them operating. JOb responsibilities are closely spelled
out, goals are,imposed'without individual' ethploYeeinvolvement or consideration,
reward is contingent on working within the system, and punishment-falls on those
who'deviate from the rules as established. These factors all influence how peo-,
ple.reapond, but the underlying assumptions'or reasons for them are seldom test-
-ed or even recognized as assumptions'. The fact is that most people act as if
their beliefs about human nature were correct and require no study or checking.

0
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This set of assumptions about people may result in very contrasting styles
of management. We may see a "hard" or "soft" approach to managing, but both
approaches will be based on-these ideas set out above. One theory "X"menager
may drive his, men at their Work because he thinks that they are lazy and that
this is the only way to get things done. Another may look at his men in the 1
same way, but he may think the way to get lazy people to work is to be niceto
them, to coax productive activity out of them.

This view of man was characteristia of the first half of the twentieth
century, which had seen the effects of Frederick Taylor's scientific management
school of thought. His focus had: beep on man asi an aspect of the productive' /
cycle much like that of a plebe of-machinery, and it had allowed for advances '
in productivity. Yet it was out of,this managerial climate that tended to view
man as an interchangeable.part of a.macbine--as a machine element that was set
in motion by the application of external forceb--that the 'human relations"
view grew and the behavioral science school developed.,

I must hasten to add that the application 0 understandings of hiltgan behavior
from the behavioral sciences is, not an entensi!oriof the human relations focus
of the 1940!s and 195Q's. These two gfew up separately. .0ne might construe that
the human relations view of handling people prevalent at that time was manipulative
and merely a "soft" theory "r4approach.

% THEORY Y

Another view of man not necessarily the opposite extreme of "X" was balled
"Y" or theory This set of asslimptions-about the nature of man 'which .

influenced mapager behaviors is set out below.
1. The:expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as natural as

play or,rest.
2. External control and threat pfLpunishment are not the only.meens for

bringing about effort toward organizational objectives. Man will
exercise self-control in the service of objectives .4o which he is
committed. A

3. Commitment to objectives isdependent on rewards associated with'their
achievement. The most important rards are those that satisfy neecp
for self-respect and personal improvement.

47,

4.' The average human being learns; under proper conditions, not only to. --.....

accept, but to seek responsibility.
5. The capacity to exerdise.altrelatively high degree of imagination,

ingenuity, and creativity in the solution of. organizational problems
is widely, not narrowly/ distributed in the population.

6. -Under the conditions ofsmodern'industrial life, the intellectual'
potentialities of the average human being are only partially utilized.

'4.

It is important to realize that'this ss not a soft approach to managing
;human endeavor. Examined closely it 'can be seen as a very demanding style; it
sets highstandards for all and expectspeople to reach for them. It is. not
only hard on the employee who may not have had any prior experience with the
managerial behaviors resulting from these assumptions, but it also demands a
very difAftrent way of acting from the gyPervEsor or manager who has grown up
under-at least some of the theory X inftuences in our cukture. While we, can
intellectually understand and agree with some of these ideas, it is far more
difficult to put them into practice. Risk-teing.is necessary on the part of
the manager, for he must allow employees or subordinates to experiment
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'4Vith'activitiesfor which,we may eea they do not presently have the'capability. The learning and growth from this opportunity may handsomely....
.reward the risk.

. *

The focus of a Y manager is on man as a4rowing, developing, learning_being, while an X manager views den'at,-etatic,
fully developed, andcapable of little change. A theory X.manage sets the parameters ofhits employees' achievements by determining their potentialities in light*of negative assumptions. A theory Y manager allows his people to testthe limits of their capabilities and bases errors for learning betterways of operating' rather than as clubs for forcing' submission to thesystem. He slhauctures work sd that an employee can have a sense ofaccomplishment and personal growth. 'The motivation codes from the workitself, and provides a much more powerful incentive than the "externals"of thery X.

)

4

s,
. A suggestion for your consideration is to make the same assumptions_about others that you make tbout yourself, and thgn act in the appropriatemanner. You might be pleatantly surprised.
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SUPERVISORY ATTITUDES: THE X-Y SCALE

,s

..

Direction followiiig are various types of behavior which a supervisor (manager, leaderl may
engage in in relation to suboOnates. Read each item carefully and then put a check mark in one
of the columns to indicate what ybu would do.

If I were the super,visor, I would;

s

j1.. Closely supervise my subordinates in
order to get better work from them.

2. Setthe goaliand'objectives (Or my
subordinates and sell them on the merits
of my plans.

.3. Set up controls to assure that my
subordinates are getting the job done.

4. Encourage my subordinates tq set their
own goals and objectives.

5. Make sure that my; subordinates' work
is planned out for them:

6. Check with my subordinates daily to see
if they need any help.

Make a Crea
Effort to
Do This

44

Tend to Make a Great/
Te nd to Avoid Doing Effort to
Do.This This Avoid This!

7. Step in as soon as reports indicate that
the job is slipping.

Push my people to meet schedules if
necessary.

9. Have frequent meeting to keep in touch
with what is going on.

10. Allow subordinates to make
important decisions.

157
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Part II 132

Directions: Read the deseriptions of the two theories of leadership belo v. Think about your own
aftitudestoward subordinates, and !melon the scale bel w where you think you areln reference,
to these sets of assumptious.

THEORY X ASSUMPTIONS
, 1. The average human being has an'inhererrt dislike of work and will avoid it if he can.

2. Because of this human characteristic of dislike fol.'work, most people must be coerced, con-,

trolled, direcled, and threatened with punishment to get them to put forth adequate effort
toward the achievement of organizational objectives.

3. The average human being prefers to be directed, wishes to avoid responsibility., has relatively
little ambition, and wants security above all.

,
. .

THEORY Y ASSUMPTIONS

1. The expenditure of physical' and mental effort in work is as natural as play, or rest.
. ,2. External control and thethireat of vunishinent are not the only means of bringing about effort ,c

toward organiiationaf objectives. Kan will exercise self-direction and srilfcontroi in the service
of objectives to which he is committed: .

3. Commitment to objectives is a function of the rewards associated with their achievement_
4: The average human being learns under proper conditions not only to accept but also to seek

responsibility.

5. The capacity.to exercise a'high degree of imagination, ingenuity and creativity in the solution
of organizaiional problems is widely, not narrowly,distributed in the population.

6. Under the conditions of modern industrial life the intellectual potentialities`of the average
human-being are only partially utilized.

_

Indicate On the scalebelow where you, would classify your d'ikn basic a ttitudes toward'your
subordinates interrns.of McGregor4s Thepry,X 4nd Theory Y. ,,i

o

4
Theory X

' 10 20

158

Theory Y
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A TASK-PERSON ORIENTATION IN SUPERVISION
a

133

Rationale

One of.the most popular models for assessing the supervi-

sory relationship is the Task/Percson one, in which an

estimate is made of the degitee of concern that: the 'super-

visor feels for accomplishing a task versus for the morale

and comfort of the people involved:
.."-

The following exercise uses the Task/Person model and

emphasize-s the importance of both task and person concerns

in:developing a concept of shared supervision.

Objectives

1

Each student will tridertand the TaskfPerdn model

and be:aware of his own values and role in the

supervisory capacity as reflected in ,this model.,

2) Each student will have further information to

provide for deyeloping a personal plan 'for

supervisory growth in a later unit.

Teaching Learning Activities

The instructor will review the-idea of use of modelsto

make decisions about 'supervisory growth,and will then

introduce ,the idea of the Task/Person modta, eliciting

discussion and examples.

He will then ask the students to complete the attached

questionnaire as honestly as azss,ible with respect to

4
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their own sdpervisory s-ituatiosn, whethef they are,-suRer-:,-- ,

A._ ,

\

'visors currently,, or if not, hdw they would baave if they

,

fe,

were .a supervtsor. 1 .... , ..,

-4 . 44
lig

r'He will then take. the students, through the scoring-procedure
i .

'according. to themateriais attached and help each student

to interpret the lesults in terms of'his own-supervisory.. -
.*. . ,' .

...
c.role.

Small groups will be%formed-to dis.cuss the implications

c....rd.applications and'to make sure that theinformation
;

... ..4 , ,

..... ..becomes available for use ii0t4e sull,e0ent,unit. If k
S.

'.:. 4
. ,to.

timepermit's, discussion canicenter, n the questionnaire,
.6`4r 64,. .4' ,-developing all understanding 'of the appropriateness of°the '

. -5
..---1 ,

$task or person approaches4', ThVinstructar
N.

should make the
. %

point that there is no One most, appropriate supervisory

,style, and that the skilled ,supervisor chooses a style6.

which is'appropriate to the situation.'

a

V
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T-P LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE,

The following items describe aspects of.leadership behavior. Respond toeach item according to the way you wouldbe most likely to act if vwere the leader '
er you Amu be likely tobehave in,the 'described way....(A) Always, (F), requently, (Q) Occassio.nally,(S) Seldom or (N) Never.

If I were the .leader of 'a work group....

I would most likely act as 'the spokesman
of the group.

2. I would encourage overtime work.

3.: I would allow members complete freedom
in their work.

4. ,I would encourage the use of uniform
procedures.

S. .1 would permit the members
-,

to us th4ir ."

.1

.

awn fAAgment in solving proble .

6. I would stress being ahead of competing

A F 0 S Nr/

groups. AFOSN
7. I would speak aS'a representative of the

group.
A P O S N

8. I would needle members for greater effort.
. Afi o S N

'9. I wot'ld let the members do their work the
way they think best. AFOSN

10. I would t/ry out my ideas in the group. AFOSN
11. I would be working hard for a promotion. AFOSNif , ,

4'..v12. I would be able to toteratepostponement^ and uncertainty.,
. 1

__1.3..__1___wou1.d--spe-a-k--for the group when visitors

AFOSN

AFOSN
/

AFOSN

,AFOSN

. were present.

14. I would keep the work paving at a rapid
pace.

ti

15..1 would turn the members loose on a job
'and let then go 'to it.

161
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ON.

T4 LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE

16. I would settle conflict; when they occur ,k AYOSNin the group.
J.

17. I would get swamped by details.

18. I would represent the group at outs*
meetings.

136'

4

19. I would be reluctant to allow the members A F 0 S Nany ,freedom of action..
'

..

20. 1.- would decide what shall be done and how to F 0 S Nit shall be done.
., .

21.1 would push for increased production. 'A F 0 N

22. I would let some'members have authority A F eg Nwhich I could keep.

23. Things would usuall); turn out as I pre-
dict.

.

., AFOSN
, 74. I would allow the group a high degree of A F 0.S Ninitiative.

25. would assign group members to particular A F-0 S Nto s.

26. I would-be willing to make changesr_ . A F 0 S

27. I would ask the members to work harder.
. A F 0 S N

28. I would trust the group members to exer- *AFOSNci-se good judgment.

29. I would'schedule the work to be done. AFOSN
30. I would(refuse tdexplain my action. AFOSN
31. I would persUade others that my ideas are F 0 S Nto their advantage. *

32. I would permit the .glioup to set its ownpace.
A.F 0 S N

33.1'1., would urge t rgroup to beat its previous AFOSNrecord.

34. -I would act without consulting thelgroup. AFOSN
3S. I gould ask that group members'follow.

standard rules and regulations.

T p

4
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T-P LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE

Scoring Procedure

A. Circle the item number for items 8 2 11

3A,\ and 35:

8. Wtitl a "1" in front of the circle items o which you

responded S (SgIdoM, or N'(Never) .

C. Write a7 "1" in font of items not circled to which, you'

responded'A (AlwaYs) or F (Frequently,).

0. Circle the "1 's" which you have written in front.of

. the follOwing itemf: 3, 5, 8, 10, 154 18, 19, 22, 24

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, and 35.

137

E. Count the circled "l's." This is your score for concern

for people. Record the score in the blalpfollowing the

letter 4"P" at the end of the questionnaiDe.

F. 'Count the uncircled "14s." This is your s re for cancern

for task. Record thisnumber,in the blank following the

letter "T".

t

f
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LEADERSHIP STYLE PROLE SHEET

/-

INDICATING A LEADERSHIP STYLE! 4

13 81: t

'Di ctions: In order to indicate yo r style of leaderShip, find your scoreon e concern for task dimension (T on the left-hand arrow. Next, move\\ to the right-hand arrow and find your re on the concern fOr, peoplei,dimension (P). Draw a straight line that intersects the_f and I score;the point at which that line crosses the'rteam leadershp:arfow ndicatesyour score on that dimension.

- AUTOCRATIC
LEADERSHIP

high productivity

S

SHARED
LtjaRSHIP

high morale and
productivi

LAISSEZ -FAIRE
LEADERSHIP

high morale

1

w

I
4, °

ew

SHARED LEADERSHIP RESULTING FROMBALANCING CONCERN FOR TASK AND CONCERN'FOR,PEOPLE

c'

I.-
eet,

A
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LEAD'- A THREE DIMENSIONALMODEL'OP SUPERVISION

139

Raiopale
4 , 04

Unfortpnately, many oLthe,models of the supervisoty.role

consider only-two dimensions of_leadership, such as Task4
.

and PeTson, or ssumption based on McGregor's X or assump-
-

tions related to McGregor's- Y.

The essence of good supervision, however, and of'being

appropriately supervisied, consists"in the selection of a

rea9onable,and effective supervisory style kr the parti ia

.

- :

lar situation; thus,'having a third dimension.

The attached material utilizes the idea of the apprapriate-

ness of the situation in developing "a. threedimensiOnal

model to heXp studenti underitand that different situations;

different individuals, different times and-other crite'iia

each demand a different supervisory style. There is no easy

answer to the question, "Should I be A X leader ox a'Y

leader"; "Should I,be a Task Leader or a'Person Leader"?

The answer depends on the situation.4 '

Objectives

1'

..
.. . ,. .

-
,

1) Students will'* undersland.the situational dynamics

ihvolved' in tIsit selection of a leadership style,

8 and have a begsinning. personal m-at-r-ix framework.., .

. for the 'appropriate use of a supervisory style
,

according to the situation.
1'

Q
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Students will have further information about their

own leadership styles particularly With regard to
,

.the situation, on which basis they will develop a

personal plan for,growth in supervision in a later'

unit :

4
Teaching- Learning Activities

,

The instructor will introduce-the idea of the importance of

(iv

a Situational answer to supervisory' style by using the fbllow-

ing matrix.

LEADERSHIP STYLES, LEADERSHIP SITUATIONS

.

Type -

of Person

Suervised

Time

Available
Program

Objectives
Supervieor
Values

,

Etc.

i

TELLING , ,

.............

SELLING ,
. .

:

. .

.

®...

PAITICIPATIoNG
, .

.

. .

.

.

T

DELEGATING
. ..

r

.The,general theme of this exercis-dS there an be ,no right

answer in terms ..oisupeTvisbry style unless one knows the.

'situation, the people involved, and a . number of other criteria.
.

.

.

The,skill of leadership is knowing the situation, .having a
.

large repertorie of responses, and selecting the appropriate'

response for the situation.
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The instructor will then ask the studentIto complete the
. .

. LEAD questionnaire, Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability

Descriptions, answering the twelve questions: according to

their best estimate of the-proper leadership style.
.

The instructor will then itstruct the group in scoring the
A

questionnaire as indicated on the attached sheet and in

interpreting the results. In general, the '.nstrument

. assumes that of the four leadership styles illustrated;

Telling, Selling, participating and Delegating; each is

appropriate under cerikin circumstances.

The st ent is thus asked to select ,the style appropriate to

the sit ation'and gets a score not only for the general

styles that are; used, but also for the .effectiveness' of his,

decision about the Ippropriateness Of the style for the

situation.

Thevrtsult will be interpreted according to the student's if,;3.

bOn leadershWfunCtk?nS1 Small group and total group
-4

discussions wid1-1Tolloirfegarding implications and 4pli-Ca-

tions on- the -job'.

The results should be .reco d by-the student. for application

i'n thellowing unit about
4

leadership skiili.1
1

evelopin an impuoved set of

Ok

lk

_ .

.
.'i'. i1 The materials for this%nit are_copyriAt d and are availablefront Learning Resources Corporation, 7594 ads Ave., La Jolla,

California 97037. The rationale is described in detail in
Management of Organitatipell Behavior, Second EditiOn, PaulHersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard, Prentice Hall, Inc.,

I
e Englewood 'Cliffs; N. J., 1969. "(i-

.
.
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A PERSONAL PLAN FOR IMPROVEMENT TN SURERVISORY STYLE

Rationale

Based on the concept of exper- iential learning this unit

will culminate the sectionon supervision. It represents

a general attempt to help students understand as clearly as

possible their-own supervisory styles, set goals in terms of
). .. .

desired supe'ervisory skills, and develop.a pi: 4n to help them

.improve in all regards,
Pew

-Objective
. ,

/ Each student, at the completion of4therclass
'

will have
.

,a written plan for improving his supervisor)/ style including
A

. a diagnosticassessment Of his present situatiern, goals for

his supervisory role in the future, and a series Of action'

steps planned to accomplish the goals.

4
Teaching- Learning Activities

w.

V

t

TheinstruCtor will introduce or review the idea of a planning

model, used in previous units, as follows:

1) Diagnosis A complete review of.a current situation

2) Goal Setting Whore o I want to be at the Od of a

certain time, be x months, a year, two years ori,

more. What supervisory skills or roles, do wish to

have.at a given point in the future?

0

.

.1 .'

0



3) , Action Steps - the two,abovC (here is my Current

. situation and here are my goa'ls), what activities or

steps should I undertake in order .tb accomplish those

goals?

. ... .
.

.

.The instructor will the4 review.,ihe results of the preVious

units dealing with superVISio! and leadership, ,including the
,

.

.

. .

McGregor XY exercise, the Task /Verson questionnaire, and the'
A

Three Dimensional Leadership Questio naire. He will also .ask

eactistudent to think through his own leadership styles inIs

terms of FiR0-8, a previously undertaken exercise,

Students will then be asked individually to write several'
. paragraphs about their current leade rship situation based on
- that data, as well as their own knowledge of themselves. They

should also include information about their role and the tivi
'ties they,undertake in a Supervisory fashion on a.day-to-say

h
,

9

Students wit .then share this information in small groups,

gaining clarification and a compldte understanding of their own

supervisory styles.
A

Students will hei be asked to individually set some of their

own goals; to wrcte'about .their future infa supervisory Situation;.
to plan what the future. would be like, to envision themselves

months or years ahead-in a supirvisory role.

*

169
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. s .

After sharing the goals with other students, for clarity and

completeness,. students will hen.develop an-individual.
. .

,
. ActioriPPran'based on their current situation and on their, .

.

-goals. given,:fhe'current situation and .the goals, what will.; .

they do in terms of taking courses, providing themselves

with different e4cperietnces, improvements-on the job, different
. 'attempts at supervisory skills, etc., in order to accomplish the

goalssas they defined them?' The steps will be shared.with other
students f(o'r clarification and comprehensiveness and for further
ideas. The,action plan can be put into priority order as previously
tescribed according to importance or feasibility and the steps
defined in as much detail as time allows.

oft*

Thus each student will finish*the class with a completed action.
plan based on the diagnosis-of supervisory skills, goal setting,
and the specific definition of- steps.

0
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III. LESSON PLANNING AND CURRICULUM. DEVELOPMENT FOR
THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION TEACHER

The material which follows is a guiodefor the use by

Cooperaivd1PEducation teachers, in curriculum deirelopment.

*Curriculum development {or instructional design, or simply

lesson planning - different words for essentially the same

process) is an important yrerequisite,tc effective instruction,

and a crucial, portion of a teacher's role. Thisaterial is a

structure and a form to help',you with instructional planning

and thus increase your effectiveneis as 'a teacher.

Principles of.Learning

,It is important to base the planning of instruction on some

sound educational principles., These principles should be dey-
, _1

,,,
1

r?ad

eloped out of the teacher's own experience, but here are a few
t

any sort of an educational program.

Experiential Learning

- I . ing.

Experiential learning, discussed earlier, is a useful and

particularly imporOhnt approach in dealing witbh cooperative

edUcattion students. By experiential,' I mean' not merelylthe

experience which the student hasp but rather that experience
.

developed into 'internalized learning and to the extent possible,

resulting in changed behaviors.

. 171
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In this respect, theptdcher is, not only a%giVe.r.. of information,.

3? /knit also a facilit4tor of the sharing of infdlion among the.
,

4.,_...
.

I

(students, or emp
.
lze4 htthroughout this 'and one who-

''
. .

---.
helps the student to learn from his, own experienessi,.r

:, . O.

. 4'
,

Perhaps the most Iftid description of this type of rol,e. ',was:

given by Kahlil Gibfan in his ,pook,'The Prophet:

"Then," said a teacher, "speak to us of teaching,"

"And he.said:
-

,

-A

'No man can reveal to you'aught but that which already .

lies halfas leep in the dawning of your knowledge.-
-'

The teacher who walks in the shadow of the temifte among
11

his followers gives not of his wisdom but rather of his-

faith arid ldving s.

rf he,is ndeed° ise, he,does riot bid you enter the house

of hisiwisdom but rather leads you to the -threshold of

,your own mind.-

heStronomer may. speak to you of his understanding of

Space, but he cannot give you the ear, Which arrests the °

rhythm nor the voice that echoes .

P
4

And he who'is verxsed.ii the science of numbers can't411.
.

yodmof. the regions, of Weight and measure, but he cannot
.

condecryou thither

. Foi the vision of one man lends not its wings to another

my.. .1."
tb

"
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Gilbran's'words seem especially rel vant to the Cooperative

Educatioriirstudent, whose maturity veryday experiences

provide a rich basis for learning. 1

,- Learning Modes.

W fhout.diminishing theiimportance of the cognitive or the'

intellectual in(learni a competent teacher also will

attempt to emphasize -th affective, or the emotional domain.

Since attitudes','value arid feelings all contribute-to

learning, they need to e considered in the planning and

implementation oof any educat onal program and in the.prOv4Sion

of a relevant atmosphere.

Skills ana'Knowledge

In addition to knowledge ABOUT a topic, such as accounting as

interpersonal communications, we must emphasize skill develop-.

melt irithe topic itself. Knowledge through lectures, boojcs',

films, and other learning media is important, but unless the

students can translate what knowledge into their owil behaviors,

the knowledge is of little consequence.

.-Developmental Nature

6
Any-class:room-or training program should be, developmental

nature rather than composed of discrete and unrelated pieces.

The material should -also be based cleai-ly on. the participantsli

needs. Ikcomp'etent, facilitAtive' teacher also plans'.so that

a'class does not end at the conclusion of agiven time period.

but,rather has implications for continued le'arning and growth
,

.173
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both in time anti scope. The mechanism for this might be the

development of some sort of .action plan, as illustrated in

this handbook, for the student to follow in transcending the

class itself.

= Individualization

It is important that different needs.on the part of the
.

1

students be recognized and_that the clas1s is responsive to

those individual needs A competent cooperative education

teacher`pracestemphasis on helping each student to assess

his 'own individual learning needs, and to plan activities

which help the student to fulfill those needs as completely

as possible.

Two-Way Process

. ,
The educational setting,in the classroom should be as two-way

1 --,

411

as possible, avoiding the didactic u .

something and yOu don't, so here it is." The studdnts should

be involved in a genuine didlogue. Studentsusually find this

approach mot only more interesting and exciting, but also

ledrn more as a result.

Student Needs

Educ ?tibnal programs should bekbased as clearly.as possible'

on student heeds. Within the general framewoA of the title

of the course of proigram, students have a variety of needs

and concerns. The competent teacher should elicit as much
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information as possible about what the specific needs are,

and tailor the teaching learning activities accordingly.

ncitement
.

Learning should 1)6 an interesting, exciting, 4nd fulfilling

experience, and it is very much the responsibility of the

teacher to see that it is,as exciting and interesting as

pAS'ibre. The teacher's own enthusiasm goes a long way,'but

in addition, heineeds interesting presentations, a variety.

of approaches, and a host of appropriate activities. The

good teacher is at least partly a showman:

Involvement

'It is important that students feel a sense of involvement

in the process. They need to know that class objectives

are really their objectives, that the'classes are platned

pecif-ically with their needs in mind, and that their views
0

are important to the teacher.

1 Procedures For Planning)- 't

Curriculum development, or ifsless extensive-manifestation,
.,

,lesson p-ranging, can be an extremely complex activity, but

cargfulay,done,1 if caple much simplified and very useful in

providing levant and exciting instruction. It should be

seen as.a ies ,of steps3 avoiding getting "hung up" in the ..

details of any one.part. As a result of good lesson planning,

a teacher can utilize instructional time much more effectively :

thah is usually the case.
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The following model is a representation of a three -step

approach- starting with a definition of the Objectives, moving

to instructional activities, and then fo evaluation. Graphi-:

,Wly,) it loOks like this:
,-

Institutional, aa Program
Philosoph?, f, Goals

4

Evalbation

Objectives

I bi

Teaching-Learning
Activities

Ideally, the proceSs becomesla self-regulating feedback,

loop, continually adjusting the curriculum according to

its measured effectiveness in terms of student learning. The,

planning model might be applied either to an entire course or

to a one-or-two-hour session and is useful regardless of the

extent of proaram development which has already been accom-,0

pli4hed.

Objectives

The most appropriate and useful objectives are known as

performanCe objectives, which explicitly state what the'

student will be able to do at the end of a period of tithe.
1

,
.

.They are future-oriented, measuraaTe, and written in terms of
1

- what the student or teacher will dc. Performance objectives

are most useful if sludan't-perceived needs are the basis of
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their"development; 'objectives.should be the students' objec-

tives, not necessarily the teacher's objectives..

Characteristics of a well-defined and useful objective

"411, t
.

include:

a. The objective is future oriented, describin& an

anticipated outcome.*

be. The subjec't of the obj9ctive is the learner.

c. The verb in the performance objective should describe

observable behavior.

d. An objective should be relevant, particularly to
ft

the student's own described needs. O

1 7

e. An objective-sh.ould be of reasonable scope; big

enough to be important and worthwhile, small enough

to be obtainable.

BUt objectives are useful,only if they determine instructional

activities.

Teaching- Learning Activities

After the objectives are defined, the next step is the

4.

design of the learning activitdes to be,utilized in having the

students reach .1hose-objectives. Dgsigning interestng and

effective activities is a complicated process and the craft

of the tetacher. Onfortunately, knewledge.of the content
41P :

f)
management, business,administration or whatever does not

4111104 a high o.f teaching skill nor knowledge of a wide

variety of useful methods.
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In objective based instruction, helpfulAtriteria are provided' A

,to the teacher for-developing a

Learning should re

more oftthe stated objectives.

d organiNg instructional-
.

ate to delivering one or"

If the maiorilry.of-the aCiivi-

ties cannot be tieback to, on of.the tated objectivet, there

91 .,..is'little hope
\
that the Objecti e ca be-achieved. If he

.,.

*' objectrye's, and actiAkies are no correlated,hen either the.
..,,,,

'. actiVit,i4es:or the objectives need to,be odified.
r"

`,4 large variety-&f to thing methods are available and shouldIt
.

.. a .

- be consihredfd
_a

x

''

use by the teacher. Which method one
a

.
-

chooses is' a ques*tion
'4

determined by alpumbe
itof critera...

.

including .01e'eacher!f skill,, length of teime apilabl'e, the

nature of the materlal.s-:avad.lable and/othet. factors.

7

Teaching methods include reading, fec.;tur.eS;, discussion-

lectures, dis'cussion, cae studiesye-,pying, other

-simulatiohs,,use of ,test instrulents,:fdeld 'trips, filmt,

video tapes, the uie*of guesit instructors and many others.
4

, . . %
.,.

it might be useful for they te*Ci4r to bitile'a.model'ot pli,

.

.

. .

.

s. a ,

'juxtaposing 4,.eachiqls
i

metho s against the crirOtia /or the
.t /
A s lection,Of a methOd as follows; . ' ,

s

4

it

1

o A

1

a
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Teacher's Ski I 1
Limited -

Extensive

.

Time Available
Lots ,

.

Little

.

,

Nature of .

Object1ves
Eogniti.ve
Affective

,

.

.

,

,

.

_...

.

.

a

.

.

.

..

.

F

.

.

,

.

v

. Evaluation

e
?,Evaluation is an important ctitity', the mechanism by which

.0'.

. .

the instructor get feedback from the students. This infonma-'

. itiowshauld influence'the triangular pattern; 'the relationship
---\

.. . oCobjectWes,to activities to evaluation.
.

i
. 4

. .

. - ..0,

Methods of evaluatiOn,liclude\ , but are
-

not-ft Limited to, test-,

4 )

at

4-.

I

ing of.students. ,',The purpose of testing students shOuld)beto6 '...:
, .

'determine wImpiler,o.r not the instruction is effective andhot the
4 . 4 .in i t r LIV t 1 o na L design stodld 'be revised, a well- a provideto

-

. ..
1

,sfeedback. to students about-their 'erforoance
Az. ....

c

.

e 4.... .

''''.,
'

. It

4

17J.
t
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"
A ariety of evaluation techniques,-both formal-and infor-

.

. . mal, can 'be used, They might include paying careful 'attention
,

/

- to nonverbal feedback from the students, such as body position4 .

,
li

and facialegpression; the use of questionnaL res or siMOly
,)

Ask,ing folinfarmation about the progr4A-or instructor's

,technique. Informal discussions ab'out the -activities used in
. .-

. .
. .

the aCcomplishmerit ofL the objective'caA be helpflil, and it .. ..* -=.
71. ... , .

. 0i .

is crucial to .gain the' students' tzlost n order fox theft; to
/

- e ,

provide uSeful$7.elaluation data..' .

- .

.

The foil...owing 'iri'
4

check listtrumefrt has been designdd as.a.l-st ffor

).

cla ssroom ob.-servationS. is Intended to be of part:cular.
use in th'e- Copperative Education. class-. It,might be. used .by

! the teacher alone, by another teacher who has been ask)dfor
,

feedback, a supervisor. or dean, or the tacher, mig k(i a sk the

students to use'it as an evaluation instrument.

I

.

ISO

,

9.

4
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I Practical items and the general atmosphere

.!

II -Roles and«Relationshf_ps ,,

.a. Describe the furniture artangement and the position of
(

people.-

6. Describe the activity or movvent in the room.

.c. 'In terms of-the genera4 atmosphere, how'would you describe the session?,

1.

2.

Intense $
' 11

Collegial
Atmosphere

1 2 3

Circle One

. '
. 1 2

Circle One

..,
_ -. ; ,

_..11.
..

a. , _leacher es
*

'Presenter , ._
.

Teacherand students.
,

...I of Inforinatiorl
. as co-3 earners

,,..1 _ 2.
3 ,I,r`," 5 -

''.

OneCircle One , Ai -- t . $ ,

, aI

. *

Passive

Authoritarian
Atmosphere_

4 b. Sigridentas a, Resourc,e..- ..

-i %., , to himself and other
.. students1 f ta 1

I I" s*I-

- i o
'

I . C.
- A

.,' If- v.

I - t

.W

Tealhir as
,

4

'4,

aft,.

expert'

-g, -..

Circle One

I
1

- o v
Circl,e-

7

7T`
Student as- an "empty

jug" to .fi 11
4

V

4

r

Teacher' as
acilittt2rs

,

. 311-

e. s

41Ir

. f

'.,

11$



d. . Communication.

1. Describe teacher-to.-student communication.
5*

2. Describe student-to-student communication.

56
4

-20

1

1
4 ,3. Describe quality of the teacher.'s11"I istening to, and handlingingof students' questions.

-III Teaching ;echniques

S

.a: Describe' the teaching technique used (lecture, group. discussion,film, etc. )

.
.

1,5

a. O

1

Were the objecti iies o-Othe '1 etson cl ear, and- either the 'stated
objectves of the students, o'r the students had "bought in"?,.

.
.

b.

c. itlas the teaching technfglie *in use appropriate to the, objecti ves?

0.1

NO)

.
I ..%

O t ,

d. 1ere the teacher's instruction's and presentations CI eat' and. 4.unambiguous? -0

.1

q1111_....
I

C
, ;:

. r..
.: i ./.

v E

:)
0e. What Was the grouping? (Total. group, groUps of two, etc..)

,
.' .....0,.:

It

\1S2
'5*

re
"5

5,

1



f. Was there any evidence'of variety and flexibility i

Used?

4

the techniques

g.. Oid the instruction appear to build on the day to day experiences of
the students?'

ft

4

IV ,Oescribe4a major _s ronsIptlint of the Session,. .

rg,

0

V QescrThe a major weak point of the session.

VI Adftional Comments.

9

4

.4

.

0.1

d0

a

AIL

s
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Aztec Article Reviewing
Interview with Director
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On-the-job learning
part of co-op's tipty

Ry Peg Goldman

if you .say. "education is for
hat mg a job." Ed Johpson of Pima
Colleges Cooperative Education.
Department (CED) %%Amid add.
"and having a job is for education

*Thc office. shop. assembly
lab. your ,h\ing room and yoiir.
neighborhood' are, no Jess
classrocims than traditional ones

nth textbooks and chalk..lohilson''
believes

"It's a matter of learning how to
learn 'from them Johnson said.
"Flow to take experiences of work
and really, of life look at them:32V-
queittons. come up with -slew
answers and makC new decisions

To help students do that is t he far-
reaching goal' of the cooper five
cdu.cation. department. said
Johnson. t. -

On a dailyle%ellattudenteI nArolled .
i nthc three credthour CEO 198 oeF
CEO 199 Itcvelops a resioe.
experiences i'`ole-plays. inieritew
Situations and discusses common

1 on-Ole-job. perSo.n:toperson
problems "- -,

'beyond thre',..1v...e.hour co-op
seminar pef week(for I helirsthalf of

1 _the semester only) and at -least three
a - . .

.

credit-hours in traditional
classroom y, each student is
required to JS hours at a job
or volunteer ex soca in his fietci
Of study. Ft stay be the student's
current Job or onedevelope.:1 for him
by the CEP.

Until recentl-y, cooperative
education served only students in
the 'trades such as secretarial
services. Because of a grant receive/1
last summer. Johnson and others are
now alsi,developing,jobsfoi liberal .41,

-arts Students The political science
major may find himself working on,
a research . project for city
councilmen or an aspiring librarian
may cataregue books

Johnson said that public service
agencies. libraries. museums and all
sectirins of the work world may be
tapped for the experiences-they /I
provide the you'ng 8r oldear student
first checking out their career goals
m that real world or those rekirning

Cifarea°ref work.
schl:ol..test ng the waters a new

Johnson quoted the findings of .

Stuffs Terkel in -Working"'saying
"citSyent statasais ars trim The
limber of pedple Who punch -the
elock4reagerly ts_ dismally low a
soberr 'fact. 4nsideTing that 3
lifetime work is ahead for all for
almost all

1
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s
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-3- Bulletin

I
Tax Shelter Annuity Agreements Due

All faculty -staff tax shelter, annu4 ty agreements must be renewed each yea
in an annuity program, the salary agreement form must be submitted by Septembe

New N.C. Library Hcrs

West Carpus library kours for fall semester will be:

Mondaythr=u Thulltay - 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Fciday - 8 a.m. to 3 pm.
Saturday - 9 a.m. to 12 p:m.

.
'Staff Council Meeting--August 12

O

f.011.1N Ef..1)P2'..V-2#

111e- Bulletin (8/24/8L

Page 3)
,

Minutes of July 4,.July 14, and July 22 were approved with corrections to July 22.

Committee Reports:
. .

Newsletter, is'abel Auen: Written suggestions were distributed and discu aed. Sept., 1 was set as date to
submit material toliedia Dept./Print Shop.

../

Staff Development, Carl Blanton: Critique and discussion of recent workshop. All comments received were
very positive and complimentary: The next event in the program will be by Dr. Gibson, starting in September.
These are evening classes and will be offered for, credi t throygh the Conniunity-aripus. Every 5 topics /classes
will earn 1 credit with 3 credits or" 5 topics/classes as a maximum.

0
°

.Presentation: Dr. ilk Evdns discussed various aspects of the upcoming United Way Campaign. At his request'
the Council made several suggestions far the campaign.

. .,

. Chairman's Report:' Our chairman, Larry Chapman, announced that due to personal and academic responsibilities
he hist vacate the chair. The rootion 'los made and seconded, to accept his resignation. A further notion to waive
attendance requirements for Chapman was made and seconded. This will allow him to remain a Council member and
attend meetings as his tine schedule permits, without violating attendance requileoents. 'Vivian Ries, vice-
chairperson, wi 11, tenporari ly assume the duties of chairperson. ,

. .. STUDENTS"'_-
Co-op Jobs Availabre at IBM

T cooperative education program again has available a number'of jobs for students at 18M. The jobs are
for c e eratin education students only. In order to become a co-op,studnt, one needs merely to register for
CED-1 il, or CED-199, cooperative education:' The Jobs pay about 54.00 an hour and are in a variety of fields,
includig accounting, recreation, management, conputer science and office education. Any interested students

'should cdntact E4 Johnson or Suzanne Konic at the Downtown Canpus (6541) for further information and application
i procedy es. . i

'1 .

.'

a

a

.. ' =ar . ' .
1.- .

EQUAL .DP1#0114TTY EMPLOYER M /F /H. ,
.. 4
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Alfhim .14 Inter-OfficeMemjorandum
?Air PimaCommtfnityCollege

I.

4

AIM'S

Faculty & Counselor Memos.

4

Registration COunselors and. Advisors 1/7/81. Date: _

Ed 'Johnson., Cooperative Education 41.
Response Due by:Downtown c am

A NEW PROGRAM, COOPERAT1 VE EDUCAT ION IN THE LIBERAL

. As *a result of a rectint federal grant; we are now offeri'ngCooperative Education to al 1 students, not only those whoare normally classified as in vocational programs. We arecurrently beginning a job development Process, specifically .for th-e-.1-iberal arts- students, and are lookiitz for students
.who are interested in taking .part in the program,

Lf yOu area aware of any: student's 'who are work ing or With 'to, work iin an area that might be called liberal arts, (that is,
. anytIring that is 'no-t normally cons'iderecl vocational) , I'dbe pleased to' have you suggest °Plat they register for CE1)-198,.Coop.e..rat ive Training-1ibei-a1,44rts Data'Codes 10523 (1:10-3:00t PM Thursday's), or 82273 (7:10-9:00 PM Thursdays). Ifscheduling is a problem, you might suggest that the stu entregister anyway'', even if' it 'is a conflict, aitd see me a iota ": -.an alternative arrangement. 4

)
,

.The program is 'an attempt to .conneCt-, 'for the students., theworld of work with their academic program, giving them 'anon -the -job experience relevant to their educa*tival anti.career goals. In the associated. coop 'class l -will helpstClent'es with job- finding- and- keeping skills such as writinga resume and Itak,ing an interview, with career planning, with thuman relations on the job, and other issues ,Important in theI:io r k i'n g
--
I wor Pd.,:,:,:

k.
.,.

.1f you 'or any of your students have any questions; 1'4 be
.

ple,ased t.lo have you call. The number is 11;6541-, an,d either.. -Skzanite Konic; our new program secretary, or I -.wi:11 be gladto explain further.

PEJ/sk

ft6

t.

itc
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1,4 Inter-OffiCeMdenoraildum
frizir .P imaConi m ni t y C ol lege

To: ._
Covp Ed be

Frem:, Edjohnson1:'

ral Arts Staff I/28/81
-

_41 ! =Response Due By: .

SuNcd: ,.THE. ENCLOSE MINUTES 4 OUR NEYT.MEETING_...

-I was delighted 'with our\eeting, and pleased with theenthusam aAd skill that you all bring to it. 1 amlooking forward to an excellent semester and- a program
will really be of 'benefit to a substantial numberof students.

am adding ETnie Oppenheimer to the group, and haveeither ,put inPA's or requested associate faculty con--tracts 4for you, for' $900 each, for the spring semester.Since there was'a variety of ways in which you wished to4 attaches_d_d note and hope that it will all workout.'. I'll 141)ow it up ehe best I can.
"

,

,

Ou next meeting will bc6Fri'day, January 30th, 11:00 VIa the East Education C nter, Room .105., Let'S, againall itia general ;info mation meeting with everybody
ificreporting briefly on .tieir activities: from th. past week;

JIM
any 'job's that you have found, students that 6 know of %- .who are looking'for,jobs, and other items. I'll try tolet youtkhow how,t is going from my perspective.

1,

PEJ/sk

Attach.'

#

a

t

4

1S7
. 0 ,



ale Inter-OfficeMemorandumfaztar PimaComm unityCollege

DATE:
o

TO: Developers, Coop Lib. Arts Spring Semester.
,

.FROM: Johnson, Coop Education

February 13, 1981

O

SUBJUT: Few Odds F Ends

I.' dux next meeting will be at 3:00'on TUesday, February 24,at the DowntoWw Campu's CC-124. I looked over the schedulesand this seems to be a reasonably comfortable time for pestpeople. If its not ptssible, please.let me know and. I'lltry to work out something different.
h 0

2. ,I've.eneloSed a*copy of the Spring mestef RPA for-eacfi ofyou that_e submitted. If there's y problem with thislet de kn.ow; I had to 'go with the h 's_ rather than asco-ciate faculty' cont,racts, burt,..dhted it from the early, summerfor those who wished.

3. I've enclosed copies of a draft brochure that we can discussat the next meeting and finalize at that time. We can alsodiscus the use of the draft forms'we sent to you with thelast minutes.

'-,
.4. I'll_ 'be going to a western Cooperative

Education Association,=., (WACWEE) meeting in Las Vegas at the end of this Week, doing.,a woi:Ishop,'aincl.hopefotlly talking with a number of people. about'new appfr.oaches in Coop. (The most important attendee;?...rom fily,perspectiveill.be Morkis Brown,' our man in Washing-. ``ton, the Director of the Coop Division; and of course, the'11-ersav respcinsible for refunding our program. I will buyhim a drink or two. 4

I've set u a tentative meeting time for' t st ampus studentsin the Liberal Arts Coop Program241Wor Wed' -sdays - no 'everyweek -,but probably alternate weeks '-st Rebruar 1'8
S

at 2:00p.mr. I'll meet with Mickie w 2ey in the Stud ntLounge at tohat time, and would be gla td have any otherwho would :find. this more.conve.nient la 9 attending the re ula"rslass or who wipts to know abbut th program.

I

p

*,

1$ S

Ocintinued.-
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as il. as mInter-OfficeMemorandum
imip

7,117 PimaCommunityCollegeI A.

a

Dated _2/13/81
To: Job - Developers, Coop Lib. Arts Spring SemgsterFrOm: - Ed Johnson, Coop Education

. dSubject: A Few Odds & Ends

0,- . ,
-( '

f f-
4' b. We are dbinelle" layout fox the business(carch 'for CoopEducation -in the iber Arts: It will- inclu:de tie follow-4

. A

.ing:
.

- The Pima, Logo

- Pima'Community C611ege
- Coop Education in theLiberal Arts
- Name of staff person .

. - Phone number of _staff p-oxson

is -

4--

a
Wi11 you please specilry-, by'returning'the bottom portion ofthis memo to'Suzann-0, your keferences.as to:

whethere you Want your card to.includd you' campus

1)1 whether you want your card to includeiyour homephone number,

I, have one very talented student with- lots of secretarialexperience - types 70 wpm, takes shorthand at 1100 wpM, isfamiliar with mag card, 'transcription
equipmeqt etc.e,mndis interested in a job in a Rezil

Es/ate/Prop'erty Managementfirm.. Cac you find anything-for her? Mt-time, if possible.

14,!"
PE11/skr.

y.

. ,

Name of-staff person

.4,Camp.us location to be-on businoss card?'
. Yes No

1 'Home phone-umber on business card? 'Yes
. No

,

no.
. ,If appropriate, your holne phone

? .

1

189



,-.,),./r-+Inter-OfficeMernoraadum

'kPimacommunityCollege
APPENDIX C-

TO:- Liberal Arts'Facul(ty DATE: 3/12/81

FROM: Ed Johnson, Coop Education

_,SUBJECT: More t'nformation,AbOut the iberal.Afts rogram

6

S.

. . . ..
G are progressing well

.

in findrhg jobS aNd students for the' J;"7Ltberal Arts/Coop program. ,Appropri'ate jobs, are at a premium,
. -however, andA would beMost appreciative of'-your letting,me

know if yo are 'aware o,fejob's suitable for-liberal arts
students.

1. -,. : APYou also might be willing, to lot your students-knDm of a ,_.
liarelty of,volunCeer positions that are'avilable with the*Oity
of Tucsori. Although unpaid, they can provide ign excellent

0experience and sometimes lead to 'paid jobs, Currently thosepositions include: r`, .A
r

English-to-Spanish Translator
Neighborhood Center Facilitato'r

.

Information Specialist (Dept.of.qpilidias,& Commuliity Developnit.j*
Diafting Person

°2- .
, -

ConstK4ction Contrac.t Intervdelier
Housing Market Analyst,

- °

Tor bore' information about these ,positions, students can con-
.tact Mar"), Memedova, onthe East. 'Campus (X6580).

ii

I would' be- pleased, to have any students join the coop classes,
accudi;ng to the following Ssiaedule.

e'
ttiert'g anymore informatch can provide Rlease be

sure to contact me at 6541.- '

4

1'

1

. Continued -
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TO: Liberal Arts Faculty

SUBJECT: More Information About the Coop/Liberal Arts Program

DTCCie-107 WC CBS-205
1:10 - 3:00 p.m. 5:00 - 6:30 p.m.
7:10 - 9:00 p.m. \

Date "topiC Date. Topic

3/12/81 ommunication of Plans:
Hollow Square

3/23/81 Internal/External
preplanning exercise

Exercise

4/7/81 The Resume and a Role-
3/26/81 Time. Management

Play-wuf-Job interviews

4/2/81 Negotiation - The Blue- 4/21/81 Interpersonal Relation-
Green Game 4 ships on the Job:

4/9/81 Interpersonal Relation...-
ships on the Job: 5/4/81 Personal Health, My
FIRO-B Career: a Questionnaire

4/16/81 Decision Making on the
. Job: A Trip to the

Moon

4/23/81 leadership &'Supervision:
TheLEAD Model

4/30/81 Personal Health,My
Career: A Questionnaire

5/7/81 Review, Evaluation of
Coop

a

1

/ .

3/12/81

EEC. RM-103

2:00 - 3:30 p.m.

Date

3/25/81 The Resume and a Rol'e-
Play of JobntervieWs

4/8/81 Interpersonal Relationships
on the Job: FIRO -3

4/22/81 Personal Health, MyCareer:
A Questionnaire Or

4.

5/6/81 Time Management '

-4.

S.

a

S.

1. Q')



.Pima Coop Luncheon
Workshop ReportWORKSHOP REPORT

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROJECT
WESTWARD LOOK RESORT

May 12, 1981, 12:00-2:30 P.M.

t

PURPOSE: The general purpose of the workshop was to gather
liberal-arts faculty members and career counselors
from the three campuses, to share information with
them concerning the'program for the year, 'and to
elicit ideas from them for program directions-. 4e
also hoped for continuing support from the, faculty
and ouns.elors in recruiting students inIo the
Liberal Arts/Coop Program in the fall'.

ATTENDEES: Forty-two people attended, representing all three
campuses and all of the` liberal- arts faculty areas.

a ftoups included liberal arts faculty, career and
personal counselors from all three campuses,,pro.gram

ti personnel, including thepart-time faculty job
3

developers and some representative employers.

ACTIVITIES: After an excellent luncheon and much conversation
about the program (for pli,cemarkers we used the
program brochure), Dr. Johnson- ,introduced Dr. Jack

A Fuller, Vice President for Instruction, who spoke
briefly about the role of Coop and was extremely
supportive of the Coop Program.

a

Dr. .,,Johnson then spoke briefly about the nature of,
-the.Trogi'am, including a hisotry of Cooperative Educa-
tion and tlegeheral obj tives.of the Loop Program,
the activi s that were ui aken during the year
in 11e Cooperative Education Liberal'Arts Program,
and results in terms of students involved, jobs
found, ,and the curriculum manual that was produced.

Re emphasized that one of the most ieportatit aspects
of the rogram was helping students to' find more ful-
Tirlment in the. world of work; and the, classroom
.activities which moved in that process' direction. The
broad issue thenis not merely finding jobs for
students, whereby they.'can apply their skills, but
also to .help students learn to learn, to become their
own th-eoreticiam's, and to learn as deeply as possible
from their own/ experiences.

1
.

,A question and answer session was ,ollowed by small
group's at the lunchbon tables. Groups'of about eight
people `were asked by Dr. Johnson to'meetand talk °

among themselves; with, one person as t:he-Irecorder,'
writing their salient topics on newsprint. He asked

3

e.
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them to discuss the nature of the program, what
appeared to be good about it, elemeihts that should ,be left in, what different directions that might betaken, what suggestions they would have for another

The results of the small groups sessions; withsome
redundancy eliminated, inplaed the following:

a.
. Tbtre should be more ,publ icity "in-house", with

o.students, faculty - especially during'registration,
including the,name of the program. :There should. besigns during registration, with twine descrip-
tion -and a pocket for brochures. It's important to
include liberal arts. Placement in jobs that fit,trying to match students' needs with the the job;
integrated into the transfer prog.ram, should be
included.in the elective section in the catalog.

.Emphasize to Aildents job-search skills, and that
they will,,get help with r6sume.writing, etcL
teer jobs art work experience too and have value.

. Set up close communication ties with T,ucton VolunteerBureau. Integrate module on Volunteering into the
liberal arts curriculum,-as prglude to cooperative . (.
experifence, In establishing jobs, use coop--students
to assist in the program itself, to lighten the loadon prograM staff.,

,

Increase P/R,work in the community, through service
organizations, etc., through job developers. and ,
coordinators. More office space.

<.Mailer announcing job experience related to your
field. .Coop class to all previously registered.
students. Times to coincide with registration (a
little bi,t they have a chance to think
about it.

. Suggest coop -aqan alternatiVe to withdrawing from
school because,they've'gotten a job or need to get ajob.

f
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. Program staff coordinator coming to class or job
developer representativesnearly inthe'semester.

. ESL (English asa Second Language) faculty teach
foreign students the lapguage of the job.

Yea -round internships; open-ended,enerate more
variety of paid businesses, connect'the liberal
arts program with business experiences., for

. example '-Fourth Avenue Newsletter Neighborhood
°Association; shopping centers have cooperative
activities to coordinat'.

. Advertise "a central clearing house information on 1rpositions, as they become available.' Advertise to
stlidents that if they are employed, to take advan-
tage of Coop. Die St. Luke's Hote volunteers.

11.2 P.R. at Departmental meetings, in liberal -arts -
what' special qualifications?

: Look for jobs in arts, symphoniesDesert Museum,
early childhqod develo en.t, work-study students.

. ALC, is available - .pinpoint specifics' for Coop
students. Resume writing, module available for
drop-ins.

. All in Distr ict checkl,on resumes to see what each
doing, ijacludingWritilig 150, Coop, Business courses,

. etc,.

.1
i: Mightfind jobs n Dr0 afting, Engineering and Archi-

tectural, Banking and Finance fields. City: part-, time library, snacR-ar, secretarial pool, offices.

Be more assertive in visiting classes.

. Coop recruitment And retention arerelated to each
other.. /

.Develop a slide tape presentation;

. Form a middle ground between vocational and liberal
arts students.

4

1
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/Mai, 12,,1961

Extend' unpaid.inte ship to ,year-round activity,
encourage students open-ended e try.

. Generate/offer the widest variety , f jobs place-
Alment,expe,riences. There should be a central

intake person in placement for faculty District-
wide to, share job opportunities, as they,discoGr
thein, and for students who have jobs. to connect
withCoop for credit and/or other disciplines for
credit. For example, history research project
with History 201, Independent Studies, or stud ntS
aides.

4

C.-Language students c encourage !them to get cre
for employment internships with travel agencies'..;

financial institutions.

156,
,o
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"Linkages" Article
Follow -up Responses

Nationaliristitute4r Staff and Organizational Development/Kellogg Foundation Project
University of Texas, EDB 348, Austin, Texas.78712

O

I

e

Jobfulfillment stressed in Coop program
.Through funds received from The Bureau of CooperativeEducation. Pima Community College' has expanded its*Coope-rative Education Program to include alt students

The basic pUrpose of Coop is to connect people with the world
of work and 'since Liberal Ants students will'eventually lind
themselves In the work world, too, the prbgram is trying to helpthem

Coop, now staffed with Liberal Arts faculty members'
employed on a part-time basis, is doing sane job' development
and student recruitment in the Liberal Arts field Although lobs aredifficult to find, arrangements for some very useful positions havebeen made

Students register for the Coop class wor.th.three credits The
theme of the course is h6w to find more fulfillment in .the work'world and the job is only part of the course"requirement Class
sessions deal with the concept of human relations in the wolying
environment, planning, writing a resume, and taking lobinterview

InlerpeAonal skillsrelating and cornmunicating better with
supervisors, customers, employeesiand with other workersare
stressed as the learnaqle skills relevant to students. In planning,
each student takes a hard look at his/her existing situation in ,
terms of career and personal life, does some goal setting, and
then develops an actiorrpran appropriate to get frqm hereto there

In this Liberal Arts program. Pima is truing togo weliziaeyond the
traditional %application on lob skills that one learns in the
classroom Students become a part of an experiential cycle where
they are helped to look at their total experiences, lobs as well as
other experiences, and become their own theoreticians, to.take alook at the world around them, and orchestrate Their own
resources The pbmt here is tojeecome a' learner rather than
merely learned

Egrziwther information, contact Dr. Philip E Johnson,. Pima
Conirntenity College, Downtown Campus. P , O. Box 5027, Tucson,
AZ. 85703, (602) 884-6788.

-April/May 1981, Volumell, No. 2
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June 25, 1981

Ms.. Sandra AnderS'on,DirectOr
cpoperative Education
ASTARK COMMUNITY COLLEGE
P.O. Box' 3649
Fort Smith, AR 72913

4
-Dear Ms. Anderson:

Thank you for your letter requesting information about our Cooperrative Education/Liberal Arts program, as mentioned ii Linkages.
Pala College has been undertaking the traditional CooperativeEducation program for the pa's't ten years, but limited to voca-tional students. As'a tesult ofta"grant from the Office ofEducation, we expanded it to include the liberal arts studentsthis year.

I have enclosed a number of documents, workshop reports, minute'sof meetings, etc. thalsmight give you a better idea of whiewe'reup' to. Lill also- Send a copy of our completed final repoft,mhieh should he finished by the end, of September.
I Also enclosed is a booklet that I recently completed describing,the teaching,techniques of a facilitative, nature tHat I try tousein my classroom approaches.

)Silloe the teaching handbook is essentially in-process, I -'d he,appreciative of anythough;s you might'haxe, comments oresuggestions.
. ,

.If there's anything f\urther which I could
'.

.
.

ould supply to' you I'd b.happy to, do what I can: . .,

I
. . .

.
.

Silicerelr yoy'S1,
1

..

Philip E. Johnson,'Ph.D.
4 'Coordinator ,

Cooperative Educition.

PEJ/sk: O -1 '

N.

,

Enclosures Workshop reports (8ostop, Lai Vegas, Denver, Tucson)- Minutes (Feb.-April, 1981)
- Formes (Job Opening, Stt4tent

Available, Faculty Rept.) .- Cbop'Brochure
,

.

.

- .Teacher's Handbook
.. .,9

Y

I
41 :
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.Community College

Dr. Phillips E. Johnson
Pima Community College
Powntown Campus
P.O. Box5027
Tucson, AZ 85703

Dear Dr. Johnson:

50 years of service 1928-1978 :

June 15, 1981

4

RECEIVED
JUN 22 1981

COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION

I have read in,the April/May 1981, Vo'ume 4, No. 2, issue of .Linkages an'article about Cooperative Education at your college.
I would'appreciate receiving more information regarding your over-all Cooperative Education program as well as the Liberal Arts era,.Also, I would like to know bow the class sessions for Co-op studentsare set up and how the contents of the cla4ses are presented.-

ct

Thank you for youf assistance in this request:

Sincerely,

44-

Sa dra:Anderson

DirecEors Cooperative Education

199,JS
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Grand at Waldron P.O. Box 3649 Ford Smith, AR 72913 (501) 785-4241'
.



Mr. Chuck Green, Director
Cooperative Education'
LAKE LAND COLLEGE
Mattoon', Illinois 61938

September 15, 1981

Dear Mr.--G4een:

Thanks for your letter.oand comments about` the,description ofour program in tHe publication, "Linkage".

I've enclosed a copy of an article that I wrpte recently forthe Cooperative Education Journal, and some other materialwhich is briefly descriptive of what were up to.
I will send you a copy of what will We a rather voluminousannual report, as it is completed, towards the middle of ,October.

.

If in the meantime, you ,have, any specific questions of if the-enclosed matexala.raise any further concerns; I Wvuld_bepleased to hear from you.

Sincerely yours,

litillip E. Johnson, Ph.D. 0
i '

Coordinator
Cooperative Education

Enclosurds:. "Cooperative Education From ,h T.va,cher's Perspective"
RoleeDesCription --

. , .1-Set Coop Lib.Arts Staff Meeting Minutes Jan-April,,Coop Brochure.

l 'EJ/sk°

-
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196:i, COLLEGE
MATTOON', ILLINOIS 61.938 PHONE (217) 235.3131

Dr. Phillip E. Johnson
Pima Community College
Downtown' Campus
P. 0. Box '502..4

Tucson, AZ 85703

Deai Dr. Johnson:

September 3, 1981

0

SIN

Just finished reading your interesting article
on co-op in the Bi Monthly Publication, Linkage.

I would like to kipw more about your program and
-would be deeply appreciative if you could send me additional
inforthation.

p

I have been Director of our-Co-op Program at
Lake Land.College in Mattoon since 1971 and keep looking for
new ideas and ways to improve and facilitate our own program.

0

hlg

Thank you.

I

Sincerely;
,

n
Chuck Oteen
Director Of Cooperative Education

dir

,

,...,

.
2 0 lt . .
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Correspondence With, 0 University of Arizona
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0 .' t February 12, 1981
--*---. ,

. (1)
,-(13

\ Ms. Louise Johnson, Directora)
Part-time and Summer Employment Placement Service

1J:7 THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
C)

Tucson, AZ- 85721

.

6
\

.

\
.Dear Cindy:

,

' .0 .

It was a delight to meet with you and find out about the

. 3 University of Arizona placement prbgrarn. I must admit to
being really impressed. I sure wish I had all of those jobs13
listed on,a'bulletin board. Pima like you have there.'

GI
C:

ti

I have enclosed a copy of the article that I mentioned; and

65
Would be most appreciative of any feedback that YOU would be
whiling to give me about it.

'

Let me reiterate that if there is anything I can do to be of
support tp the U pf A, placement programI'll be more thari_CD
happy to do.so - pary.cularly,with the kind'of class materail

gj that I work with and the workshops we run. If you would beX. ... interested in coming down io meet some of our qreer counselorsCT1 and seeing what kind,of operation we have, I would be pleased
'N) '

to arkange.tt for you. Just call me and we'll set and give,
---.1 you the "cooks touk."

C) ,
\\'. Again, 1-f you have ,any jobs, ,either part-time or full-time,

thatyou aren't able to fill and would like toMakethem
available tp us we would be more than'pleased.

Thanks again, I will look forward:to hearing from you.

.

Sincerely yours,

,Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.
Coordinator

Cooperative Education

enclosure - "Cooperative Education From A Teachers P r ective"

PEJ/gq
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February 5, 1981-
* \,

-
,

Frank Bonneville, Dkirbctor
Cooperative Education

' Engineering Building Room 125.
.UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA.:
Tucson, AZ 85721 '. _

Dear Frank:,

0
It was a delight f9..r__Je Ann and me to meet with, you 'and
share some ileas about coop. I am reallyimpressed withyour program and the extent to which it's evolyed so

.quicyy. 'Sorry that we. haVen't connected earlier.

I have enclosed a copy, of a faculty manual that I wrote
this past summer, which might be,of'interest to yoU. IWould be appreciative of any kind, of feedback you couldgive me.

Also I ap recidie youi suggestion that -we contact Cindy
,Johnson.

If you have any information about jobs in the.Tucson area
that might be appropriate for'our Liberal.Arts students(that you arenot able to fill), I would' certaiffly be
pleased to hear from you. Our problem at the moment 'seemsto be finding jobs rather than finding students.

.

If -there's anyihtnk.I can-do for any of your students in
A'. terms.ef claises, I Would be more than happy to do so:

I'll also plan to invite you out to meet with, our grouplater in the spring sq that we can develop some continuitybetween the UniverAifrand Pima programs.

a

Thanks again for your interest and let's keep in touch.
4

Sincerely yours,

Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.

'Enclosure itrt:;/a(--,,

PEJ/sk

/'
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Ms. 'Suzanne Jacobs, Director
Cooperative Education

3bAKION CQMMUNITY-COLLEGEi77.
1600 *Golf Goad _,

:3
°/<: Des Plaines, IL 6'0016

Materials' Sent to.
&

4

rnsti9tions
'4

1

/

Sc).
a) - ,

.i3
Dear Ms.Jacobs:,

13 \
.'ThankyouT-or ygur call about Coop programs at Rirna College.6 I hgve enclosed 'some material ti-rat might be of interest to,--0 you.

C) '

u)
I realize 'that this is minimal, but if there are,-gily(furtfier.,

CY. '.quest ions you-haveor.specifics that I can proviae, I'd be
. more than happy to-do so. We are particularly proud of theC) Litieral Arts progrim, which is ourrently beginning its

second year o,f development.- One of the flyers that I've
enclosed describes it.

i,.. .

:
_.s, . . .

Thanks for your interest and don't hesita'te to call or write,if .you ve any further questions.
/.

ly yours,
'

\/

-p E. JohnAon, Ph.D.
Cooperaeve Education

4/Vehare
id4r/Werre Leri6 Zd Ole /kS/*

/1)7 kQ7e 4Phelc,

Enclo

PEJ/g5
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Mr. James Barrett
Director of Coop Education Project
11,4174401S EASTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGES-233 East Chestnut Street
Olney, IL 62450

Dear .Mr. Barrett:,

Thank you for your letter and kind comments pout my booklet'concerning Cooperative Education. L'm glad it was of useto you.

I:m currently doing some revisions and submitting a similar'Manus'cript to the Kellogg Foundation, which will be con-cerne8 primarily with facilitative
teaching techniques forteachers of adult,.

The other work to which'you referred by Stanley and Sparks,is enclosed. 'It, along with mine, were part of a projectlast summer for the Arizona State Department of Vocational.Education.

June 24, 1981

a

I hope that it is of use to you and would be pleased to hearfrom your again about the coop programs at Illinois Easternand yourcomments about the materials.
9

Sincerely yours,
.

4 . r
. .

Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.
Coordinator,
Coop Education

tt

PEJ/sk

soEnclose PCC Cooper tive
Education Student' aandbook0401 f045:

I
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ILLINOIS EASTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGES
233 East Chestnut Street Olney, Illinois 62450 618-393-2982

Director of Cooperattvc Education Projects

Dr. Philip E. Johnson
Pima Community College
2202 West Anklam Road
Tucson, AZ' 85709

Dear Di. Johnson:

Junl 3, 1981

.'

80ARD OF TRUSTEES

NI.tuon 113kk
Ch.urman ihr Board

Ccorge Kot.her,
Vire-Chairman (if ihr 'Mord

F. !Coffee,
Secretary Pro-Tern

David 1.. Hart
Robert E. Mundy, II a

Richard J. Roth
John D. Stull
Jodi Jenkins,

Harry Hillis, jr.,
Board Secretary

r1. r I 0-- Ir.,
'dr'51rik tg-it-orf W.2, to IL .1 ILL47

JUN 9 19 81

COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION.

I have recently completed reading the copy efUCooperative
Education; A Teacher's Manual" which you sent to Mr. Ben Huntley of our
community college district. I\am most impressed with this manuscript. .

If more of us would put down in writing what we-feel is necessary for
Cooperative Education to be successfulthlke would be many more quality
programs.

In your manual, you referred to a4gomparikon volume by Sparks and
Stanley which is devoted to student oriented aspects of Co-op. Could
you tell me how I might secure Acopy either to bor2Ow or purckykse?
Since our Co-op program is in itgifirst year, I am trying to secure all the .

information I can in order to impement the best possible program for our
students.

IP
Ben Huntley is no longer with ourecommunity college district. AS,

Ben possibly told you, he had very little work to do in order to have his
Ph.D. completed, so he decided that he should work on that at this time.
I'm sorry to see him leave but I understand.

If you could send me the information concerning th Sparks and Stanley
material, I would appreciate tt very much.

5B:jk

Sincerely,

Frontier Community C011ego - Fiur,d linutr? I. Fair field, Minor, C2P37
Lincoln Trail College film) nowt: 3. Rnbincon Move A249.1

Olney Central Colinge Rural finute 3. Oln.-v,1111ofm., 67450
1/t/itla&sh Valley College 7200 College Drive, Mt. Carrnnl, Illinois 62863

206

Telephone 618 1112 3711

Telrplinne 618 544 8657
Tylephunr 4351

Telephone 618-262 8511 .
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February 4, 1981

NiflarlUTAII,81
Aztec Story on Coop,

Aztec Campus News

New program offers jobs
for liberal arts students

program
°

`' By DAVID.BISCHOFF
Aztec News Editor progra was initiated.

world aJtd this is one reason the

Resulting from a .recent federal.
grant,, jobs and.internships relating
to a student's major arc nov/
available to Pima 'College students
studying under the liberal -arts
program.

Cooperative education has
traditiorially been limited to
vocational areas such as welding, ails
conditioning, automotive mechan-
ics and nursing; the new program
extends employmcnyopetortunities
to studentenrolled in other areas as
well.

Cooperative education's function
is to provide an ioterrelationihip
between on the job,experience and
material learned in the classroom.

"Employeis are increasingly
looking for college graduates who
have.hail.experience in which they
are opting for a job,", according to
Dr. Philip E. Johnson. Cooperative
Education Coordinator.

"The new program is deiignecl to
offer jobs that relate to what a
student is studying in school,"
Johnson said..

He sugge'sted that course material
sloes, not necessarily reflect the way
things .really are in the ,working

"Students need to be aquainted
with the day-to-day reality of how
jdbs in a 'particular field really
work."

He cited the fact that at one time,
sgme schools offering a printing

. program were teaching wit
materials no longer used in the
industry. "Co-op helps keep the
course material in the curriculum
relevant," he said.

V
In addition, Johnson feels that

, students knowing the real working
world will be able to ask more
pertinent questions in class.

Furthermore,. he suggests that
t 4ds ent's getting on -the -job

e erience now, will have a greater
awareness of whether they want to
continue in that field or move on to
something different.

Available through the new
program will be internships and jobs
offered by public and private
businesses throughout Tucson.

Sen. Dennis be Concini's Tucson
office is presently offering a number

. of non-paying internships involving
research and organifing reports for
the senator, Joh6son .said. He
added, however, drat these

"., :207

internships could lead to. paying
positions. Aside from De Concini's
office, many of the jobs offered
through the prOgram are already
paying positions.

°s Johnson and five faculty members
from the Pima College district are
working on developing, job
opportunities for liberal arts
students..

He stressed the fact that The
program cannot hire people directly,
"blit serves as a ,brokerage between a
job and a student. We bring a
potential employer and worker

, together and then leave it up to them,
as to what happens," he said.

Fifteen hours per week is the
minimum requirement for
worked and three credit hours will
be granted to those successfully
Completing the program.

Students enrolled in, the program
will be required to attend a two hour
weekly seminar taught by Johnson. I
The seminar will deal with issues
general to the world of work.
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Cobrespondence in Job
Development

4.

January 20, 1981 .

Fred A. Tarazark
Assistant for Constituent Service
Office of Dennis D. Concini
331Alorth Stone
Suite 1540
Tucson, AZ 8570.1

Dear Mr. Tarazon:

It was a pleasure to_meet with you to discuSs the possi-bilitY 'of Pima studentsbeing involved in your Internship'program.'

I'll make the announcement to faculty members, talk withstudents and hopefully lie able to make; some referrals toyou. I'm sure that the internship experience will beextremely satisfying.
lkw

Also, if yott know of any paid positions that might beusefuly for our students, particularly in thelLiberalArts program, I would be pleased to hav'e you let me know.4

Thanks again and I'll look forward to furthet contacts,with you.

Ny

Sincerely yours, .1

Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.
Coordinator
.Cooperative Education

PEJ/sk
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January 20, 1031

Ms. Paula Dannenfeldt
Staff AssiStant
Office of Morris. K. Udall
300 North Main
Tucson, AZ '85705

Dear Paula:
A

11 was fa pleasure to meet with you about the p sibilityof developing some knternships'in the Congressman'soffice.
4 4

`i_have enclosed a copy of several memos which I recently
sent explaining the basic nature.df the Liberal Arts and
Cooperative'Education program, and.what we are trying toaccompliSh.

call you to renew the connection some time near the
end of February, with the possibility of developing
internships either then,or next sumwr.

Thanks again for your help, and I'll look forwardlto
further contact with you. -

Sincerely yours,

Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.
Coordinator
Cooperative,Ealcation

Enclosures

PEJ/sk

,,..
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,,February 27, 1981

Mr. Divid Christensen
Superinterldent
Arizona Correctional Training Facility
10,000 South Wilmot Road.
Tucson, AZ 85777

Dear Mr. Christensen:

4-

o

In a'recent conversation with Dave Gaspar, I mentioned'the
possibility.of an extended connection between the Pima CollegeCooperative Education program and ACTF:tin two different
dimensions.

First I'm interested in being mdre helpful and responsive tothe residents as they leave the facility, by helping themfind part-time jobs connected with an educational 'programwhich they might coritinue at Pima College.
.-

.

Second, I would like to discuss further the poss'itiility ofeither paid or volunteer positions at the facility for, myregular students who are in programs suchas Secretarial,
Mana'gement,'or the general liberal arts areas.

Dave suggested that the' proper . procedure would be to speak withN you first, so I am wondering if we' could set an appointment.
`I'll,call you with' a'week or so to set a, time,.since I knowthat Sou are busy ith your newpo&ition.

-, .
kam fookingjorward to meeting wit you.

S'ncerely'yours,

Philip
'Coordi

PEJ/gs

';k: Johnson, Ph.D.
lator/Cooperative Education

a,
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State Personnel Office
1831.Werst Jefferson
Phoenix, AZ 85007

To whom it may concern:

April 24'; 1981

Will you kindly place Dr. Philip E. Johnson, as
indicated below on the mailing lists for:

- weekly notices'of job openings Ilk
monthly notices of job categories

* Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.
Coordinator,
Cooperative Education
Pima Community College
bowntown Campus
P.O. Box 5027
Tucson, AZ 85703

Thank you.

-.',Cordially yours,

r

Suzanne Konlc
Secretary to
P. E. Johnson

ask,.

gi

_)

aiirfad (19 / asp/ 182- 5-ap:
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November 16, 1981

Mr. Bob Franz
Personnel ,Department
HUGHES AIRCRAFT
P.O. Box 11337' '

Tucson,'AZ 85734

Dear ,Bob:

. I enjoyed speaking),:iith you on the telephone'thit morning. In

regard to your inquiry about the types of students we have at
, Pima- College and inour Cooperative Education Department, I

have enclosed a dopy of our catalog. We_teach a wide variety -

'of subjects at Pima and-have exceflent candidates in all fields
of study. One thing that most people in,Tmcson do no,t realize
is that the average student's age is approaching 30 ;ears old,
so we have many good-experienced people who are studying here.

Again, it 'was good talking with you and We look forward to
hearing from you next Monday to set a date when we could meet
with you and answer any questions you might have.

Sincerely,

5

Marl( Henry Allerheiligen
Job Developer
Cooperative Education

cc:. Ed 0ohnson, Coordinator, Coop Education

MHA/sk
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Dedember , 1981,

Ms, Ernestine Holloway
Employee,Dvelopment
TUCSON. ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
P.O. Box 7TJ

Tucson, AZ 85702

Dear Ernestine:

It was a pleasure to tclk with you on the phone to discuss
the nature 6-r,bur Cooperative Education prpgram. I'm pleaed
that you're interested and hope that we can wdrk out some,sori
of an agreement.

As I indicated it mi,ght.be something completely formal such as-

ourarrangemqntviith IBM, or somethingmuch less forma) and. ~

completely casual, whereby you would simply let:Os know that
you'd like to interview some students; or pf coitrses:anywhere
in-between. I've enclosed a copy of a broc,hure'about bur Coop/
Liberal Arts-program. . ,

In addition to the IBh references which I gaveybu, youmight
like to tall(with

Nir. Herb Sautter

Mr. Dick Hornbeck 791-1786, - city of Tucson
or . CIVICS program

Ms. Virginia Foote .

-.

.
,

-4. I,

1 look forward to Hearing from you again about the pose'bility
of mdeting with ,ott and anyone else at TEP to explain,our
program' further.

.

t

,791-4341 - Tucson Water Department

Sincerely yours)

Philip' E. Johnson, Ph:D.
. Coordinator

Cooperative Education

Enclosure - Brochure
.

*PEJ/sk ,
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December 7; 1981

Mr. Maftshallloskow
Production Supervisor

.

.)UNITRONICS INC., . .

1806 .West Grant Road
Suite 111

3
Tucson, AZ. 85719

-.t .
:?.1,

-

--
-..

,...r"°
Dear Marshall:

'% ,'

,,. , ,,, ,

. 4. a
.-

It was a real pleasure for Mark and f,to Meet, with yOurecetly

,

... With your activities and growth. We are-also eager toolo.pny-

and to have the tour of'Unitronics. 44e botii1impressed.., ,..

thing-we-can on behtlf.of Pima College-to support you.
,

, 4
/

., --
whichI've enclbsed a catalog Wh'givess,

rather%oompfete descriptionsof all of our program opAhons. If'yqu.ara,intaresie in particu-lar skills and you don't feel that they would be met' by some ofour programs., we intend to'be resknsiveto community needs and,will be glad to talk about setting Irp a special: program.'
* '''' .' \ ik; ..The connection that I told you about' with Burr-Brown is,,organizedthrough Pima's Community Educatian-sf#ce and.tbe person to

.. contact if you're interested in setting .up soMettling similar isMary Powell.a,t
,

884 -6869. >
,,

,'
.
i

.

. .

.

So ,I'Ve also spoken to both Mr. Jim Sherefrw, who i,.thedi.ector*our pre-engineering programs and Mr: Ron Moo'dy, the program%Coordinator for the electronics progpms.4, I gava them basic infor-matio about' what youqe. up 01 and suggested thatithe might -call u about any further details, both for jobs that you'd beintere fed in filling withPima graduates or.ig.§.op students andfor .the possibilities of an inlernship program.
-...,....-

,I'-ve arso_ put the word out ,among our facUlty.thaf there might. be-three part-time4as'sibilitias available with Unitronios, asfollows: .

i'=

1: A journalism student
/ to generate and ptbeuce a company news-

, . letter, along with some other activities;P

2. A clerical po:sltion, emphasiikng personnel records;
, .4: A graphics or'visiral education support student, who couldwork with a variety of graphics and'midia activities.

,

r
.

4(
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M. Moskow
4Jnitronics Inc.

r"

-2-

. S.

I refe.rred a young lady who is. a graphics'/media studeA of mineDee Dee Walden - and. I am sure she will have been in touch with yo.you before you'get this letter. If that does not work-out I'llt be-glad to look,for some additional people:

As we get these'three underway to the extent that yOu areinterested; we can talk-further about other possibilities.

Again, it was a pleasure to meet you and I'll. lookforward toyour whenever we can help further.

Sincerely yours, '

. Philip E. 'Johnson, Ph.D.
Coordinator
Cooperative Education

Enclosure -e Lima Catalog

PEJ/sk

4:4
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Conference Report

'OPEtilil 2 =IU

Reports of Coop
Workshops Attended

Coop erative Education in the Liberal Arfs
NortheWstern University
Boston; Massachusetts
October 7,8,9; 1960

t
.I. Introduction) )

.

..As a result of writing a proposal to the Office Education askig for,funding to ;support the:inclusion of the liberal arts in our coopera- 'tiye,education program, I was able to attend a conference held atNortheastern UniKeKsity in Boston. Northeastern'is consdered the.birthplace of coofisvrative,education and currently operates a numberof workshops and' other programs for cooperative educat.ors from allover the country.,
,

. .../ ...

.This report is intended to summarize my learning's and activitiesduring the conference so that I,can share the results with as manypeople as possible at Pima -1 Would be plgased too explain further, *..or to discuss the conference and.cooperetive education in more de-
, tail With anyone who w.Pthes%

Ili

The report will first explain some,of the more basic ideas of ths;".conference, .filtered_through My own value system, and then, suArizethe workshop,, session' by session.
,

..
,II. General Principles

.,,,

4. .1. I rediscovered that:the, Pima College Coopentive Education pro-,gram is an excellOit one. Whenever I've had the opportunity totrave4 to another pa t of the country, or to meet with educators.

,ile

'from other area I a reminded of how outstanding our own'peoptleend ,nrocedures are. It ems quite clear that. we haT the beSt i4AWralcooperative education program of any -of those which I heard deSsribed\

he conference.
.

, ,
at t , . - .

.

E., /. .
....

. \). ,2. The conference, not really a workshop, was mre concerned with,

co-op in genteel than with co-op in: the liberal-arts and to thisextent I-4as disappointed. I wish that there had been more specifi-'ci/y about Liberal arts. programs. The fact that it wasn't a work-,' shop.bot Rather a Series of presentations yas also a disappointmentbecause the conference Was not ebioeriential.itself and thus did notiltustrale the approaches.it was espousing, an4 because it did notutilize the greatest, resource there,the participants...,I nonethe-l'ess spent many .hours talking with others, as-king questions about
their programs, and sharing informatia about What, we do at Pima.

e
.

3. . One idea that became much claarer ,to ineas the workshop to-gressee was the two rather distinct philysophies of cooperat Ve-educasi.ow.1 They were.cited initially by Dr. Walter.61anchard in hispresentatioriwralt V14.1),hilgiopky of coope'rative' education, and.later reinforced by Roy'Wooldridge, the grandfather of coo eratiVeeducation, from Northeastern. 1.111,try,to,explain the di ttnctionas'followst.
.s

Gt.
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4f, :

The tladitional cooperatiye
eduOtion,philosophy as e
plified by schools like N th-
eastern, Drexel and Rniver ity
of Detroit, largely enginee ng
schools, is based on Ariseete ian,
and perhaps Herbartian
phies... The general concept 4 'a
dichotomy; separation of theory
and practice on the job.

The de inition of experiential
learning in the traditional
schools is any activity includ-
ing ipternships, practicums,
cooperative education and others
in which one'applies the learning
from the-classroom. Operationally
this approach-would probably mean .
that no acadeMic credit would
provided for the work experiencb,
the coordinators would.be more
"salesmen ", than teachers and ,

would not have faculty standing,
and that the jobs would, be paid
positions only.

Traditional

2

Contemporary .

A more recent 'philosophy, what
Roy Wooldridge called the

0

"second ihread ", is/ exempli-
fied by the over 700- community

' colleges which are now, iltsaid,
"fikely tuning" coopeYative

A e.ducati4 . ,Their philosophical
appxoach is more from-the.
experimentalist viewpoint.

Experiential' learning in this
sense is seen as a provision by
the school of an eduCational
de?ivery system based on
expersiience whether, or not t.he:
c'xperrtiohce is intergrated wLth
classroom learning. Inth
more contemporary "program,
credit is provided for the ,

learning. associated with work,
coordinators are faculty
niember, and some volunteers
experiencestdspecially in the

sectgO,'would',be used
as the on-the-job/experience.

'11
A further extension of .this idea, not typical in even the non- tr'adi-tional schools, is the corept of the experience .1?.s a,base forhelping the Student learn from experience, thus the prOcess orien-tation to experiential learning. 'The philosophical base seems to beclosest to phenomenology. The ideas,,i4iclude helping a studentbecome a learner rather than merely learned; helping the studen'tto become, his (:). theoretAian,to get into the cycle of learning,from experience, pefhaps as indicate in this diagram.

:Introjected Values or
Content Information k.

Behavior based on
,Introjected
InformAoion'

More new values
or information

Wew behavior
4 based on personally _

appropriated values
.

Experience as'a result of
feedback concerning the
behavior.

iL /),-
New values or information
based on personal
experiences
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By far-the larger number'of participants at th'e conference, whetherliberalarts or vocationally oriented, are those who .come from the moretraditional viewpoint Co-bp is-an application of skills learned:in the classroom. This milght be expected' since, most of 'them werefrom,four year schools,
andthough-acaemicianS.could probably notbe vnsiderededucafors:

.

4. Extensive governMent funding supporting cOperatrve educationin past years'has been baged-on government interest in dealing with ,
the social problem of inadequate

job.oppo'rtunities, particularlyfor young - people. Thus the government has been emphasizing the mre/traditional view above.
s

S. Liberal arts programs are,difficult to develop -wad wort: withand take- more t.ime an the 'part of,, coop coordinators. Northeasternprovides much smaller loads for liberal arts coordinators for thisreason. .1
.

.
N "..6. Cgot some excelldv feedback from a number'of the, pe(Ve1717---the workshop on the teachers manual. which I. wrotee.Arine. the summer.They were particularly Ln rested ion'the ideaof faeilital.ive teach-/ ing associated .),,rtli eXperie tial learning,

..7, Many of'-th'tprogrhms, as they mature seem to be moving awayfrom the close Ocoervisioa and, tight evaluation typical *ofhigh-school programand'someWEat typical of university proglams: Almostno one requires any extensive evaluation on the part of employers.There seem to be many,differences between
university,and.communitycollege programs, the basic being that theuniliersify programs arealmost,entiikely an alternate arrangement rather than parallel.... -Parallel seems to me to be much more appropriate for tl3e communitycollege with the alternate dts an option liken it is,useful. hpotherdifference, was that university

people seem 'to thing. of theirstudents as youngsters. ,The wprd was used throughout.

III. Workshop Summary

Monday evening

A welcoming social hour; buffet and an oppormnity to meet some ofthe other people who were extremely interesting. Tkere were tra-.j.ditional cooperative education people from Northeastern and -froth -
other schools, aswell as faculty members. 'philosophy, historythe humanities' and other

liberal,arts.areas. They were from'boththe United States and Canada and repreiented a wide variety of.programs.

Tuesday morning

An intrOductin'and welcome from Northeastern, ands in brief NeedsAsses,s,ment exercise in
which.pa4reipants,shared'their particularconcerirs.

P' A presentation tollowed by John. Dro goole,.As4ociate, Direc_tor eef'the NatiOnal Commission for Coo orat.i.Educgtion. Hisiciresenta-
-7
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tion was en i,tled "A Process,Model for Cooperative EducationPrograms." His presentation, was rather long and only partiallyuseful. He came on as "super salesman" rather than educator, andleft me with a :general impression that education is an adversaryrelationship. The process model, which had seen, before, mightbe useful to those developing new progr ms, but had limited utilityif any, for anyone else.

Tuesday afternoon

Dr. Walter Blanchard, director of the co-up program at Rhode Island l'College, spoke on the gelleral topic "The Philosophy of CooperativeEducation {for Liberal Art Students." Ailliough hetas crgtized byvery traditional people, I thought that his presentation was excel-lent. He described two philosophies, 'one being from Aristotle,St. Thomas and Herbert, based essentially on hierarchical arrange-ments, linear -prugressions anddichotomies. The people operatingunder OvelteAphilosophies tend to treat a student as tabula rasa.This type of.approath is more consistent with the tradi aleagineerning voeatiOlal.kind of. co-op. Saying this, Dr. lanchardcipew some flak, -He then spoke of more recent development inepistemology, more in the Dewey framework, where relationships areless well defined, and co-op can be seen as a vehicle for liberal-izing education'. He emphasized that only the learner is in controlof his own learning and described.co-op as a "metacourse", deattng-with process skills.

iThe second portion of 'the Tuesday afternoon program was led byHinda Pollack pf the Northeastern staff and dealt with student re-cruitment.' ,The, ideas were quite general.and,there were noparticular implications, for Pima College.

Wednesday afternoon
-

Dr. Blanclerd spoke again about'cooperatioje-education as a curriculumcomponent. He emphasized that credit is for academic experience%not for the job. We went through a contract workbook that is usedat RhodeIsland, and ligtened to a slide tape presentation: Theworkbook is similar to the ones we use, and ielcludes issues likeproblem solving, organizational skills.and communication-skills.
Later in the mOl-nin Dr. alanchardgpoke again about the role of theprogram administrator, faculty and the institution. He said- first'that the liberal curriculum should be very _much

Trocess_oxienta4,----------In a l-aterdiscussion with Dr. Blanchard he was most impressed wiaktthe material-that I had included in the faculty handbook. Hesuggested that I develop a list of the skills of liberal artstudents for use in job development for employers. /

He Al o emphasized throughout that the relevance of. the job,to thestudent should be determined more by the extent to which one canhelp students process out their experiences rather than the directone-to-one application of the skills on-the-job learned in their'academic program. This poiot ,was argued hard during the entireconference. Those who are primarily traditionalists pointed to



the importance of the relevance of the job. Dr. 131anchard'spoint was that it is less critical that the job be precisely'"relevant" because it is most important to help the student pp-cess the experiences on the jOb, alihost no matter what they are.
Wednesday afternoon

Paul Dube' talked on the topic, Program Evaluation. He answered.some questions and said that evaluation is much more significantsince its general purpose is to provide feedback about how theprogram is being conducted, provide information for decisions,and also for accountability of the use of funds. He said that ingeneral evaluation should not be to make go-or no-go decisionsconcerning programs. He spoke of both formative and summativeevaluation, although he did not use the words intheiiusual sense.The following is a list of criteria that he spoke of as beinguseful in evaluation.

1. Program objectives
2. The process by which the objectives' are achieved3. The calendar
4. The curriculum
S. The operating procedures including recruitment, jobdevelopment (is it by faculty or by students findingtheir own jobs)
6. 'How ,do, you connect Students with jobs?'
7. The intergration of learning on-the-job with academicprograms
8. Time spent in placement and job development.9. The budget Making process; does the program suggest itsown needs?,
10. The integration of co-p with the faculty, adlissions

registrar, counselling etc'.
Cost effectiveness

12. Administrative commitment to the program.

Also on Wednesday afternoon Dr. Joseph Barbeau, Associate-Dean ofGraduate Studies at Bostod6Bouve College of Professional Studiesin Education spoke about job development. Dr. Barbeau was a realhustler and in spite the fact that he is notmy kind of person, hedid an excellent job. He indicated that the faculty think ofstudents as "majors", not as individuals with a specific set ofskills. He suggested that we, should not develop jobs for aspecific -discipline, such as history, but _rather more generallyrthe liberatart-s.
ITt-t-iii-d.Of-saying "I am a say rather,"I can do ...". SoMe'suggestions which he made for Om wholeprocess of job development:

Telephone calls
. Direct mail

Cold calls on employers
Just "visiting"
Directories
Yellow Pages
Get on a'first name basis

-220

Newspapers
Talk with decision makers
Don't get discouraged
Rent booth spaces at
conferences

Lots of aide jobs in
public schools
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record keepin/ oT'contaetS
Personnel managers clubs
Professionals associations'

O

Insurance, hospitals
.Emphasizing advantage to the

employer

He spOke also of the many0advantages of co-op, P'articularlyLin
so -op to the liberal arts 'students.

He quoted three studies, all of which indicated major benefits to
s the employers from co-op.

. .

We then Worked out a "laundry list" of skills that could be associa-
ted witr),the liberal art students as follows:

`Interpersonal skills ,

Problem solving skills
Understanding oneself
---1e 1 ati-onship- to the world
How to learn
Analytical skills
Synthesis skills
Intetaction skills
Process skills
Articulation skills

Thursday morning

Decision making skills
MaturitY.
Life experience
Time mihagement ability
Well' motivated
'Affective skills

C.," Ability to organize
Express oneself and think

cogently

The employers perspectiveon liberal" arts was the.topie, with on a
panel of employers who have Used co -op programs. One was-from,the
Elderhostel program centered in Boston, one an employment person
froth Massachusetts General Hospital, and the third was director of
a youth employment service:- They all spoke° highly of co-op and their

ti experienceSwith Northeastern'Snd other, schools. They said that co-op
students tend to be ambitious, and often have a better attitude than
others.

The fin?f.presentation of the, workshop was by Roy Wooldridge', Director
of Cooperative Education at Northeastern. I was pleasantly surprised.
He mnwittingly reinforced what Dr, Blahchard had said earlier, by
peaking.ef^the "two threadS of co-op". In one, the-basis is the
needfora job to make money in order to stay in college (trSdrtional
schools;°Northeastern, Drexel, University of Detroit) and the.more
recent 'philosophy which provides crediti.is seen as an acadethic pro-
gram providing iducational alternatives- These he called "finely
tufted" .program's that are now averaging 75 students in some 700',
schools around VIP rauntry. He warned.that the. tendency of educa-
tors is to "over-eurriculumize". He-is opposed to offering acadethiC
credit, and says that developifig increased FTE is a Pad reason for
giving credit. He feels that the rationale for'the educational.
type of approach of co-op Wasleveloped after the fact, and quotes

'Ralph Tyler in this,respect.

He alft pointed out that 'there is inverse cost,relatronshjp;jhat
liberal arts co-op progvims are more expensive than vocational
programs, biit. in the classroom vocational programs ire'more expen-
-Sive.

221:



Further, a liberal arts tendency is to less sophisticated job,since most-students are more interested In upper division andgraduate schools than in immediate job entry.

He suggested that the first thing to do is with liberal artstudents is to find what their ultimate career interests are,'andthen how important immediate income is to them, thus relatingtheir job to career objectives. The job, he says, might be some-what off base in terms of relevance if mare dollars are importantto the student. Coordinators need to be.flexible in this respect,
He said alsOthat the co-op-program in the liberal arts is oftencontrary to the views of the faculty, and one needs to be careful.Teachers, of course, get upSet if the students leaves school,' evenfor a relevant jdb in which,he is very much interested.

Mr,-Wool-dridge also said there,should be major emphasis on paidpckitiens, but___that unpaid positions on a volunteer basis werequite reasonable, especially in..the liberal amts, and especiallyin the public %Sector.
.c

,Philip E, Johnson, Ph.D.
Cooperative education, D,T,C:
Pima Community College

na. 86703Tucson, Ar;izo
(602) 884-6644
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6th'Annual Conference
February 13-15, 1981
Las Vegas, Nevada /

WESTEf N ASSOCIATION OF COOPERATIVE 4 WORK EXPERIENCE EDUCATORS

Report by
Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.
Pima Community College

Tucson, AZ 85703 40

I attended the WACWEE'Conference in Las Vegas recently and as.aresult wrote the followirig teport. It includes some estimates o'f
. general trends and basic anformation which I garnered as a resultof many talks with individuals from all over the West who are
involved with Coop', descriptions of the specific presentationswhich I attended, and a concluding section with possible impli-cations for us.in the Coop program at Pima College.

I. General Information

A. The most useful. part of the conference was contacts withthe participants. Over 130 pegple attended from the
western states im both secondary and post-secondary
cooperative education work experience programs. Last
year, interestingly enough, there were almost twice thatnumber in attendance, the reducL,i_on apparently due to
Proposition 13 in California and SI)milar budgetary
°limitations on travel. I think this is extremely unfor-tUnate, since conferences of this nature are very worth-while.

B.. One of the major reasons I attended, however, was to
meet with Morris Brown, Director of Cooperative Educationof the Office,of.Education in Washington. Unfortunatelyhe did not attend, nor was an eXplanaticfn 'given as towhy not. He was scheduled to present a talk, "Federal

. . Implications for Coop in the Future." Perhfps, since
our time of prediction hap been "so drastically reduced,
it is ,not possible to make' any predictions.'

C. Coop is an amazing mixture of,ind'ividualS'and approaches./t's a program for youngsters'and adthlts, for rural andu1rban people, for educationalpurposes and placement
purposes, for community colleges, secondiry schools anduniversities,
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WACWEE Conference
Februarp-f3-1S, 1981

44.

Report by -*
Philip E. Johnson,Ph.D.

I. D. It continues to amaze me that despite the tremendous
implications for educatiOn and educational change
inherent in the cooperative education-experiential ,edu-
cation syndrome, that so few,people have any conceptual
sense of-what its potential might be. Coop is seen as
a simple vocational delivery system, a way to apply
one's classroom skills on the job. Very few Coop people
seem to have the conceptual background oriihe educational
rationale for 'a ba is and important look at Coop as an
educational movemen . Thus many Coop people are job
developers and hustlers rather than educators.

use

.

.-
.

E. One of my activities at the conference was to check
people out in terms of their possible se as outside
evaluators. I have several ideas.

F. A continuing theme throughout the conference was our
response to the proposed new government regulations.
Thegroup as a whole caucused apd came up with some
ideas which I think made sense.. In general the group
wished to limit the nature of regulations in the first
place, giving as much local option as possible, and in
particular. to obviate the requirement of four different
work experiences. They alid wished to share with ern-,
ployees,the 'insurance of safe working cohditions, and to
.allowmore program freedoth in a variety of other wpys.

G. The conference was characterized entirely by presenta-
tion4. It was not a workshop, but rather a series of
lectures, keynote speakers,
speakers

cheon speakers, dinnerr,speers and presenters in s aller groups. The major
resource, of the conference -those who were.participating--
had no opportunity other than the hospitality hours,coffee times, or other informal meetings to share infor-
mation with each other. This was a shau limitatiori
and as a result' of my casually mentioning this to the
person who had designed the conference, I wrote the
attached letter. 'She xrressed interest in workshopdesign in general, I responded.

There -was & heavy emphasis on the technical but not, ow.the conceptual. I also was aware thatNmost of the educa-
tional models presented and the ideas shared were much
more appropriate for use with children than with adults.,Malcolm Knowles' view .of adult education was apparently
igndred..

(

.60
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WACWEE,Conference
February 13-15, 1981

-3- - Report by -

P Philip E.Johnson, Ph.D. I

I. H. Throughout the.presenta&ions and conversations with
individuals 1.0t, seemed tome that these trends were
fo,rhcoming:

.

1. Simplified record keeping, fewer forms, less direct'supervision, and a broader view of the relationshipof the job to the ,academic program;

2. Despite the lack of a conceptual basis or rationale,there. is. an intuitive move in the direction of more'education, more connection with career educators'
iideas and less with the older, more limited, voca-
tional educational approaches..

3. There's appreciably more emphfsis on connections
with the placement area.withiX a college, s'o thatplacement in fact has the function of job develop-ment and even placement of coop students in several'instances. Communication'seemed to' improve amongthe'areas of colleges moving this way, andmore and
more placement and coop'are organizationally
together.

4. There is more emphasis on the classr000ftwroachrelating to the stUdent.- More materials are availa-ble, more teachers are speaking of the importanc of -the classroom, and other activities to help the
students internalize_their 'experiences and change
from "fill the jug" learnng.,,i There is an obviouslack of information, :however, on how to do thi's andwhat makes appropriate classroom techniques. Despitea vague intellectual commttment to experiential
learning, much of-the Wducation. gping on in the&Issroom is still of, a sharply didactic nature.

II. General Sess111110

A. After an introductory gdneral session and welcome byassorted officjals,. br.Dan Litchford spoke. His topicwas "the Bionic Attitude." his presentation was pureentertainment (of a somewhat mauginal nature), based onthe. word BIONIC standing lor ",relieve It Or Nol.1 Care."He had a rather hip -hip- hooray approach, including pas-sing out button's with the Word BIONIC on them, with* theadmonition that whoever too one had to use it to explainthat "I care."! He ended b playipg the guitar and sing-ing on the general theme o "Believe It'Or Not,-I Care."
Somehow, I didn't believe it.'

/hr
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WACWEE Conference
February 13-15, 1981

.

-4- Report by -

Philip E. Johnsoh, Ph.

II. B. The co-keynote speaker was Dr. Natasha Josefowitz,
Associate Professor/bf Management at San Diego S't'ate
University. She is tEeauthor of a new .book, entitled
Paths to Power: A Woman's Guide From First Job. to Top
Executive". Her theme was sexism on the.jeb, and she
spoke of the evils of sexism on die- job, how rotten menare in general, and what ought,to be done about it. Arather sere and humorless lady, she had so many factg
and figures that it became difficult to listen.

III. Small Group Sessions

A.
1

I attended one session, "Marketing Tips for New Coordina-
tors," presented- by Ms. Sharon Moore of Lane Community
College; Eugene, Oregon-. Lane seems to have an innova-. tive program directed by some outstanding pe,ople. Forthat matter, all of Oregon seems to have an excellentA approach in coop. Ms. Moore gave us a presentation
about he materials that she uses' and distributed samples.Rather than tips for new coordinators, 't was actuallytips for public-relations for your pro ram, ght,rela-tively useful. The materials included T-shirts, book
covers, book 'harks, flyers,. brochures, business cards,
notepads, a variety bf forms for recordkeeping, note-.cards, calendars, -maps of theschool, simplified training
agreements and other forms for-recordkeeping and handoutsof all sorts. ti

B. I attended- a' presentation by a husband and wife team fromCheyenne, Wyoming. She spoke of apild care programthat she had developed,'osing slides and ,explaining itin detail. It seemed to be an excellent program. Her
husband spoke of other general issues, involved in highschool coop, and despite some serious limitations
funding in the state of VYoming: described what see.thedto be aline program.

C. I started to attend one session led by pr. Smith .Of
BTighim Young-University about the joys and virtues ofteaching. .It turned out to be a straight lecture basedon .his clarmand extensive wisdom. So I left and attended
instead an excellent 'presentation by Mr. Tadd Derrick,
Director of Career Planning and Placement, Dixie College,St. George, Utah. His talk was entitled Career Planning,'
Cooperative Education and Placement in a Two Year.COmmu-nity College'. He described an. administratively excellent'

5'
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WACWEE Conference'
February 13-15, 1981

' .Report bx -
Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.

C. program, as I see it, with combined functions and
excellent communication andCooidination.
Maslow's hierarchy as a kind-of a model for caree.r',..
development, and i,ndicated how the-various careet,
elements, including cotrrrative education, works
together atTixie to support the student. A%andout
was included.,

.

y

D. An excellent preSzeillation was entitled "Scrambling: The
Worksfyl.e Revolution," by Elwood Chapman, Chaffey Co1A-
leke; California,` Thevauthor of SRA's booklet,.!'Your
Attitude is Showing" which I have used in past years,
Mr.-Chaptan has recently finished a book which will-be
available in the bbokstores in about 60 day, about
Scrambling and the Distinction between what he calls
scramblers-and stabilizers. He.described then' °two
types of people as different in general appreach to
workstyle and builtan impressive case for different
approacheS and programs, pased.on more support'dfor the
increasing numbers of scraMbler. He characterized them
much as follows:

gcramblers

Career Oriented
Self FirstL.
Risks Taking
Zig-Zag.Approach
Flexible
Always has "Pkan
Self Motivated
Turn Maslow Upside Down

B"

Stabilizers
)

Job & Organization Orienttd.
Play by Rules'
Dependable
Follow Through

\Predictable.
.

"Gets a Gold'Waich When His
,Time is Runnin Out"

His book might be most useful in considering implica-
tidns for training programs. People Seemed'to agree,
when I spoke fibm the audience,._ that it appeared t44at,
the itplication might be that we need to help people r-
learn to develop- more skill in temporary systems,-learn
to be pre flexible, learn to handle an4 indeed foster
changes, when stalili.ty is not available. That is, we
need to help people be better scramblers, not only at
work but in their, total life.

a I
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WACWEE Conferenc;
FebruaXy. 13-1S, 1981

r

IV. Implications for Pima

Athough_there are many iMpl-ications.there is an overriding
concept th.at we-might deal with'more and that is
a partial fe0Tganizati* of coop at*_PiMa inclUdin the
following elements, allj of. 4h4,,,ch weeeliddressed at. least

.

A
fit

-6- Report by -
Philip E. Jillinson, P.D.

to .a certain .extent at 'the coribrence:
C

4 . .

..?;'. . .A. ,A larger number and a change in oursintended clientele.
Instead of dealing mer,ely)wiiit the .traditional voca-
tional student, we could work with_all students as

. , our Liberal Nrf's, program is now ,allowing u -dos .to:
B. We might deal less intensively with a', larger number.4,-. Since coop was:developed initially in working with'

. . ,,A younger students, pailtiOularly with, university and
lighschgel students, more intensi.tywas in order.
With community col'lege stu'dents, heijiever; it seems that
the reverse is true. Our .emphasis might be increasinglyon the olatssroom experience, helping-studentS to-process
out their wbrIcand life experiences into learning.

.
.Q. . .C. We shouldprobably be less into individual evaluation,

less into'record keeping and form use ,in geheral,"less
into connections with the indiiidua1 ployer, and
more'imto a student-centered cross be ween aclassroom
approach and a,e-e'unseling b.pproaCh.

D. We might depend more an a placement'agency Wthin the
. . .

college for job development and ptudent pl ement, use
more existing jobs rather than specially found jobs ./ since many, of our students.:alregdy'cetme to' us that way,
ariaemphasize more of the educational rather thanle.

A .vocatios naf aspects of-the coop program.
. ,

E: We.. miOt 'increasingly see Coop as a reasotableavqnue
- for:106Wiate kinds of educational reform--both in

.

it.; "r-aq '

o'.: 41' the'-'COSSiom and in the job position: We xljeght for
examplec,,use Coop;to help us move in the direction of
mo -re.basiei in the classroom, with more actual skill
develOpment, the content of. the job, on th %'job, rather...-$,.. ,.-than thtassroom..4\- .'

1
F. We might bompLilp.-with a more'appropriate division of

labor and th4g specialization within'the Coop program,
some coordinators emphasizirig the classroom, some the
placement/job development, some the coordination visits.

ea I

e
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COOPERATJVE EDUCATION AND THE LIBERAL'ARTS:
A TRAINING WORKSHOP

Sponsored by The Rocky Mountain Center
fOr.Cooperative,Education.

1981
Denvet, Colorado

. Report by
Philip E. Johnson, Ph.U..
'Pima Community College

Tucson, Arizona

The following materia:1 is a report of a two-day conferencewhich I attended, concerned with Coop-and the Liberal Arts. Itwas much more useful then mot) such conferences,land I am verypleased that I was able to attend. I learned much, clarified
many ideas, andsI think contributed to °others learning as well.Thse following comments are distilled, in no particClar orderfrom both days of the wovkshop.

After, the initial registration and an introduction of the con-sultants and participants, by Dick Gritz, who is Director ofThe Roc,ky Mountain Center, a presentation was given by Mr. James
Bernuth, Direcvor of Coop at Metropolitan State..College in Denver.His topic was 'Principles 'and Issues in Developing A CooperativeEducatiob Program in the Liberal Arts and Sciences." He madethese general points:

.t
. It is crucial to.46evelop program goals, both on behalf of
, the student and the nstitutiori.

I

4k

. Student outcomesmight be interms of academic, career orpersonal issues.

. fi is import-ant that Coop fits into the mission of the
college;

. Consider the faculty - their credentials, the institutions
they came from, their attitudeS,, their level pf involvement.

. Consider.)employe rs. I.
1 °

.
. Coop is labor intensive and therefore very expensive.

,,,

,: ,
.. .

.
. Program design - Work experi.ence is only-one pert; don't'
forget recruitment' Counseling,' personal grow-tN'cand overalllearning. . ,.,

.4.
ti

L

°
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Coop Ed 4 The LTblArts:
A Training,Workshop
March 26-2/, 1981

Sourp programs, have pre-placement program. Placement'should include ge ng the student involved and exposed tothe competitive rocess, not getting a job for him.

. Questions to onsider include parallel versus alternating,
volunteer versus paid, when / student starts Coop in termsof his/her program at the college', credentialing existingstudent jobs,, provision of credit and many others.

. We should remember that extensive personal growth results.from Coop when we talk a,bout credit.

/ a

Report by
Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.

. Support groups-andeconstituencies include students, faculty
` and administration .1

Try Making connections with internships.

Involve administrators; develop brOad .objectives.

-The next presenter was Dick Gritz, Whose topics were, "AcquiringFaculty and Adminthrati.ve Support, and "Curriculum Modifications.To Maintain Academic Quality." A summary of his tslk was given cas a .handout (attached). The points he mentioned included:

Programs fail becauseof lack'of chief administrator's
support. The next most frequent cause of failure is lack
of-faculty support. We need to prove that,the program is
educationally

T..Coop programs are expensive to operate since they are laboN
intensive and require dollars for secretaries, travel andother necessary expenses.

. The program must be flexible ict terms of the Tklevancy ofthe job.

. Centralized programs are generally more effective.

. Students learn not so much from the job as from the environ-ment of the job.

. Typically one-eighth of graduation credit hours can be Coop.
Most programs have more than the maximum of twelve, whichwe offer.

. It's important for the-student'to know how the Coop'program
fits into_his/Nex-needs-im-te-ris-oi-cuTriculum, time ), 4scheduling, etc..
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Coop Ed & The Lib. Arts:
A Training Wotkshop
March 26-27, 1981

'Report by
Phi-lip E. Johnsoki, yh.D.

,After Mr. Gritz, Jim Bernuth returned with the topic, "JobDevelopment: What Are The Appropriate Placements for LiberalArts Students?"
,

He emphasized that it is important to maintain and serviceemployers. The first step is to identify competencies availableon thkgart of Liberal Arts students - what skills they have,both 'technical and conceptual. Useful job descri,ptimns can beavailable from industry personnel offices, training- and develop-
.

,.,ment people, ASTD and Coop alumni. Inform the prospective
.employer about the educalkional aspects of the program. Emphasizewhat services u are ofr%ring. Use your vocational employersfor leads to jobs in liberal arts programs. Leads, for liberal( arts programs include the federal g'Overnment, state government,non - profit corporations,

environmental groups, eommunity,develop-ment programs and other similar agencies. 'A language studentmight use a meeting d greetingService. The Chamber of Compercecan be useful; placement with law firms can_be,excellent. (At
,,
Chellieketa Community in' Iugene,,,,Oregon, 1300, supervisors in thecommunity each year get certificates for being "field faculty:" Abreakfast for all of them is:'scheduledtjust prior to the annualcollege budget vote.\ --. 4'

The third speaker of the day
an The Role of the Liberal Arts

aay was Midge Houck-Uowery with the topic,"DocuMentation of Learning
Coordinator." I had considere Ms. Houck-Lowery as a pdssible

(1\1.

evaluator of our program because she seemed extremely competent,but hayscratched the Idea. She seems to personify adver'aryrelat.bnships, is quick to give advice, talks better than sheliitens, and is poWerfully hierarchical. Her program at Chemeketa,although with an excellent reputation and veryelarge, is theessence of tight control. If she had a bumper sticker pn her carit would read: "Everything Not Required is Styictly Prohibited."She has a six week re-exploratoxy prograM, palticularly for 0younger students.'` It deals heavily with "learning. objectives,which are tigtalrformalized., In the Liberal Arts program, she.,says, "It's iillsortant,to
document learning in order to have credi-bility with the Liberal Arts fac'ulty." The seminar is apparentlyonly e light touch., She allows "her people", the teachers, fiveoptions, but all are in terms of how time is,used. They use anextensive and amazingly complete handbook. She spoke of theimport'ance of legal ifiRlications in Coop, (perhaps because theyhave a number of giiev-anceS on file through the Oregon EducationAssociatidn) She provides a minimumsof two And a maximum ofthree students for each interview. ghe requires a minimum ofthree and a maximum of four objectives. (The term objective isintended to include activities and methods of evaluation.) The
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. Coop Ed E/The Lib. Arts:
A ,Training Workshop
.March ,26-27,:1981 A

.

Report by
Philip E. Johnson, P.h.D.

o
1

s

.
. .Aeminar is ten sessionsoper quarter, andJmight include specificcontent. like how to weld. /She said with pride that their -FTEcost is about $895 and Per each they get reimbursed $1600 fr,omthe state. XI thought it strange that one level of governmentspends its energy beating another level of government out ofdollars.)

Overall,the workshop was fine and the feaders,'including Ms.HOuck-lowery, were excellent. My- evaluation to them includedthe idea that compared to other coop workshops, this one was
outstanding.

(But remember the lady wfio was asked, "How-is-your husband?" andwhb replied,, "Compared to what?")

PEJ/sk
1

40.
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WHAT IS CO-OP?
Cooperative Education is a program
which connects the student's academic
undertaking with the real world of work.
Students are helped to find part-time jobs
in their field and to incorporate their job
experience into the learning they are
doing in the classroom.
A number of seminars are offered to help
the student begin or continue a more
fulfilling worklifer to be able to make early
and effective career decisions and
perhaps, to re-enter the world of work
after years as a homemaker. These
activities allow the student to respond
positively to the interviewer's question:
"Do you (lave anywork experience?"

CO-OP IN THE LIBERAL ARTS
° For the first time, as the result of a recent

grant, Pima College is permitted to offer
cooperative training to all students,
including those in the liberal arts, who
were formerly'excluded from eligibility.

23.E

0

HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS
Any Pima College student is eligible.
Simply register for the three credit course,
Cooperative Education CED 198 or CED
199. Look for the special sections that are
established for the Liberal Arts program.
Registration is kept open almost all
semester.

If you have a job in your academic field, it
can be the experiential bate for your co-
op program. If you don't, the co-op staff
can help you find an appropriate job or
volunteer experience. ,

The two basic ,facts of the program are
your job and the related class seminar.
THE JOB - You should have, or be
interested in having, ajob of at least 15
hours'per week in a field related, to your
Career goal and academic program, a
Substantialeperience that you have
determined is relevant for you.
THE CLASS - You will be expected to
attend a two hour weekly seminar which
meets one half the semester. The seminar
is a series of workshops based on your
needs and dealing with issues like finding
a job and 'keeping it, human relations on
the job, job and career planning; in short, .

how to makeAur lifetime of work
experience more rewarding.

416

V.

WHO SHOULD ENROLL IN CO-OP
IN THE LIBERAL ARTS

* Are you interested:in:
learning how to interview
successfully for jobs;
preparing an effective pertonal
resume;

planning your academic and
professional career;

learning how to relate more
effectively on the job;
finding more personal fulfillment in
the world of work?

* Do you want to:
earn while you learn;

put classroom theories into practice;
explore your career goals now
before committing yourself;
increase your self-confidence?

If you answered "yes" to any of the
above questions, then call 884-6541

MI%

6.10.
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News 3
September 9, 1981/Aztec Press

et

Pima Plugs & Clubs
Pima Plugs and Club is a regular feature of the Aztec Press. The deadline for all
information is the Wednesday before a new issue. An information received dem thee
day cannot be included.

The Cooperative Education program is offering some jobs for Co-op strdentsat
IBM. The jobs which pay about S4 per hour arc in a variety of flelds,,For more.
information on the jobs and Incoming a cooperative education student call Ed
Johnson or Suzanne Konic, 884-6541 at the Downtown Campus.
West Campus Inter-Club Council will meet Wednesday Sept:9, atil 1.30 a.m.: the
liniheon will IA an hour. It is open to representatives and advisers of all West
Campus clubs.'

r,
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Bright Spot for Liberal Arts
Does the liberal arts graduate have a
bright spot in,the working world?

Traditionally. there's been a distinction
between vocational and liberal arts stu-
dents Often liberal arts graduates find
themselves in the position of having to
convince employers that their education
has given them necessary skills in
problem-solving and human relations'

Over the next year. cooperative education
coordinator Ed Johnson vvilrtry to translate-
those types of skills for local emproyers
and help liberal arts students del, lop
practical experiencebefore graduating..

Johnson is the coordinator of a federally
funded grant of $54.315 to expand the
*liege's cooperative education program
to serve liberal arts students Once a
student and an employer are matched. the
employer can then train the student in 4
skills needed for a specificjob,Johnson

, Said
In Pirna'sl000p program, students work!
pert-time or-full-time for cooperating
employers and also lake a special course
that helps them link clas corn learning
and learning from lob fence "A lot of/ people don't get into the cycle of how can I
do something better the next lime-
Johnson said He calls his approach to
12arn,ing "educational reform

at.

-0

0
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PCC expands co-op education
with six liberal arts instructors

The Pima College Cooperative Education
programbas been expanded this semester
to Include the liberal ikrts programs.

'Traditionally, cooperative education
has only been offered to vocational educa-
tion students,' Ed Johnson, Downtown
campus coo perattye education nteacherico-
ordinator. 'Now any PCC student can en-
roll In the cooperative education program,'
he said.

Three years ago, Dave Ebert, Downtown
Campus education teachericoordinator.,
drafted a plan for funding of a liberal arts)
cooperative education program by the U.S.
Department of Education. It was rejected,
Johnson said.

He said a second proposal was sent to the
U.S. Department of Education last /ear,
and this time It was approved.

There are six liberal art program instruc-
tors involved with the new progrim, John-
son said. They are Ernie, Oppenheimer,
Larry Thompson; Beverly Moore, Mary,,,
Memedova, Dave. Stephen, and JoAnn
Little. 'We are trying to recruit studenta,
for the classes,' Johnson said.

'The basic purpose of 'cooperative
education is to connect the academic world
with work, Johnson said.

239

.

He said the cooperative education, pro-
gram not only edutates students but' glad
helps them to learn.

Cooperative education classes try to get
people into the lob cycle, Johnson siltda
Classes also teach job-planning, career
planning and life-planning.

1
Cooperative education is not, however. a

placement service, though some students
are placed in Jobs, Johnson said.

There are -about 400 students enrolled in
PCC cooperative education classesa
son said. Theaters 30 students enrolled In
the PCC liberal artaicooperatIve eduWion
classes. 'Nationally, there are 800commu-
rilty colleges which offer caperativeeedu-
cation clam*" he added.

A numbs
.te.
r of students have expressed en

interest,in the liberal arts/cooperatizeedu-
cation classes, Johnson said. 'There seems
to be a lot of interest; we are pleased"with'
it,' Johnson added.
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ROle Description

iitiTENTEMSIA7

Role Description for,
Job Developers

Cooperative Education/Liberal A
Part-time Faculty Job -Developer ,

The following activities are expected of the, part-time jobdevelopers in the Cooperative Education/Liberal Arts program.The individual§ selected are to be full-time Pima College
.faculty members in a Liberal Arts or Arts Sciencejield, andare accoui able for this program to the'Director of,the Coop/Liberal. ts Program.

1-. Job Development

A'. The job developers will make regular contact with
employers or potential employers in the Tucson/Pima
Countx community as well as ,rat'i'onally, to discover 0existing full-tide or part-time openings suitable.forliberal arts students, and also to encourage employers
to create such jobs. Infprmation about specific
openings should be recorded 'on the appropriate form
(copy attached) and -forwarded to the Coop/Liberal Artsoffice. ,

B. The 'job developers will establishleneral contact
with'business agencie's, locally and nationally, so

, that prospective, employers who do not have any open-'
ing's currently., will call on us for student employeeswheno'an opening occurs in the future.

4
2. Studeint Recruitment \\,

The, job developers wi .communicate information about the ,:Coop/Liberal Art4opro ram to student's in their own clhsses:
.% .

sty .visiting colleague' clas"ses, and by other means, and,9 suggest, that interestekstudents:register in the approL..

-priate section. Information about student's who are look-.

ing or jobs -'.s to be recorded on the appropriate form
(pDpy-attached) and forwarded to the Coop/Liberal Arts .

.- office:
.

.

3.

#

Faculty .Relations
er

The job deliel6nrs will inform their colleague's of the
nature. of the-program and enlist, their support in finding:jobs and recruiting students.

S
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Rble-Deseripti.On
Cooperative Ed/Libtral,Arts
Part -time Faculty Job Developer

PEJ /sk

Reporting

4`

F

,

The jot.developer will submit a report, using the attached
form, every two.we.eks

, to 'the Coop/Liberal Arts office.41

-4

March 12, 1981
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Minutes

First Meeting
-Cboperative Ed - Liberal Arts St.. _

FrAay, January 23rd, l013 a.m.
"'Downtown Campus Room 24

et",
4,

Sample Minutes of Job
Development Meetings

Those-Present:

les ->
Ed Johnson
JoAnn Little
Mary Memedova
Beveraly Moore'

Daie Stephen
Larry Thompson .

Suzanne Konic

We discussed at length he preferred method of payment for
, both the interim RPA on whichtwe ate now operating,- a's will asthd spring semester. There are apparently no options' fok thebetween- semester one. It will be one extra check, with an -unfortunately latge income tax deduction', because e,'computerdoesn't know that that's not all your getti.rig -paid

For the spripg semester, there were different views as to howpeople would like to be paid": and Ed, agreed to make'every
attempt t4 Alit each individual's needs.. e;

2. .Ed announced that up to $900 available for' each of the. .five pills one''additio'naq person for the spring .semester: This- .-would Amount-to eighteen iota], days of works at $50_per'-day, or6 qs' approximately, onedhy ppr week for the 'semeste'r: All of those-;q-etending,expre'ssed interest in continuing with'tIce program:

A Ihrieey6:1?f issues ,wereAei cussed 'including, the foflowing.-
,

'i41111
6 i7 , ,.s

0 o y,',., . _.i., ,
,p,

.(a).Arrange'fo-H4Vrthe pr 1=81..ft ilicow that the two Liberal4 -Arts co6p%clasS.esare en-.a1105emester;

(b) Draft a brochure oio.inSormokiop on the'Cqop'.Libeal Arts
.program for review at,theqtext meeting; . ,

i ., ,__OC,(c.) Look into the U of A°Co,pp4ptogram, f(1.< any coordination
possibilities; JoAnn agretd-.tb fled', and we'll contact the
'person when we discoverw6 if '1s; ,

. .r ,.. , \, . ,
, .

. .(d) Contact Racquet &oldsmith.Obilt fife experienck with rAgks-
tratign procedures wheieby-course1 are cross listed 'atboth sPima and the UT4versitY.; ,t, ', \4.

..
1.1

' . . ,. '4. The job developers-should'keeptrac*of
their .mileage 'records.-

and give to Suzanne for, submission for reimbui7sement:'
4

. ,
.

.- S. For long distance,'prograM orelted ;61tphone calls, you may . -

use 184-6879. go aware that some - phones do not have long dis-
tance capabilities.

. ,
.

4
Continued:-

.,-



Minutes - Coop Ed.tibArts Stafff...Meeting . Page 21/2181 - DTC tporn'124

...

6. 'Ed.announced that-his contacts with Senator DiConcini's' officeand Congressman Udall, ?s office resulted in the possiblity of /
internship programs in various avas which look yes.): useful.Please refer interested students to-Ed or Suzanne (ext. 6541)%

1 ,

/7. Are Evans might A interested in a volunteer stud t as an

.

intern in connection with his own legislative activities forthe ,cpllege
%a,

. Ed announced that in order to take the.Cooperative Educationclass, the student-should be also taking three other creditsinhis field, The' job.-experience should be at least fifteenhours a week. The general criterion for job relevance is interms of the student's 'terms; isthe job relevant anda
valuabae expeqence in his field of st-udy'- as, the student
defines relevance?

6Ed discussed the nature of the seminar-he teaches and his
willingness to, teach it on the other campuses,-at.. special timesset up for the,students' convenience.

9.1 The possiblity of variable credit far the course Was discussed'and EA will look into it withiDean Macon,

10. The usefulness of business-cards was discussed and Ed will look'in'to their possibility.

11. During. the week Ed gill call Morris,LBrown, our Program Officerfor. the Office of Education 161hingtonto let him knowwhat we are up to and to begin the process ofAngenderingsupport for refunding the projeci.
.

12. Each of the Faculty J-ob Developers thinymade a brief report' /about the nature of their activities between semesters and todate.,

(a) Mary Memeddva is.makini contact with Dr. Eric at. the U of A,
State Legislative Intern, about the program, and will be
*attending a program in Sacramento on the Western Conferenceof Social Sciences. She announce our program and willask about ideas. Mary also suggested a possibility of a'
Cooperative ih Liberal Arts workshopat Pima, and Ed agreed
to undertakd some planning. The workshop should have pro-

. fepronal growth points available for the faCulty develop-_

ment participants, as well asother participants"

t-

,
2 4 3
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Minutes- Coop Ed.Lib.Arts Staff Meeting
1/23/81 - DTC Room' 124

f

Page 3

12. (b) Dave Stephen then described the Pima program as_the first.7

in the country in the field of archaeologyland is nowrecognized as repository'for artifacts. He described.the environmental protection law,and its impact, and will beworking with st'ate and federal level people, finding jobs,and placing sApdents who are interested in field archae-ology as well as other areas.

(c.) Larry Thompson, writing teacher, deScribed the contacts hehad made with journalism teacher-s- and others in letting
them'know about the projects and discovering possible jobs.

(d Jo Ann Little asked about a'potential problem V the time
span between when a Student needs a job,' and when a busi-ness needs an employee. She spoke of'several possibiltiesincluding a'job with the Framers Gallery, and one as areceptionist in a health spa. She also asked about a

.

4
resume typing service and Ed agreed to check out the possi;bility of word processors and a cmputer-oriented arrange-ment for resume storage with karry Victor.

Att

(e) Beveraly Moore discussed the possibilities of buying andselling antique books, often ks a volunteer, and in -libraryresearch work, which she is investigating.

Reminder:
The next meeting of the Coop Ed. Liberal Arts Staff will beon Friday, January 30, 11:00 a.m., at the East Education

'Tenter, ROCIA1 105.

Fridays at 11:00 a.m.t. and will rotatethetween the threecampuses.

These meetings will lilitsequently be held bi-weekly, qn

Distribution:
..

4,.-- Coop Ed Lib.Arts Staff: Jo Ann Little Ernest Oppenheimer
Kary Memedova. Dave Stephen..

Beverly More Larry Thompson
, . ,

' cc Arnie Davidson - SI.Janies- Manilla.'
Jack Fuller Jim Martin

. Chuck. Macon
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..)Minutes

Coop Liberal Arts Staff Meeting0
Friday, January 30, 11:00 a.m,
East Education Center Room 10S

Recorded%by Ed Johnson

Those Present: Jo Ann Little
Mary Memedova
.,Ed Johnson

Suzanne Konic

Not Present: Beverley Moore
Ernie Oppenheimer
Dave Stephen'
Lafry Thompson

1. Ed checked with those pre'sent ab-Out their choices for paymerit1 , for the spring semester. Some prefer an RPA, some an' over-load ,contract. Ed will try to suit eac11,..per.son, but it wasnoted that the college is moving toward the use of overloadcredit, only for actual teaching, thus PPG's might be the,.only option.

2. Ed described a draft afddit Coop Liberal Arts Program Brochureand agreed. to sen a Araft to members qf the group prior to. the next Coop Liberal. Arts Staff meeting, for finalizing atthat time.

Jo Ann raised the question of including information on thecoordination of the Coop programs at the University and Pima,as well as the possibility of cross- listing the courses\ Edfelt that this-was going to be a long term 'proceis and so weshould not expect to include it on the current b oclittre_ Heand Jo Ann will discuss it with the Director of Coop at theUniversity, with whom they have an appointmdnt.

3. Ed.presented information regarding the Internship Program withMr. Tarazon, of Senator DeConcini's office. Mary had requestedspecific information. There are two types of activitiesvolved:
a) Legislative Research
b) Constituent Casework

Interested students should contact Ed or Mary for details. f

. 4. Ed asked about the best means o f communication to find studentson the West and East Campuses so that he can schedule therented- classes, at their conveRience on their campus? MarY,will try to find the EEC students.
.

S.- 'Ed asked about information-to be included on the bisinesscards.. We settled on the usual college data, plus,the :fatuitystaff name and "Cooperative Education in Liberal ktts Program."Suzanne will scall\those'not attending to get apprOpriafe phonenumbers. 7.0

245
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Minutes -.Coop Lib.Arts staff Meeting
4/.0/81 - EEC Room OS

6: Ed asked each job developer person to keep track ofitheirown mileage and submit, preferably monthly, t zanne. -
s7. Mary is attempting to contact. Dr. Erich .at th4e..Ur6.:ferg'ityArizona, regarding their internship' prograC) The'seleetionprocess for Legislative

Intexnships begins in September andand lasts until November and the Internshi4p per °iod is Januarythrough April. Mary would like to see some advertisingflyers posted.

8. Ed mentioneti, in response fo a.question from .J.o Ann, that Coopclasses are not normally offeredin th'e summer, but thatcredit can he provid0 for working in coop-related jobs on a,retroactive basis.

'9,, Ed anpounced,thaf he had been interviewed by an Aztec reporter,and we wilt soon have an article published on the Coop/Libef-alArts Program.

*Mary infoymed everyone t71a1.ttr-parallel
publication for theEast Campus -is the "Eastsider" and is published only Once atsemeSter. She'll call Mike Sita to see if we can have a noticeor article printed.

10."Ed will follow up with Susan Fincke about i,nforMitioninthecity press. Also, an article about our progiSm will appear inLinkage, a national community college newsletter- published bythe Kellogg Foundation.
.

fl. Mary suggested again that a PPG workshop Fou facet/ he con-ducted mid- semester. We established a tentative date fo.,r,,thefirst, week in April. Ed will draft a plan for the next meetingand will contact Jim Kluger about PRG

12. Ed described three forms he' an d Suzanifb hays 'drafte d for jobdevelopment record keeping:

a) Job Opening Form
b)' Student Available' for' Employment Formc), Faculty Job DeveLop.ment Report Form

' Drafts of the forms are attached herewith, for review andfinalizing at our next meeting.

13. Ed asked the Staff if it would be helpful to .;them:eor.hm to

-

.
.

write -up job descriptions
- with a unanimous pos.kIttirt.p

response.
4,14. Ed has a call into 1,8M, to check on the possibirity oT liberal.,arts type jobs.



.. a

' Minutes - Coop Lib. Arts Staff Meeting.1/30q1 - 'EEC Room 1'05

el
1S.- .Ernie Oppenheimer, 'of the Psychology Department, has been

.

Page 3

'.N . added to the Job'Development Staff..

.

.
.

%,--.
1- .

.lfi. In view of todaes absences, itwas decided that abetter
..,meeing4ai might Se fount. Suzanne will check with all cow-

a 4

c e r n 0 nd everyone will be notified.
t

a\

* Mary notified Suzanne on Feb. 4 that theNastsider" newsletterhas -not rpfuded and so is no longer being' printed.

O

'PE,J,Vsk

Distribution:
Coop Lib. Arts StaA#:' Jo Ann Little

Mary Memedova'
Beverley Moore

Cc: Arnie. Davidson
Dave Ebelit°
Jack Fuller
fiuck Macon
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Dive Stephen
Larry Thompson

S. James Manill,
Jim Martin
Betty Wallis



Position

JOB pPENING FORM

Coop Education in Liberal Arts
fli

Name of Business

Contact Person

'Phone No.
I.

Location or
Address

,0

Qualifications Desired:

.Action Taken:

Additional Information:

0

Date Infor-
matibn Taken

InforMation
Taken By

Salarc, Range or
1,/olunteer.Basis

Hours

Permanent or Temp.

4

5)

V

"'

,

,



Name of Student

'F 0 R M
,

Student Available for Employment

Coop Education in -Liberal Arts.

Intake Date
.

SS#
By

'Phone No`
Referred by,

Registered in Coop?
,Coop Coordinator''.

9

Looking ,for

Looking for type job

O

Job Experience p

Nrsiweek

Field of Aeadenvic Study

LOOking for Salary -Ra-n.ge

Wilting tq -do valunt%eer work

o

Action Taken:

Additional' Inforcatial:
. - .

s.

A 249



r,

Business Contacted:

Contact Person:

FACULTY JOB DEVELOPMENT
4 .

-REPORt FORM

Phone No:

Date

JOO dpening-:

44.

Results:

2 0

Business Contacted:

Contact Person:

A Phone No.

' *Job dpening

Date

Business Contacted

:%CDntact Person

Phone No.

Job Opening'

Date

T

Other Activities:
.

?so

I 50
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. Minutes..

COOP LIBERAL ARTSSTAFF MEETING
Tuesday, February 24, 1981, 3:00' P.M.

Downtown Campus CC-124
Recoided by Ed Johnson

Those Present: Jo Ann Little
Mary Memedova
Beverley; Moore

Not Present: Ernie OppenheiMer.

-

Dave Ste -Hi-eft--

Larry ThoTpson
Ed Johnson
Suzanne Konic

41F

APPENDIX D

.,.1. The printing of business cards was ckiceussed and Suzanne willproceed.
I

2. The draft brochure, sent with ,2/.1.3 memo, was reviewed. Larry
. presented his redaft and Suzanne will type into brochure

form (copy attached), for final review at our 3/24 meeting.

,'3. The West Campus Coop seminars with Ed began on Monday March 2,and will continue on'alterliate,MOndaysat 5 :00 p.m. The_, 4
contact person on the West Campus is Ernie Oppenheimer'(X6030).The East Education Centel- Coop seminars tkizh Edbegan.Wedsnes-day, Ma'rch 4 'and will continue on alternate Wednesdays. Thecontact person on the East, Campus is,Mickey Swazey-

4. Attached is the job descrijoeion-of the job developer role
for review at ouro next meetingA

The job development forms wexe rekkewed (Job Gpenings, StudentsAtaildable and Faculty Reports) and all were approved by the.
staff, .for printing. 'Suzanne will send a supply of the
finalized forms to the Staff. tb"'

V

Copies of the WACWEE Conference'Report have been sent to the Staff.

7. Mary, noted that it would be a good idea fOr all of the Staff
to have copies of the Almt Report on Cooperative Education inLiberal Arts.

**

8 Ed viiited,IBM and announced that'we now hake a direct connec-
tion with Mr. Rick Powell. He notod,that students shouldbeinformq that if they get a Coq job, there is no guarantee
that it'will be-a permanent job. Coop jobs have a maximum oftwo semesters per student.

251
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P Minutes Coop'Lib.Aris Staff Mtg.
2/24/81 -.DTC CC-124 Page 2'

9. Ed worted on hiS and Jo Ann's4visit to Frank Bonneville,
Coop Education in Liberal Arts at the University of Arizbna.
Bonneville referred him to Cindy Johnson, the Director ofPait -time Placement

Program, a..1.----tire---thriversity, with whomhe also visited. Cindy is in part-time job - placement. Shewill remember us when they know of available jobs.,

10. The possibility of 'cross listing Coop at Pima and theU. of A. is/4*ot possible, since Coop at the University does
11.0t carry credikt.

.xl
11 'Mary Anounced that she isworkingno getting studen ts jobsi with the City of Tucson. Also Nhe has arranged for a paidposition with a law, firm for a- law student,.available after-May 1.

Mary also said that there may be an opening with the Tucson
Strings Organization if there is money left over in their.budget. The position is semlemanagerial, for a fine arts ormusic student, to manage spri.ng Yours.

12. Jo Ann expressed sope frustration. she was experienc ing isnot finding jobs 'an4, studentsimultaneously. She sentstydentCs) to a job at, the Framer's Gallery, but never heard :frdm either the student or,tJle Gallery. The same is true fora law clerk job. -The lque,stion.of resft.nsibiiity for. feedbackand,follow-up was discusse0:. Jo Ailn said she,woubd checkwith tivt Framer,'s Gallery.

13. Marry raised the'ci uestion Ppoutposs ible connections for us,with,the Pima Placement Office.*
4

PEJ/sk

4.

Distr4tionk r
4 '

41.

'Coop Liberal Arts Staff: Ja, Ann.tittd'e °Ernie Oppenheimer
Mary Memidova, ,Dave Stephen .4

. Beverley Moore Carry Thompson.
. -

cc:
*it

Kipie Davidsbn S. James Manilla
Dave Ebert . .k...iim Martin
Jac* Fuller Betty Wallis
Chuck Macon Evaluation File
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WHAT IS COOP?

C Operative Education is a
gram which connects the

_student's academic undertaktng
with re the real world of work.
Students are helped to fin*
,part-time jobs in their field
and to incorporate their job

-) experience,into the learning
they are 'doing'in the class-

- eroop:.,

.

A number of seminars are offered
to help the student begin-or
continue a more fulfilling. work-
life, to be able to-make early
and effective career decisions,
and, perhaps1 to re-enter the
world .of work after years as
a homemaker. These activities
allow the student to respond
positively.'to the interviewer's*
question: "Do you have any
work experience?"

-COOP IN THE LIBERAL ARTS

For the firsCtitie, as the
result of a recent grant, Pima
College i;,permitted to offer
cooperative training to all
studenti.L-including.those in
th§ liberal arts, who were

formerly exclUded from
eligibility.-

4

,

HOW-THE PROGRAM WORKS
V

Any Pima College student i8
eligible,. Simply register- for
the three sredit course,
Cooperativ4, Education CED 198 ,

or CED 199. look'fCir the Special'
sectio s at are established
for the Liberal Arts program.
Registration is kept open almost
all semester.

If you tial>eta job in your

academic field, it can be the
experiential base for your
coop program. If you don't
the coop'staff can help you
find an appropriate job or
volunteer experience.

The two basic facts of the
program:are your job and the
related-class seminar.

THE JOB--You should havejor be
interested in having - A/job
of at least 15 hours per week
in a field related,to your
career goal-andacademio program
a substantial,fxperience that
you. ?lave determined. is relevant

for you..

THE CLAS-LYou will be expected
to attend a two hour 'we ly
seminar which wets one half
the semester. _The seminar is
a series of workshops, based on

' your needs and dealing with .

,issues like finding a job and
keeping it, human relations Oft
the,job,job and career planning
in short, how to.make your life-
time of work experience more
rewarding.

4.4

WHO SHOULD ENROLL INICOOP
IN THE LIBERAL ARTS?

* If you are interested in:

- Learning how to interview
successfully for jobs;

Preparing an effective,
personal resume;

Planning your academic
and professional career;

Learning how to relate
more effectively on the
job;

- Finding more personal
fulfillment in he world
of work.

.

* If you want to:

Earn while you learn; ,

- Put classroom theories
into practice;

- Explore your career
goals nowbefore Commit-
ting yourself;

- .Increase your self-
.4onfidence.

If you answered "yes" to
any.of the above questions
then call
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(7PE:tiDIX DMinutes *

,
. ,..

-, -COO LIBERAL ARTS ,STAFF ME-EITIRG: l

* Tuesday; March .24, r§81, 4:00.07M.
East Edlication Cen:ter Room #103

Recordea by Ea; Johnson \
.

1

. ei,t
1:-:-.Those Present: -Ed Johnson ,:., .-44,1ot Prcent: Jo Ann Littlet ,

Mar-ie-Melne4034 . Sti-ValtfteKtrrri-c--
Beverley Moore _ .,-,

, Dave Stepheh
--Ernie'Oppenhdimelr . Larry Thomps'om

O

1. dpd. eiplai e that the business:cardsprinting o*der had `been
sent in, and .as q.4,11.as...the cards - arrive -they will be for-

.8a4warded. . .

. .

/ A2. We looked -over .tile draft brochure and agreed to `go dhead withprintihg. . , . .

,
,...e. ' °

3. Ed mentioned ,again theini,r;' tha, wei%.e.being taught on
.

,the three campuses and that,an'A stu, tits are ,welcome. 'Theyare as f011owsi ,. %
. .

.

, -t..

Monday
,

- 5:00 .--'.6,: 30 -p .m. - West Ca'mptis . ,

'5

Wednesday - 2:00 » p:m. East Education Cntr.r.

Thursday. - 1:10 - 3:00 p.m. - Downtown Campus'

.4. The Faculty J6b Developer description was tccepted as Ed had
written it. A copy is ,attached.

Ed.distributed several copies of the Alma College Liberal
Arts Coop report: a's Mary had suggested.

Ed emiihasized the importance of record keeping'-and asked-thateveryone, now'that the report forms are available, go back
through their, records and tryto subMit forms listing every
contact that they. have made - personal, by phone or other-
wise - for our evaluation procedures.

7. - Ed'aAnounced that,he would. be sending another memo to the
`Liberal Arts faculty, for the general intent of improved

',public relations, this time with an emphasis on what-goes onits the ,,related classes (copy attached).

'8. We'discusscd the ddea"that Mary, originally presented, for a
workshop/presentation' of some sort for the Liberal Artsfaculty. We settled on a tentatisve-date of Friday, April 24,with a luncheon, to be; paid for by the program if possible,and ,followe lira brief presentation and perhaps some smallgroups. ary sill check out the possibilip, of a speaket

40f

25fl°
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Minufis-Coop Lib.A...rets Staff
March 24; 1981 - EEC Rm-'l03

Page 2

8. to be available on a tonsulting basis from Alma College,
and Ed will look into arrangements for"a facility.' Possible'
places include the Arizona inn; the'Redwood, S a hetti

ree :ar an t e Temple of Music and Art.

0

9.. A few suggestions were made:
. T,hat'the GED classes be informed of the availability
of the Coop program at Pima CTege so,tha wh%n
those people become Pima stUde is they' will know.
about it;

%
. That students in Han Oyama's retirement program
be informed.

10. We discussed the job. openings for students,: tecl4ni,.ques for,
job development and some or the difficulties being encoun-
.tered.

t -
.

.

..

11. Our next meeting w ,Ul be 4:00 p.m.; Tuesday, April 7,'in
"The Deep End" on the West Cam us.i

,...)

Enclosures: Role Description
4/1/81 Memo to Lib.Arfs Faculty

PEJ/sk

C 4

Coop Libe'ral-Arts Staff: Jo Ann Littl.e.
'Mary Memedova
Beverley Moore

cc: Arnie Davidson
Daveltbert
Jack Fuller
Chuck Macon,
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Ernie Oppenheimer
Dave Stephen
Larry Thompsion

S. James Manilla-
Jim Martin
Betty Wallis
Evaluation File
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k
1

Role Description

COoperative EAucation/Liberal Arts
Paft-time, Faculty Jobppeveloper

' The Jollow g activities are expected of the part-time job
-developers in the Cooperative Education/Liberal Arts program.The individuals selected are to be full,time Pima College
faculty members, ic Liberal Arts Or its Science field, and
are accountable for this program to to Director of the Coop/
Liberal Arts Program.

1. -Job:Development

A., The,job developers will make regular contact yith
employers or potential employers in the Tucson/Pima
Countycommunity as well as nationally, t4)distover
existing full-timeor part-timi openings suitable for
liberal Arts students, and also to encourage employers
to create'sucb jobs. Information about specific
opening's should be recorded on the appropriate form
(copy attached) and forwarded to the Coop/Liberal Arts.A office.

\B. The job developers will establish general contact
with business agencies, locally and nationally, so.
that prospective employers' who do not have any open-

. ings currently, will call pn us Tor's,tudent eAployees
when an opening pccurs in the future.

2. Student Recruitment

The job developefs will communicate information about theCoop/Liberal Arts program to students initheir own classeskby visiting colieaguel's'classes, and by ether means, and bsuggest that integested students registex 14the appro
priate.section. Information aboUt,students who are looking for jobs is to be recorded on the Appropriate form
(copy 'attached) and forwarded to the Coop/Liberal Attsoffice.

O

3. 1Fvulty Relailkons

The job developers will inform thei. colleagues of thenature of the program and enlist their -support in findingjoin and recruifing'students.

4
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,
Role Description
Cooperative Ed/Liberal Arts
Part-time Faculty Joi3 Developer

t vfl

Reporting '.

Thejob submit a'i-eport, using the attached
form, eifir, two weeks to the Coop/Liberal Arts office.

S

EJ/sk

Maich 12 .1981 .,

O

5,

0

Oft

4
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<e inter-OfficeMemoranclum
ir-217,V -PirnaCommunityCollege

Liberal Arts Faculty
. DATE:. April 1981

. 'FROM: Ed Johnson, Coop Education, DTC

fr

SUBJEC -Up-tale on C(Top Liberal Arts- Program

,
.4 .4This is another brief memo to let you know what'we are doing in. ,

the COop/Liberal Arts program.

111;C.Urrently have about thirty students registered. .Most,of hemare working in jobs that seem appropriate.for their career oalsand I am veiy pleased with tht results. The six.fdculty membersWho are finding positions are doing an excellent job, and the-program is 'reall'y off the ground. Perhaps the most excitingpartfor me, however, is theeeclassroom aspect. I meet withstudents at the following times:

)Mondays 5:00- - 6:30 p.m. West Campus CBS-205
Wednesdays - 2:00 - 1.k30 p - East Campus Rm-1016-

Thursdays 1:10.- 3:00
Downtown Campus.C1-107

t

. **/4There arethree general activities which / undertake in workiwith the studerils.

1) We deal with the mundanebut crucial aspects of finding ajobs I help the students write a resume, and we do some work. _on the nature of a job interview and role -play job interviews.
2) I undertake a series of planning exercises in which studentsare helped to assess their current situation in terms of,attitudes, values, skills Tir_ limitation's." Then they do somegoal setting in career-and personal areas, and plan theactivities appropriate to getting from where theyare to w erethey want to gets

We emphaize the concept of Human
Relations On-The-Job. .Iwork .with simulations' and other exercises that help peopleassess their ability to connect with others; supervisors,subordinates, co--workers, customers.'

.
. to

A t

.
.

2G6
,1

Continued -

'et



Liberal Arts Faculty
-2-

\*'

A

44.

44 4/1/81

I4
Overall, we are, trying,

to help 'pleople find more fulfillment on
the job and get into a cycff of experiencing and.learriing from
their own experiences.

The,. atmosphere. is .not didactic but
rather

experientialand
facilitative, helping people-,to become,

in a sense, their own
theoreticians, helping them learn to

learh.

It seems to work. well and I am very pleased with the resylts.If you have students who are interested in joining us, I amt
still accepting

registrations and will be woking with students
both now and in the Summer, 45 well as the fall:

Simply have
them ca11 me or Suzanne,

our program
secretary, atIkextpnsion

6541 for Zurther information.

PEJ/sk
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ThosePresen't:

84

Minutes

COOP LIBERAL ARTS STAFF MEETING
.

Tuesday, Aptil 21, 1981, 4:00 P.M.
(lest Campus "Deep End"

Recorded by Suzanne Konic

Ed Johnson
Suzanne Konic
Mary Memedova
.Ernie'Oppenheimer
Dave Stephen

APPENDIX E

Not Present :, Beverley More '

Larry Thompson

1. The Cdop /Liberal Arts brochures were just "hot off the pres's"and a supply was distributed to thoseeresent. A supply hasbeen sent to those not present.

2. The luncheon, seminar in Coop Education in the Libeyial,Art.was d' us d. The date will be Friday, ttay 87(.fromc12:00to :00 p.ms., Ed is Tooking into what Will be the bestfacilities to use - a restaurant conference room or one atthe WestCampus.

The, format and cotitentwere briefly discussed, i.e., develop-in the CoopEducation
program in, Liberal Arts for next year -&4 how to get jobs for the sfrett4ents:

.Ed will speak briefly on Coop Education in the Liberal Art's.President Manilla will, be invited to give a presentation and-several, small groups will be asked to discussdirections forCoop /Liberal Arts and then report to thc.total group.
.

-1Those .to'be invited as participants. will

Campus Deansp
Associate Deans .

Jim Manilla
'Ack Fuller
'Clmck Macon

Diet Navarette, N.P., Stirdent Service
'Coudselors

3.. Ed raised the question of revising the-existing coop record-
.

keeping forms for Ilse in. the Liberal Arts program. More onthis later.

4 Ed toted that ,an extenskon of 'the current Coop/Liberal Art-S- .grant has been applied; for to extend it. through the interim,period of September 1981, until the net/ grant is forthcoming.Resubmissionof the proposal for the new grant be doneby May 270 Ed will emphasize
c,areer clvelopment and theclssroom activities rather than only("job lrustling."

262



Minutes-Coop Lib.Arts Staff Mtg.
April 21, "1981 - West Campus Deep End

A
411°

Page 2

..,\

S. Ed noted that he 'is doing a Teacher's Manual, which willdeal with the issues of process edutation, experientialLearning and facilitative teaching.4
c .

Ed alsonoted that he is writing some articles about Coop
,

.Education in the Liberal Arts.
i,

4

. Current class lists rot the, two Coop/Liberal Arts sections. were distributed/

7. Ed i's still searching for someone, to evaluate the Coop/.Liberal Arts program. He is currently considering anex-director of Coop at Antioch College`- J. Dudley.Dawson,who could c9m.7 to Tucson in late May.

8 Jo Ann raised the question ofhow Coop students are graded -by letter or pass/faii,/inCoMp,lete. Ed responded that hecan give only a pass orlincomplete. 4

i

Also in response to Jo Ann's question, Ed .explained- thatjobs wo ked this summer can be used foF Coop credit i'n thefall se ester.
c, /

9 Mary raised tlle question of summer internships, i.e.,whether or notItudents who are interested in the internshipprogram could ilso sign up for Coop. Ed responded yes -either in Summer Coop with Betty Wallis, or in the fall, with`,E_d

10. The advertisement about the Coop/Liberal Arts program written'by Virginia Foote of the City 9T. Tucson was/reviewed and itwas agreed that it needed more "umph" to attract studentihtgrest.
.....

, _..

11. Dave aphounced"that,le ,i1a5 an employer/contractor lookingfor students who lave alt1 and knowledge of carpe'ntry andhistory.

.1 The next meet,i.ng will be replac
May S.

Distribution:
pop Ed Libz...,:,

. 4 Arts Staff: N ' J. Little
. Memedova

/- . B. .Moore

'A Davidson 4
D. Ebert
J.Fuller
C. Macon

by the luncheon seminar on

r.
h. Oppenheilwr
D. Stephen '"

Thompson

J. Mani lla
J. Martin4
B.

Evaluation File
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^5, JOB OPENING'PORM

AVPWID,V;VVAP

Sample Job Developer
Reports &,4istinv of
,Typical Job' Openings

Coop Education in Liberal Arts

INCOME TAX PREPARER
Position

Name'of Business MADRIUL TAX & ACCTG.:

Contact Person

Phone No.
0

Location or 4723 S.12th Ave'. )(apprx.
(8 blks: so. Ajo)e

EinestinesorMarlos

889-8086or 889-6414

Address

r
Qualifications Desired:.

Date Infor-
mation Taken

Information
Taken By

1/14/81

S.Konic

Referred by

Salary Range pr Min.wav or ore
WthertmeEllffl§'fa depending on exp

.Commission b sis'
Hours ,full or. part-ti-me

Permanent c4,--Temi:c7

1/15 pet Carlos:- Wants someone academically triented,,but degree
not necessary; -

,,,
"

(Commercially oriented operation, th.u§)
Someone alert, fast, aggressive (rath,er

mare thorough)

Action Taken:

than slower

,

Tax Pip. experience helpful but not necessary

Bilingual helpful but not necessary.(he is)

1/14 -gave

Additional Information:

O

a

info. to H.Klinkner & FranICSchening---

Ar

O

24



JOB OPENING FORM'
/

Coop Education'in Libertl Arts

4

Poiition DUPLICATOR,COLLATER (Some VASTE-UP)iii,, ate Mfor-
mati n Taken 2/%6/81

Name of Business HEALTH INFO.DEVELOPMENT ASSOC ATgS

n rmation
T k

linda bergsma S.KonicContact Person en By

Phone No. 624 -4403 - call 10am-' 6pm .
efer#ed by

Min.Wage to start1802 Arant Rd.,Granv Rd LndusLocation or
gar "Salary Range or

Address' a
AcklimtE.11a&L& '''''"r*

s tril.Plaza,

1-mile west of I-10
(no bus after 6:40 PM)

QualificatiOns Des,ired:

Duplication om large xerox
- Collating
- Wding
- Some paste-up of typeset materials
- Sometheavy lifting

(20-25 hrs/wk)
Hours 1)4-8/.9pm/4.-5 nts/wk.

2)8aM-12N &
. -,Pt-Armanent=eFT=Tcm?.4-8pm 2-nts

4,
Action -Taken: .12/6 Info.given to' Connie Dent, Adv.Art Majoi -not int.,not,

enough art-type -work
.

call
2/6 Info.calledto-tlaire Popisil= She's interested, will all for app2/11-'e.Pbgpisil deciitd against inte.rviewing, since she would need to.rop a class ,to handle am hours (when she spoke w/Linda whe was

4 tpld they wanted someone in am
2/6 Message left f.Ken Gardiner to c.b.re job. 2/9 K.Gardiner called& gavehim info.,said this job might be more. in printing, area (Lino Aragon)Ken will.give Lino 'the info, one of them will send applcant out...Additional Information,:
Per,L.Bergsma,K,Gardiner, sent'out 'Joyce Heti*, they're strongly consideii

--//

Iier but want to see others-too.'
'

2/.11 - 1,--4Bergsma - sti4:1 prefer rtng,,someone,for pm's..,
2/13 Joan Findlay .(PEJ- cldss) referred by K.ardiner, she's' not sure aboutWorking nights,-will .call-L.Bergsma - - f

.
..,

I

2 i!5"



JOB OPENING FORM

Coop Education in Liberal Arts

LEGAL SECRETARYPosition Date
mation Taken 4/20/81Name ,ofBuskness TENNIS M. BRAN III, Attny

Coptict Person S'anpy

Phone No.

Location
Add Tess,

8:30'-5:,00 pm

624-2A1

or
405 W.Franklin (n.w.of down-
town area, near St.Mary's)

Information-
Taken By S.Konic

'Referred by

Salary Range or
Volunteer Basis $4/hr.

Hours Pt-tiMe C15 hrs, 3-days

Permanent (XXXI101;: Perm.

Qu'ifications Desired:

IC Shorthand, typing, some bookkeeping, good organizational& phone skills

"me

Action Taken: cc: Info. to Hans Klinknei.

Additionil Information:

P 4



1

L.--

Position

JOB OPENING FORM

Coop Education in Liberal Arts

.

SHOP ASSISTANT

Name of Business IVINDOIVS BY ROSE

Date Infor-
5/5/81mation Taken

ROSE VELASQUEZ (wife of,, Information
S.KonicContact Person

(Frank, Taken By,
MP (PEJ U.Ohx.student). /Phone No. 622-4119

Referred by

Location or 1611 N.Stone (bet.Lee & Elm) .=-&ik&r>6=aartgegavAddress
Volunteer Basis

pref. am's-flexible # h s.
Hours on per job basins

Qualifications Desired:

Interior Design Student

Permanent Cx\Temp.

..
eUpdating e lists - window covering shop .(shaaes,drapes.

etc.)

a
a

0
Action Taken:

Additional Information:
0



1.

J01). OPENING FORM
),

4..
, '' ra. ,

Coop Egutio, n in ,Liberal Arts. :
. 4

lr

,.. .a v

PosTon Receptionistnlerk-.Typist
. . Date Infor:,

mation Taken --.-7/6/81
Name of Businesspr.Wi lam BroWnfee

Information
Contact Person Bernice

Phone No. 327-.1'484

Location or
Addres 1011 N.Craydro ft,Suite S03
@ 2nd St. (near Speedway)

. -

Qualifications Desired:

(Medical office)

6 Pleasant telephone manner

Taken By
. .

Referred by tran_S,.fexred by ph
from W/C!\,,Job Plac

Salary Range or
Volunteer Basis 3.35'no-exp

Hours 12:00-5:30 or 6:00
(51ror 6 hrs/day x 5)= appx.310

OPpeeniningeiMm!TaMoTillin the
week. .

. °

11.

Acturate.typing important than speed (SO wpm apprx.)
Meeds to be able, o work unsupervised, after initial

training period.
V 0

.

Action Taken: cc 7/6 to Han.Klinknee,

1

.

4

7 /
.'

Additional Iriforffiation:,

,

2.68*

'

r

one
eMt

te4

hr
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Mr. John Slayton
Personnel Department
IKCORPORATIpM
Gene'ral.ProdUcts Division
Tuc;on, AZ

Dear John:

Correspondence in Job
Development with IBM

November 2, 1981

It was a pleasure for M rk andme to talk witE-you at ourrecent meeting. I'm pl ased that you'll be adding some'"structure to the Coop pr 4ith IBM and was particularlypleased to knew of your conc: ns for our students and will:4'g-ness to continue and expand he program.

A suggested schedule' for the spring semester might be asfollows: a

12/28/81 -- Pima College begin accepting applications9 . from students

2/5/82 - Pima College stop accepting applications
(except .for special cases)

This .wikr give us adequate time and .yet proVide some structureand definition that will be very helpful to us. Using thesedates as-starters, you might add your dates, -such as when youwould start work.ing with managers, when you would want all yourrequisitions in from managers, when you want -to have the inter-
. views completed, and-when you want to have students not4ied oftheir acceptance or otherwise.

I'd be glad. to meet with any of Your. managers, individually or
. -in groups, to explain our view of Coop and to get some ideasfrom them.abOut directions, and how we can be most helpful. I.am also grateful for your willingnesS to help, try to work-out,
,arrangements with Pima College and with the Department ofCorrections, at the Arictona Correctional Training Facility.in touch with some people there 4nd will, try to set up a-meeting,so that we can get together at the prison, and.begip some dis-cussions.

2.6J ,

continued' -



Mr. J. Slayton/IBM -2-
11/2281

Thanks also for your willingness to come out to 'Pima College.Perhaps, within the next few weeks we can work something outso that you and Isadoia and whoever else you Would like, canvisit several of our campuses. I'd be glad to act .actour-,

/uide. I'll call you within a week or so to arrange a time.
We'll also utilize your suggeition that a student be registered,

0 at the same time ,an apvlicat4on for IBM is filled out, so thatwe.gvoid any future conft4.46n.

1NkThanks again for youriiipport. ..

.

Sincerely, yours,

Philip E. Johnson, Ph.D.
Coordinator
Cooperative Education

PEJ/sk

>cc: Mr. Mark Henry
Dean Charles Macon
Ms: Isadora Wright

.

40"

5,

Nig

4
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JOB OPENING FORM

Coop.E'ducatqon in.LiberaO'Arts

Sample.Job Openings with
CIVICS Program

. Information Specialists (2)Position
Date Infor-
mation Taken 3/3/81ve

Name of Business City of 'Tucson
Richard Hornbeck

Contaet 'Person Virginia Foote

Phone No. 791 4204

Location or
Address

Qualifications Desired:

SEE ATTACHED*

Action Taken:

)

44.

Information
Taken By . M/Memedova

UNPAID-INTERNSal
Salary Range or
VoluntAer Basis

Hours'

Permanent or Temp:

..
,.

D

Additbnal InfOrealwion:
. .

, D it
OP4,

4.

0

1

271



JOB OPENING FORM

Co6p Education in Liberal Arts

DRAFTSMAN
Position

Date Infor-.
-illation TakenCity of. TucsonName of Business

Richard Hornbeck
Contaet Pekson Virginia Focte

t-,

Phone No. 791 4204

Locati"On or
Address

4

Qualifications Doired:'

-SEE ATTACHED

4 Action Taken:

Additional Information:,

r"-

I Ii

Information
Taken By M

)

3/31f31

Memedolla

- Salary Range or UNPAID
4klunteer 13asisINT&RNSHIF

Hours

, .

PermairrTrror Temp.

9

27.2



:

t

)

TITLE:

1

DEPARTMENT' /OFF ICE:

CIVICS PROGRAM

VOLUNTEER/INTERN JOB OUTLINE

-4Elraftsman

DHCD/Building Safety

0

SUPERVISOR: Larry Mulhern

RESPONSIBILITY:

QUALIFICATIONS:

.r"

'COMMITMENT

PERFORMANCE:

a

0

t

°

To research and ,transfer,existing addresss from various
docunents to mylars.using drafting techniques of ever,
subdivision map and plat recorded in the Pima County
Recorder'S Office.

Knowledge of drafting techniques and materials,.
Knowledge of legal descriptions, plotting df legal
descriptions, and the street layout of the. City of Tuct-
Son.

V

130 hours 16 hours per,week.°(Can be 10.for intern) f.

4

By Larrrulhern using CIVICS MANUAL, Page 61:,

273
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JOB .OPEN

Cdop Education in Liberal Albrts

-
0.

English to Spanish Translato
Pol'iftion

Name of Business Cit of Tucson
A

ichard 'Hornbeck
Contact Petsdn, Virginia 4fOote

.

.

Phon'.'t Nkgx< 791 4l204 4*

4

Location' or
°Adeiess

4

''1'
A 0

Qual if i cat.ions4 pes ied :

,

SEE :ATACHED

L a

,

r

k

Date Infor-
:mation Taken 3/3/81!/

Taken By 'In IvIgne clo v a

, .

Infotnfatioil.

, Salary 1(ange or
Volunteer ,Basiss UNPXID

(Internship)
'Hou s

v

Pe pent or Temp .

a

10

I.
Ac,tiOn Taken:

a

lo

`Additional Infoimation-:.

fi

V

:;\ , r

42v? 4 0
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CIVICS PROGRAM
.

4

VOLUNTEER/INTERN JOB OUT

to Spanish Translator

'DEPART:KENT-1)14'10E: . Department of Human and Commuriity Deve1oprilen0'
Admi.n.istra0.vr-54rvices

.SUPERVISORL, Nottingham
1,4

COMITMEN7f SeVeral days each'moftth', when an issue of 4

14,

departmental newsletter' is ready to be trans7
..../

lated% Material -ready at irregular intervals.
. Material may be taken home, and done outside

., e:00rto.5:00 pm. ,-.. . : 1

QUALIFICATIONS: Ability to translate fromEnglish into Sicanish.
Spanish 'ehould'be grammatiCalls Correct, but
understandableep the Spanish speaking'
population. Ability to write,clearli and
concisely.' Ability to,41.70fk gui.6kiy, under

'.deadline.%

. .

RESPONSIBILITIES: , Translate from English into Srianish,'priniarily

a 12-page newslettdr that comes At eve6, 'cpiiple..
\... 9

' of months., Also smaller items, e.g., announcements
or letters

%
when'necessary: , ,

'.,

.

_ , - .
,

.
.

.

If possible, type the Spanish version. Typwriter 6
win be provided.

Procif typeset copy.

PERFORMANCE.EVALU4ION:

4

.

. .
. 4

'By Emilly Noitinghant using CIVICS MAINTS.L, Page, 61.

) \.

4. a-_ .
a

lElt
010.1t COLLEGES.

6 POWEN!.tIBRAktY BUR.DIANG
.1.09AtidElg, CAI,IFORNfA 400? i

'EA 31

4 UN 18 19824 2 7,5

7

IN

1, /

.

s

CittiEuftN1A

.c.LEAIIFIIP'11017SE FOR

*

N.

4

0

.

4
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SPRING ENROIAMMCCRETORT
. UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, rrY COLLEGES

SPRING 1982.

191

This.. is a brief report `summarizing data an students enrolled at
Honolulu, Kapiolani, Kauai, Leerard, Maui and Windward Comunity Colleges
which are under the Office of the Chancelitr for.Commuqty Colleges.* The

primarremphasis of the report is.bn students enrolled as classified or
unlassified students in credit programs. However, a registration count of

students .enrolled in taller programs (primarily non-credit programs) as well

as the registration counts of %students-in programs (sponsored by EIe

Employment Training Office and by Hoothana are included.

2airsaa 12 Data

Ekcept for Table 1,, the data dtted

th Student Enrollment Reports (SER) as
'wrefe derived from student applications,

class registrations.

in this reportwere extracted fram.
of March 12, 1982. The basic data
.personal history farms and student_

41
Aighlights

IL Registrations in various community college offerings number 26,159 this

spring (Table 1). Of these:

1. 20,186, '78 perbent, are regular students enrolled in 'credit

gorogramst

2% 2611 1-percent, are early admits or concurrent registrants enrolled

.in credit programs.

3: 1,608, 6 percent, are apprentices orjourneyworkers.
, . .

4. 4,004, 15 percent, are registrants in special programs suchk* as

..
Kalihi-,Palama Education Center, Waianae-Nanakuli Center, Hoanana,
Employment Training Office, public/community.0ervices programs .at
various campuses, etc. -

t )'t

B. Data on 20,286 reaulak_(classfffed and unclassified) students (Tables 2,

3 and 4).2,4.n credieprograms show the following:

1. This sprin4's.enrollment of 206286 is the highest spring enrollment

recorded for the community colleges, second only, to this past fall's

enrollment: ,

,

... , i

ilbi.report'excludes data for Hawaii Cautunity College 'which v..j.1.1- be

i.
.

iHawaii at Hilo.
i

reported with, and as an admponent of, the University:of

...
.

0

4

3



...Enrollment data 'for this spring show an increase of 1,547
students, 8 percent over last spring,but 521 (3%) fewer students-,

than this past fail. However, this is a relativelysdall fall tQ
Ispring enrollment \decline, especially in light of this past

fall'srecord enrollment.

...Enrollmentincreased over last spring at all campuses.
.

2. Several trends are continuing:

...the proportion of unclassified students cont ties to increase

slowly frai spring to spring from 13 percent in Spring 1980 to 16

percent in 'Spring 1582.

,

...There _are proportionately. dare% pact-time students than in

'previous spring semesters: 54 percent this spring compared with

52 percent and 51 percent for. the Spring 1981 and 1980 semesters. 4

...Students are taking fewer dredits. The average Student semester

-hours (SSH) taken is 9.5 compared with 9.6,1ast semester and 9.7

A. last spring. This is due mainly to the increasing proportions of

part-tp6e student's and the 'decline'in,average,semester hours

' taken 'by these students. Average semester' hours taken :by
full-time students hagheld steady at 13.8 for six semesters.

3. The mean, and .median ages of students are beginning to Slowly
increase from spring to spring, and fall to fall.

4. There are very little changes in the following:

to 97 percet of the students'have Hawaii permanent home,

addresses.
4

...the distribution of, students.from Oahu campuses with local
address in' Honolulu, Leeward andlgindward haaremained-relatively

stable over the past three years.

'*
. *

2.10BALY
&

The Spring 1982 enrollment figures show. an .8%Percent increase over

figures .reported for Spring,1981. This id the highest `spring enrollment

recorded, and is only percent lower than last fall's enrollment whicivwab

the highest recorded for the community,colleges..

The community colleges continue to serve more part-tinq students anare

'beginning to serve proportionately more unclassified students.. Moreover,

students are taking-fewer credits, and' their mean and median -ages are slowly

increasing. .
.

.

-- - '. .
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TABLE 1 1

HEADCOUNT ENROIDENT, ALL STUIARITS'
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, COMMUNITY COLLEGES

SPRING 1982

411

r
Campus

.

.

Total
-

'Regular Credit Programs
.

Other Programs-

Apprentice/
Journeyw4ker

11
i

..Other

Specia4='

.

.Subtotal
.

Rgular
(Class & Uncl ass.

Studdntk).

. Special
.

-

'Subtotal
,

Early Admits

0

Concurrent

TOTAL

Honolulu CC

Kapio/ani CC

Kauai CC

Leeward CC .

1

Maui CC

Windward CC

..1

26,159. 20,547 . 20,286

_

2 36

,

25. 5,612 1,608 4,004

7;991
..,

.5,449

1,399

5,907,.

2,641

,679'

.

:

5,340:

'4,737.

1,1t8

5,797
. ,

2,091.

1,394

. \

,

I

Ii317

4 P7 26

1,134

-.. 5;720

2,019

1,370
..

.

.

&

6

54
1 '

-. 76

72 -

20

.

.

15

5

1

4

,

*

.

,

,

2,651

712

211

.110

550

285

.

t

.

-7

.

. .s,

. .

-

A

1,139.,
,

. 121

94.

254.

.

.---

-

0

1,512
..

.591 `.

117 .

_..

110 .

: 296'

285
, ,, ,

,.

,

Other
J .

Hcarana
.1

Employment Training
'Office ,

1,093

181

912

'
.

-

4

-
.

r

.

.

r

1

.

1,093

181

.912
* '

'

'

.

4,093
I ..

181 ,

912
.

.

1/Includes enrollment count in programs which were in progress on, orwhich started after, January 14, 1'982. An additional 4,004 were

served in programs between October10 and January 14, 1982: Honolulu, 162; Kapiolani, 259; Kauai, 105;-Leewar.,7084 Maui, 463;

ETO, 1,304.

SOURCE: Deans of Instruction, SER Reports, March 12, 1982.

5
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TABLE 2
HEADCOLVI1 ENROLIMR/r OF REGULAR STUDENT'S

LNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, opmumrriz COLLEGES
ACADEMIC YEARS1975-76 pp 1981-82

4

Semester & Year TOTAL ill Honolulu il Kapiolani il Kauai -±% Leeward
le-

il Maui -Ill Windward -.11

-,

1975-76 '

Fall 1975
Spring 1976

1976-77
Fall 1976 4

Spring 1977

1977-78
Fall 1977
Spring 1978

197849
Fall 1978
Spring 1979.

,

1970-80
Fall 19794.4,-

. Spring 1984 '

1980-81 ,

Fall 1080
Spring 1981

.

2981-82 .

Fall 1981
Spring 1982

18,949
18,530

-.

19,217,

19,069
,

.

19,077
18,284

19,120
17,715

.

I .

1.19,067

17,730

19,359,.
18,739

,

20,807
20,286

.

+15
- 2.

+ 4
- 1°

--
- 4

+ 5
- 7

+ 8
- 7

+ 9
- 3

+11

- 3

,

/

..0,

ANI

3,982
4,401

4,422
4,771

4,382
4,451

4,377
4,335

4,568
4,484

4,493..
4,849

.

.

5,190
5,3i7

+12
+11

-- '

+ 8

- 8
,+ 2

- 2
- 1

+ 5
- 2

--

+, 8

+ 7
+ 2

.

4,307
3,720

4,571
4,310

'

4,457
4,200

.

4;702
4,155

4,626
4,160

- 4966
4,461

.

',7

5,079
4,726._

'

+18
-14

+23
- 6

+ 3
- 6

+12
-12

4-11

-10

+19
. -10

.

+14
- 7

.

1,181
1,195

1,125
1,189

.

1,191 '

1,101

1,103
1,134

.

1,085
1,060

.

1,060
1,069

-

1,175
.1,134

+11
+ 1

- 6
+ 6

'

- 8

--
+ 3

- 4
- 2

0
+ 1

+10
- 3

.

6,790
6,410

1

6,347
6,026

---

6,093
5,767,

5,833.
5,162

51493
4,919

-

5,535
'5,277

5,989
5,720

+15
-'6

- 1
- 5

? 1- 1

- 5

+ 1
-12-

.

+ 6
-10

'+13
- 5

,

+13
- 4

1,554
1,615

1,626,
1,565

1,630
. 1,544

1,713
,1,690'

1,810
k 1,725.

1,p69
1;793

1,897
2,019

.

+26
+ 4

I

+ 1
. - 4

, 4: 4

').- 5

+11
-.1

+ 7.

- 5

.+ 8
- 4r

. + 6
+ 6

.

1,135
1,189

1,126
1,208

-

1,324

1,221

1,392
1,239,

1

1,485
1,382

1,436
1,290,

1,477

1,370

.

.

+13
+ 5

5
+ 7

1

+10
- 8

+14
-11

+20
- 7

+ 4
-10

+14

r 7'

4

SQURCES: Office of Institutldnal Research 6tnd Analysis; 04fide df the Chancellor for Community Colleges; Student Enrollment Reports.
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TABLE 3'
SELECTED CHARACI'ERISTICSikriREGULAR SIUDENTS,,

. UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, .1TY COLLEGES
SPRING 1

/-
flote: Percentages have been rouededf may not always total 100,0 pe'the gum of the'parts. 4*

r

9

.

Selected Characteristics ' \T OM,
No. V%

Honolulu
No. - V%

Kapiolani
No.. V%

Kauai
No. . \N.

Leeward
No. .V%

-

Maui
NO. V%

a

Rindward
No. V%

'

'TOTAL , 20,286 100.0

,

5,317 , 100.0 4,726 100.0 1,134 100.0 5,720 100.0 2,019 100.0 1,370 100.0

BY SEX

,

Male
.

Female
No Data. .

10,174 50.2
10,075 49.7

q
37 0.

3,570 67.1

1,742 32.8

'5 0.1

1,772 37.5
2,930 62.0

' 24 0.5

-53747.4 -'

597 52.6

2,892 ,50.6

2,827 49.4
1 <0.1

1

815 40.4

1,203 59.6

1 '<0.1

588 '42.9
776 ,56.6

6 0.4

/
BY EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE

Associate in Arts
Associate in Science,

-Cert of.Achievement
Cert ofCompletion
Unclassified
No Data

'

7,787 38.4

7,813 38.5'

1,319 6.5
85 0.4

3,160 15.6

122 0.6

. .

1;392 26.2

3,143 59.1
347 6.5

43 0.8

357 6.7

35 0.7

1,969 41.7

1,833 38.8
I, 4Z8 9.1

6 . 0.1

437 9.2

53 1.1
.

..

265 23.4

283 25.0

112 9.9

47 41.6

2. 0.2

10
2,869 50.2
1,866 32.6

236 4.1

13. 0:2

730 12.8
6 '9.1

454 22.5
540 26:7

131 6.5

, 889 44.0
5 0.2

838 61.2
148 10.8
65 4.7

. 23 1.7

215 20.1
, 21 1.5

BY MAJOR PROGRAM AREA

General & Pre-Prof
Vocational

,

Unclassified
No Data

. .

7,787 38.4'

'9,217 45.4
3,160 15.6

122 .0.6

1,392 26.2
3,533 66.4

351 6.7

or 35 0.1

-

1,969 41.7

2,267 48.0

437 9.2

53 1.1

'265 23.4
'395 34.8
472 41.6 '

.2, 0.2

2;869 50.2

2415. 37.0
730 12.8
61 0.1

454 22.5

O71 33.2
889 4410

5' 0.2

,

838 61.2
236 17.2
275 20.1
21 1.5

BY ATTENDANCE STATUS
P

Full-Time
'Phrt-Time

9,353 46.1
10/933 53.9 -

2,706 50.9

,611 49.1,

2,203 46.6
2,523 53.4

431 38.0
703 62.0

.

2,729 47.7

2,99,1 52.3

.

ilf
707, 35.0

1,312 65.0

577 42.1

793 57.9,

TOTALSSH TAKEN*

Full-Time Students.--
Part-Time Students ....

193,117

129,373
63,744

53,606

37,629
15,977

45,358

29,918
( 15,440

9;736

6,275
3,461

55,395

37,158
18,237

16,342
.

.

10,501
5,841

12,680

;7,892r.

4,7813

AVERAtE SSH TAKEN

Full-Time Students ....
Part-Time Students ....

9.5

13.8
5.8

10.1'

.13.9

6.1

9.6

13.6
. 6.1

. 8.6

14.6

4.9 .

9.7

q 4
.

8.1

14.9
4.5 ,

9.3

13.7
: 6.0 .

FIE SIL-DE 7T COUNT
(TOTAL SSH- 15)

L.J

12,874

.

3,574 3,024 649 3,693

1

1,089

)

`---7.,--845

113Y PERMANENT IDME ADDRESS

Hawaii
Other
!lc .,ata

19,449 95.9
771 3:8

66,''0.3 1

.

.

5,120 96.3
188 3.5

9 0.2.2

4,527 95.8
155 3.3

44 0.9

,

1,114 98.2
20 1.8

. j

5,428' 94.9

290 5.1'

2 '<0.1 1

.

1,944 96.3

73 3.6.

2 0.1 1

. ..,

1:316 96.1
45 3.3
9 0.7

r

1
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TABLE 3 (cont.) .

Selected Characteristics .

. e

1

TOTAL
No. V%.

Honolulu
No. V%

ppiolani
No. V%

auai
No. V%'

Leeward'
No. V%

Maui
No. , V%

Windward
No. -V%

BY DDCAl; ADDRESS
(pahu only) .

.

Honolulu
LeeWard
Windward
No Data

17,133 100:0

8,281 48.3 '

6,1* 36.1
2,517 14.7

145 0.8
.

5,317'

3,431
1,124
704
58

t.

100.0

64.5
21.1
13.2

lel

4,726

3,785
447
423

71

100.0
.

80.1
9.5
.0
1.5

.

,,

.

5,720 100.9

1,018 17.8
4,604 8045

1.7
.3 0.1

.4.0, .

,,

1,37Q 1C0.0

'47 ' 3.4
15 1.1

1,295 94:5
13 0.9

BY TurrioN STATUS

84sidents .....,. . .".. ....

1 'Nob- Residents

Non-Residents
,. Statutory Exempt ....

No Data -

'

1 . '

18,473 91.1
1,772 8.7-

,325 1.6

1,447 7.1
41 .1:2

'.

4,927

384
92

292
6

92.7

7.2
1.7

5.5

0.1

4,341
358
114
244

; 27

91.9

7.6
_2.4
5.2

- 0.6

1,039
94"
24

70

1

91.6
8.3'

2.1
6.2
0.1

.

5,027 87.9

693 12.1
.27 0.5

666 11.6

.1,886 93.4
132 6.5
52 2.6

80 4.0
1 , <0.1

1,253 91.5
111 8.1
16 , 1.2

, 95 6.9
6 0.4

BY AGE
.

-Mean Age
Median Agee

Under 18
18-'l9

20 21

24
25-29
30-34
35159

60 and over
No Data .

.

25.8
22.6'

57 0.3
5,304 26.1

, 3,879 19.1
3,026 14.9
3,199 15.8.

1,919 9.5

2,644 .13.0

2144 1.1
44 0.2

,11
1,269
1,159

934
934

. 486

492

27

5

-

24.9
22.5

0,2
23.9
21:8
17.6
17.6
9.1

9.3
0.5
0.1.

.

14
1,462
1,036

770
690
327
391

. 10-

26

.

23.8.
20.8

0.3
30.9

, 21.9
16.3
14.6
6.9
8.3
0.2

0.6

2

269
152
108
195
143
217
47

-1

29.1 -

25.7
0.2

23.7

13.4
9.5

17.2

-12.6

9.1
4,1

0.1

26.1
22.7

9 0.2
1,504 26.3
1,062 18.6

817 14.3
859 15.0

572, 10.0
864 15.1

30 0.5
3 0.1,

29.6 .

4, 26.2
12 0.6

427 21.1
244. 12.1
227 11.2
331- 16.4
275 13.6
416 20.6
05 4.2
2 0.1

. 27.0
22.9

9 0.7
373 '27.2

226 16.5

170 12.4
19u 13.9
116. 8.5

264 '19.3

15 1.1
7 0.5

,

U.S. Citizenship 18,324 90.3 ,656 87.6 4,032 85.3 1,040 91.7 5,414 ,94.7 1,857 92.0
.

1,325 96.7

BY REGISTRATION STATUS
_

Conti ng
Returnin
New (Firs Time).

, Transfer -.1.

13,970 68.9
1,290 6.4
2,619 12.9
2,407 11.9

lrr- ,)

3,796
265
669
587

71.4
5.0

12.6.
11.0

3,331
306
593
496

.

70:5
6.5

12.5
10.5

702
158
150
124

61.9
13.9
13.2.
10.9

4,093 71.6
310 5.4

615 10.8
702 12.3

1;119 55.4
159 7.9
406 '20.1

335 "16.6

.

929 67.8
, 92 6.7
186' '13.6
163 f1.9

r,
*ExcludesIsH's taken -by early admittees and concurrent registrants.

**The distribution of students, by local addresses ,for Kauai Community College is:. Lihue, 336 (29.6); Kawaihau, 245 (21.6);
Waimea, 218 (19.2); Koloa, 261 (23.0); and Hanalei, 74 (6.5). 0

***The distribution of stUdents,by local addresses for Maui Community College is: Kahului, 572 (28.3); Wailuku, 377 (18.7).;
Kihei, 196 (9.7); Puunene, 26 (1.3); Makawao, 114 (5.6);'Haiku, 106 (5.3); Haliimaile,'13 (0.6); Paia, 86 (4.3); Pukalani,
123 (6.1); Kul,-114 (5.6);%Hana, 11 (0.5); Lahaina, 167 (8.3); Molokai, 97 (4.8); and data, 17 (0.8).

kVECE: Student Enrollment Reports, March 12, 1982.
)11
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TABLE 4
SELEOEID CHARACIERISTICS OF REGULAR STUDENTS

UNIVERSITY OFEAWAII, CCMMUNITY COLLEGES
FALL 1979 to SPRING 1982

.1.....,

CHARACTERISTIC' MDTAL HasIDLULU Apiourri -RF' \ LEEIARD 1 MAUI WINDWARD

SEX (0
Fall 1879'
Spring 1980

Fall 1980
gg 1981

Fall 1981.
Spring 1982

Male
, 51
51

50
50

49
50

Male
66

68

66

66

66 ,

67

, Male
40

39

39

38

38
37 '

I

Male'
49

48

45

46

44
47

.

Male 0 , Male , Male
52 . 43 41
53 43,

i

42

51 42 ?.1 42
51 41 41

50 40
I

42
51'

1 . 40 43-PROGRAM AREA (X)
'Fall 1979

Spring 1980

Fail 1980
Spring 1981

Fall 1981 11.

,Spring 1982 '-'!

,

GEN VOC UNC

43 45 12
41 46 13

42 ;44 14

41 ' 44 15

40 45 . 14
38 45 16

.

GEN VOC UNC

24 69, 7
24 70 6

25 68 7

25 66 . , 9

26 67 7

26 . 66 7

GEN VOC, UNC

42 51 6
41 52 7

42 50 8

42 48 10

42 50 7

42... 48 9

.

GEN VOC UNC

24. 42 33
23 38 40

.;,..

25 .40 34
24 15, 42

23 37 39
23 35 ...42

'

GEN Vbt uNcicEN voc uNcia:
\

59 30, 11, 32 44 24
58 30 '11 31 40 29

54 32 14, 32 37 32
54 33 134 31 34 35

51, 34 13 21 35 37
50 37 13 22 "33 44

VOC UNC

.71 11 lb

67 14 20

165 16 19

j 65 15 19

61 15 '21

61, 17 20

FOLLPART-TITS (8) ; FT FT

Fair 1979 ; 50 50
Spring 19'80

' 49 51
4

.

1 1980/ /49 51
filing 1581 48 52

Fall 1981 47 53

Spring 1982 46 54

*Fr FT

53 47

53 47

52 48

51 49

,.
,51. 49

51 : 49-

*

FT FT;
50 50
52 48

's50 -50
51 49

49 51 :

'. 47 53

FT PT

46 54

-40 .60

42 58
36 64

42 .58

38 62

FT FT . FT FT

50 50 46 55,"

49 ' 51 44 96

49 51 44 , 56
'48 52 39 61

0,48 52 39 61
48 52 35 65

tyr FT,

f 45 55 . P

42 58
g

45 55

43 57....1_

44 56
42 58

TOTAL SSH TAKEN ,s

Fall 1979 1E19,893

Spring 1980 174,393
1

.

)

Ss
Fall 1980 4 190,017
Spring 1981 181,684

Fall 1981 200,432
Spring 1982 i 193,117

,

46,942
:45,505

1 46,131 .

" "48,683

52,194

," 53,606

0 46,891
. 42,762

49,612
;'45,104

40,000
45,358

10,299
109,178

,9,522
9,0,02

10'274
9,736

54,313 17,388
48,194 16,054

, 53,915 17,361
51,132 15,907

57,576 16, 0

55,395 16,342

14,060
' .12,700

13,476
11,856

13,838

12,680

AVG SSH TAKEN ALL FT pr

Fall 1979 110.013.8 6.2
Spring 1980 ! 9.8 13.8 6.0

Fall 1980 f I 9.8 13.8 6.0
Sp ng 1981 9.7 13.8 5.9

FA 81 , 9.6 13.8 5.8

Spring 1982 18.5 13.8 5.8

.

pr PT,

lb.3 14.0 6,0

10.1' 13.f '6.1

10.3 14.1 6.1

10.0 13.9 6.1

10.1 14.0 6.0
10.1 13.9 6.1

. .

ALL FT PT

10.1 19.8 .6.5

10.3 13.8 6.4

10.0 13.6 6 3
10.1 13.8 6

9.8 13.6 6.

9.6 13,6 6

ALL FT FT
.

9.5 14.3. 5.4

8.7 14.5'4.9

9.0 44.4 5:1.9.7
8jk im 4.9'9.7

*'..44r.

8114.2 4.8
8; 14.6 4.9

. .

ALL ET . ET
,

9.9, 13.5-16.3
9:9 13.5 62

13.5 6,0
13.5 6.1

9.6 13.6 :5.'
9.7/ 13.6 6.1

ALL' pr Pr

9.6 14.4 5.6

9 14.5 5.3

.3 14.5 5.1

8.9 14.1 5.1

14.5 5.0

111111614. 4.54.8:3
'

'':::."4
AEI. Pr pr

9.5 13.8 6.0

9.2.14.0 5.8

9.4-13.6 5.9

9.2 13.6 5.9
N

9.4 13.9, 5.8
13.7 6.0

V.
t.

I.

3



TABLE 4 (cont.)

: °

CHARP2ITERisric TOTAL HONOLULU KAPIOLANI RAUAS ' LEEWARD MAUI PEURIOIRD

,

PERM HOME ADDRESS (%) Hawaii Hawaii Hawaii Hawaii H.:;/aii

.

Hawaii Hawaii

Fa11.1979 97 96 1 99 98 96 96 96

Spring 1580

Fall 1980 .

96

97

97

,97

98

98

97

97 .

95

96

96' 1 95
,

95 1 97

Spring 1981 96 '96 98 98 . 95 95 97

lit; ,

)
Fall 1981 96 96 97 99 . 96 96 95

Spring 1982 96 96 96 98 95 96 96 '

.
. .

LOCAL AECORESS (%) Rawai- Kahu- Wai- La-
(Oahu only) Hon Lee Win Hon Lee Win Hon Lee Win Lihue hau Koloa Hon Lee Win lui luku haina Hon Lee Win

4 V ,

Fall 1979 47' 36 16 63 21 14 70 10 12 33 .21 22 19 80 2 28 20 7 7 1 91

Spring 1980 48 35 16 64 21 14 79 10 11 31 22 21 19 79 2 27 22 7 8 2 91

>1 .

Fall 1980 48 36'16 64 '20 14 79 10 11 31. 21 23 18 80 2 26 20 9 5 1 94

Spring 1981 48 36 '16 64 20 14 79 10 li 28 24 25 17 81 2 27 20 10 I 4 1 95'

Fall 1981 48 36 15 65 20 14 78 10 10 28 21 22 18 80 2 28 19 , 8 3 Al . 93

Spring 1982 , 48 36 15 65 21 13 80 9 9 . 30 22 18 80 2 28 19 8 3 1 95

TUITION srAsus (%), ident Resident
41.,

Resident
IP

Resident

,
Resident sident' kei3ent .,

Fall 1979 93 93 96 ' 92 90 94 91 .

Spring 1980 92 94 95 94 88 93 89

Fall 1980 92 95 94 94 89 93 90

Spring 1981 92 94 93 94
.

88 93 i 91
.

Fall 1981 91 93
493

93 88 93 90 ,

Spring 1982 91 sa 92 92 88 93 91

.

AGE (in years) Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median 'Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median L Mean Median.

Fall 1979 25.0 20.9 24.6 22.0 22.8 20.4 26.4 2/.9 25.8-22.0 ' 26.3 23.1 .

I

.

27(.5 2).3

Spr ng 1980 25.6 22.4 25.2 22.7 23.3 20.6 27.8 24.0 26.4 22.6 27.2 23.8 1,27.9 23.4

.

Fa 1 1980 25.1 21.0 24.3 21.0 23.0 20.5 26.5 23.1 26.1 22.4 26.9 23.1 27.4 23.0

ring 1981 25.7 22.5 25.1 22.7 23.7 20.8 28.4 25.2 26.2 22.6 28.3 25.0 27.6 23.3

Fall 1981 25.2422.1 24.3 22.0 23.4 20.6 28.3 23.7 25.9 22.4 27.6 23.6 ,26.9 22:6

Spring 1982 25.8 022.6 24.9 22.5 23.8 20.8 29.1 25,7 26.1 22.7 29.6 26.2 27.0 22.9

REGISTRATION 1st , 1st 1st
. .

1st 1st , 1st 1st

STATUS (%) 0

.

Cont Time Cont Time Cont Time Cont Time Cont Time Cant Time col* Time
.

Pall 1979 e . 52 28 58 27 49 30 49 26 56 27 43 31 4d "32

cOpring 1980 1 72 12 74 12 73 12 63 17 74 11 62 13 4 70 13 ,

Fall 1980 . 50 29 58 25 46 33 43 31 52 28 41 33 52 25

Spring 1981
.

69 13 68 14 74 13 59 15 71 12 62 14 69 11

Fall 1981 50 29 55 28 47 31 43 28 52 27 40 31 50 28

Spring 1982 69 13 71 13 70 13 62 13 72 11 55 20 , sp 14 ,

8

oor

9

O
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TABLE 5 .k .
.

DJEDRD3U'I'ICN OP MAJORS (Regular Students) ' .

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII ONOMMUNITX COLLEGES ,

,-
° SPRING 1982 Ge- /, . .

, . .

Note: Percentages have been rounded; may not always total 100 or the sum of the parts.

.

C

.

. 1171XL 1 'mom=
Enroll. V% Enroll. Vi

RAPIOLANI
Enr;9011 y%

KAUAI I LEEWARD
Enroll. V% Enroll: ,V%

'WI :

Enroll. V%
WThICWARD4 -

Enroll. V%

WEAL 1 20,286. 109/

0.

5y317(100 t 4,726 100

.

1,134 100 5,720 100

, 1.
.

2,019 100 1,370 100

GENERAL & PRE-PROF ED 7,787 38 1,392 26 1,969 42 265 23' 2,869 50

-----

4$4 3 i 838 1'4,.

Liberal .Arts .. .. .

Industrial Ed ,., .. '. ...

7,746
41 .

1,351
41

1,969
.

.2 65

.

2,869 454 838

.

vocKTromAL ECUCATICN .9,217 45 3,533 66

.

2,267' 48 395 35

.

2,115 37 ,671' 33. 236 17

.

Business Education .

.

< 3,629 18' 115 2 ' 1,631 .35 222 20
l

1,171 20 286 14 204 '15

.

Accounting . ...

Clekical ...
Clerical General
Clerical Typing
Delta PrcOessing
Data Proc Oper ...P
Finagee

'Gen Office Training
Hotel Operations .

Inform & Comp Sci
Management
Mgt (Banking)
Sales es. Marketing
Secretarial Science

'Stenography
Typist - .. .

942 ,

, -255 ' e

30

3

A
3:

,
4

50
73

283
337
.400 ,

2

191
545

84 .
2

.

-302/

l

50
35 ."

374
149'

406
26

,

234

159
257 .

26

( 81 !

57

r
.0.

61

23 .

.-

, 303
' 49

\
.

,

337
339

, 2

131
10

101 \

73
. 49

32
31

\

.

'

834'

.

.

3

.

.

50

..

-

53

13 _
2'

. .

Food Services . ' . 611 3

.

55 1 84 8 117 2 55 3

Commericml Baking
Food Service
Fd Sery Culinary Art
Fd Sery Dining Rm ....1

'55
452 .,

94 '1

0
0

55

.
2
94
10

.

t

0

, 117

,..

55 -
r.

I .

Health Services ..
%.

305 2

4

193 4 45 4

.

67 3 1

. 0. ,

Assoc Degree.Nursing
v,Deatal Assisting '

Nra Medical Assisting
1-Medical Lab Itch
Nurses Aide Training

. (2;cu0 Therapy Asst
"'rsctical Nursing
R4diologic Teth ...,,:
'p*iratory Tech

87.
.

11
'I

35
"20

6

22
.

74
32
18

.

,

\
.

.

11

'35.

24
, 6

. 22
49
32
18

25

'

.

20

.

\

P

62

,_

' 5

. .

.

.

.

.

.

,4.,,,
.

, .

.

.. 1.
\

15
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TABLE 5 tcont.).,

4 larAt% H
t

KAPIOLANI KAUAI LEEWARD MAUI . WINDWARD
Enroll. V% Enroll V8 Enroll. V% Enroll. V%. Enroll: V% Enroll. V% Enroll. V%

4

.

.

_ ."

Public Services t. 1,010 5 608 11 9 1 10 1 259-4 5 72 4 2 <1'

,
.

Fire Science 94 94 .-.-

Human Services 431 263 . - ' 125 43 -

Intrp for the Deaf, 13
.

. 13 i

Legal Assistant e 59 59 49 .

Library Technology 13 13 i

Occ,Safety fi Health 96 96 -- .... f .

Police Science 181 142 . 10 -- 29,
Rec Instructor Prog ..: 121 . 121
-Social justice 2 : \5.

.

.
* 2

, .
.

.

Techno .. 3,662 18 2,755 52 .118 10 569. 10 191 %9 30 2

. , .

Agri. tut!' 62 - , 52. ' 10
.---.., -1 Design & Constr 17 - ' ----- -- 17

Appli,. Trades '' 377 "377
Archi - Ural Ditft 184 184

-.0-...-,

Auto-Body Rep & Paint 125 90 li 22

Carpentry 128 81 '
1

Auto Mechanics Tech -648 189 1
. 65 329 45 20

Aviation Maint Tech 111 111 1
. .

Building Maintenance 9 9

Commerical Art 214 214 ,

.26 . 214

Construction Tech " 13 . * 13
Cosmetology .1W 142 142
Drafting Tech 98 .

.
86 12

Elec Inst & Maint Tech :145 145 .

i ,Electronics'-Tech 454 454 '
*

'"'4 ...
Engineering Tech 83 83

. !-

...
Fashion Des & Merch 133 133

.

1 \.Graphic Art ( 81
.

81
;Heavy Equip Maint & Rep 54 54

,

Machine Shop Tech 135 135
Marine Pipefitter 42 42 .

Marine Tech ..... 71 71
,

Marine Tech'Sean:Inship , . 1 1
.

. ,
Refrig &Air Cond 160 160
-Sheet Met41 & Plastics 25 . 25
Welding Tech 150 136 1 . 13

'

.

,

, . .

UNCLASSIFIED 3,160 16 357 7 437 9 472 42 730 13 889 44 275 20
. . .

' 4, ,

NO DATA '122 1 35!/ 1 53 , 1 2 <1 6
-

<1 5 , <1 21

,

a/ Due to code set changes, 26 students in the General Clerick program were included in
SQUECE: Office of Institutional ResearchjOhd Amalysis,SER Computer Report 2508A. .

p
AK

, t
No Data Category.


